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-  H Y D R AT E  I N  S T Y L E  -

Make an elegant statement with this chic stainless-steel tumbler 
with ceramic lid. Engrave a corporate logo or a custom name. 

Available colors are:
White, Black, White Marble, Teak Wood, Silver, and Gold.

Elemental Stainless-Steel Tumbler

16oz

16oz

12oz

12oz

tumbler colors

quantity (units) solid color 12oz
price per unit

solid color 16oz
price per unit

texture print 12oz
price per unit

texture print 16oz
price per unit

24 $24.00 $25.00 $25.00 $26.00

72 $22.50 $23.50 $23.50 $24.50

144 $21.00 $22.00 $22.00 $23.00

480 $20.50 $21.50 $21.50 $22.50

960 $20.00 $21.00 $21.00 $22.00
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HOT SELLERS
$0.04 - $0.75Hot 

Sellers

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

$0.55 
Webcam Cover

| pg.31

$0.04 
9” x 12” Diecut 
Handle Bag

| pg.54

$0.10 
Business Card 
Magnet

| pg.47

$0.21 
Sticky Notes 3” x 3”

| pg.46

$0.39 
Double-Wall Paper Cup

| pg.11

$0.48 
The Eco Pen

| pg.33

$0.74 
Lavon Stylus Chrome

| pg.18

$0.75 
Bowling Pin Keychain

| pg.64
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HOT SELLERS
$0.80 - $1.25

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover4

$0.80 
6” x 6” Petal-Edge 
Microfi ber Cloth

| pg.30

$0.89 
2-oz. Hand Sanitizer 
Gel Bottle

| pg.56

$1.00 
Mineral SPF 15 Broad 
Spectrum Lip Balm

| pg.71

$0.95 
Promo Beads Square 
Hot/Cold Pack

| pg.95

$1.25 
Tek-Scents Air Freshener

| pg.17

$0.90 
Dual-Stylus Ballpoint Pen 
With Screwdriver Tips

| pg.87

$0.91 
Chunky Bands Wide 
Color-Filled Wristbands

| pg.89

$1.20 
Airplane Pen With 
Foldable Wings

| pg.32

$1.20 $1.20 
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$2.60 
“What a Deal” 
Value Tote

| pg.55

5

HOT SELLERS
$1.32 - $2.60Hot 

Sellers

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

$1.39 
3-Foot Tape 
Measure/Keychain

| pg.60

$2.00 
Car-Shaped 
Ballpoint Pen

| pg.86

$1.70 
Extended Base Ear Phones

| pg.100

$1.32 
The Original Lightweight 
Rain Poncho

| pg.68

$2.08 
Origin’L Fabric® 
Antimicrobial Mouse Pad

| pg.15

$2.10 
Drawstring Bag

| pg.80

$1.50 
1-oz. Sunscreen With 
Carabiner

| pg.94
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HOT SELLERS
$2.89 - $4.09

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover6

$4.09 
Electronic Personal 
Thermometer

| pg.91

$3.25 
16-oz. LED 
Lightbulb Cup

| pg.23

$3.05 
O�  cial-Sized Baseball

| pg.65

$3.85 
Micro Basketball Set

| pg.51

$3.95 
Stainless-Steel 
Travel Utensil Set

| pg.81

$3.63 
Car Sunshade

| pg.34

$2.99 
Cellphone Strap 
Finger Elastic Grip

| pg.114

$2.89 
Prize and T-Shirt 
Drop Parachutes

| pg.72
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HOT SELLERS
$4.25 - $6.10Hot 

Sellers

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

$4.95 
Expandable Stainless 
Steel Straw With Case

| pg.99

$6.10 
Western-Style Camping Mug

| pg.57

$4.35 
5-Function Stainless-
Steel Golf Multi-Tool

| pg.97

$4.95 
Cordless COB Light 
Switch Night & Wall Light

| pg.48

$4.25 
Cosmic LED Laser-Engraved 
Neon Bracelet

| pg.50

$4.75 
Analog Meat 
Thermometer With 
Pocket Sleeve and Clip

| pg.96

$4.35 
Executive Aluminum 
Harmonica

| pg.85

$5.60 
Power Bank Charger

| pg.101

$6.05 
6-Piece Manicure 
Set With Scissors

| pg.90
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HOT SELLERS
$7.35 - $9.61

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover8

$9.49 
Dual Wine 
Bottle Tote

| pg.103

$9.61 
Super Duty 
Counter Mat

| pg.25

$7.75 
Auto Emergency 
Rescue Light & 
Escape Tool

| pg.66

$7.75 
4-in-1 Laser/
Flashlight Pen

| pg.12

$8.35 
High-Intensity 
3-Watt COB 
Utility Worklight

| pg.19

$7.75 
Liquid-Filled 
Glitter Night LIght

| pg.102

$8.79 
Digital 
WeatherStation 
With Alarm Clock

| pg.79

$7.35 
Brushed 
Stainless-Steel 
7-oz. Mini Martini 
Shaker

| pg.27

$9.49
Aluminum Power 
Bank

| pg.42
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HOT SELLERS
$10.35 - $16.50Hot 

Sellers

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

$13.25 
Dual/AutoUSB 
Heater Mug With 
Closure Top

| pg.26

$10.35 
Auto/Wall Power Charger With 
Dual USB Ports

| pg.13

$12.99 
9-Function Multi-Tool 
With Pouch

| pg.49

$11.41 
Aluminum Money 
Clip Wallet

| pg.70

$11.89 
Piggy Bank With 
Digital Coin 
Counter

| pg.61

$12.59 
Compact 10x25 
Binoculars With Ruby 
Lens and Case

| pg.84

$11.65 
Executive Compass 
in Wood Box

| pg.78

$12.59 

$16.50
Electric Candle Lighter

| pg.16
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HOT SELLERS
$17.95 and up

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover10

$18.99 
5-in-1 Survival 
Multi-Tool

| pg.67

$19.89
“Phusic” Stereo 
Bluetooth Headphones 

| pg.43

$28.40
Ultimate Wireless BT 
Earpods With Wireless 
Charging Case 

| pg.116

$40.45
Custom 2-lb. Milk & Dark 
Chocolate Combo Bar 

| pg.14

$71.00
Large Fish Bowl

| pg.21

$17.95
Music Pods True 
Wireless Earbuds

| pg.39

$18.49
43” Arc Auto Open “Upside 
Down” Inverted Umbrella

| pg.106

$18.99
Smartphone Amplifi ed Stereo 
Speaker for Bike, Stroller & Beach

| pg.107

$132.00
47” x 78” Retractable 
Banner With Stand

| pg.73
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| A. 17-oz. Single-Use 
   Paper Cold Cup, 
  Hi-Defi nition Full-Color

Unlike ordinary paper cups, this cold 
cup’s hi-defi nition full-color imprint 
and high-gloss fi nish enable you to 
print all of your brand’s image, not 
just your logo, to create a great fi rst 
impression. #C917

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.37 1.33 0.85 0.62 0.40

| B. 9-oz. Heavy-Duty 
  Paper Hot Cup Hi-Defi nition      
  1- or 2-Color

Put a high-quality image on a 
disposable paper cup. Showcase 
your brand with a 1- or 2-color 
imprint. Made from sturdy single 
poly-coated paperboard. Pricing is 
for 2 colors. #H909-B

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.86 0.84 0.70 0.53 0.34

One-color 

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.49 0.47 0.40 0.36 0.34

| C. 12-oz. Vx2 Double-Wall 
  Paper Cup – Full-Color

These AWESOME paper cups keep 
hot drinks hot, cold drinks cold, 
hands comfortable and advertisers 
happy! Excellent for meetings, 
events, safety programs, seminars 
or any place you want to infl uence 
beverage drinkers with a visually 
powerful, economical item. #X2D3

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.35 1.31 0.83 0.60 0.39

| D. 16-oz. Vx2 Double-Wall
   Paper Cup – Full-Color

These AWESOME paper cups keep 
hot drinks hot, cold drinks cold, 
hands comfortable and advertisers 
happy! Excellent for meetings, 
events, safety programs, seminars 
or any place you want to infl uence 
beverage drinkers with a visually 
powerful, economical item.  #X2D6

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.36 1.32 0.84 0.61 0.39

asi/93975

TO-GO GOODNESS 
picnics | parties | restaurants

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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C
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Bright dual
LEDs

Crank to charge

Never needs 
batteries!

PROJECTS 5 LASER GRAPHICS

Hot 
Seller

 A   5-in-1 Executive Presentation Laser Pointer 

Enhance your public presentations with laser-projected 
images to highlight your message points. Our executive 
pen-style presentation laser pointer features a pocket 
clip, a bright 650nm red laser for clear projection, and a 
unique 5-in-1 rotating lens assortment that that includes 
fi ve laser options:  Pointing Finger, Circle, Single Dot, 
Arrow and Underline graphic, which are helpful for 
highlighting presentations and enhance visual commu-
nication. Durably constructed of solid brass with matte 
black fi nish and metallic silver accents. Each unit comes 
packed in an elegant presentation case with EVA rub-
ber insert. Operates on two AAA batteries (included). 
Optional case imprint is available for $0.50 each, plus 
setup charge of $40. For digital four-color imprint on 
the case, add $1.25 each, plus an additional setup of $50. 
Gift boxed.  #AD-1078

 25 50 100 250 500
 $22.99 $22.19 $20.99 $20.69 $20.19

 B   Pocket Dynamo Dual-LED Flashlight 

This pocket-sized, environmentally friendly fl ashlight 
needs no batteries and is ideal for home, travel, camping, 
hiking and emergency lighting. Flashlight features dual 
super-bright white LED bulbs with a specially designed 
magnifying lens that focuses the light where needed. 
Simply crank the bi-directional handle and it charges the 
internal li-ion cells to power the fl ashlight. The LED lights 
will last up to 10,000 hours and you will never need 
batteries – simply  recharge the cells when the fl ashlight 
dims. Dynamo crank action recharges internal battery. 
Each features a metallic silver body with black trim and 
wrist cord. Gift boxed.  #AD-974

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $12.35 $11.55 $11.35 $11.15 $10.70

 C   Stainless-Steel Bottle Opener/Knife With LED Light 

This stainless-steel bottle opener features an anodized 
aluminum case with super-bright pull-out LED light, 1 
3/4” knife blade, a keychain attachment hole and your 
laser-etched logo or promotional message. Available in 
black, metallic blue or metallic red case colors. Operates 
on three button cell batteries (SR621SW), which are 
included. Gift boxed. #AD-333

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $4.75 $4.19 $4.15 $4.05 $3.75

 D   4-in-1 Laser/Flashlight Pen 

This high-powered 650nm red laser retractable ballpoint 
pen has both black and red ink cartridges and a bright 
LED fl ashlight. Pen features a matte silver fi nish and 
comes packed in an elegant aluminum presentation 
case. Price includes same-size one-color imprint on pen 
and case. If desired, a full-color digital imprint can be 
printed on the case for an additional $1.25 each, plus an 
additional setup charge of $50. For additional imprint 
colors add $0.50 per additional color,  plus setup of $40. 
Operates on four button cell (LR41) batteries, which are 
included. Gift boxed. #AD-179

 25 50 100 250 500
 $9.65 $8.75 $7.99 $7.89 $7.75

asi/31570
BRIGHT USEFUL TOOLS
bars & restaurants | employee rewards | automotive

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

asi/31570

ON-THE-GO PROMOS
tech promos | sales team | transportation

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

 A  iPhone/Android OTG Mini Fan

Plug this mini fan into the charging port of your 
iPhone or Android OTG phone. This powerful 16,000 
RPM fan is super-quiet and e�  ciently operates with 
low power consumption. The soft 3.5” blade is safe, 
fl exible and portable. Includes your one-color imprint 
on the blade. Polybagged. #AD-7460R

 50  100 250 500 1,000 
 $3.39 $3.19 $2.99 $2.79 $2.65

 B  4-Port High Output USB Travel Charger

Features a compact design with self-storing outlet. 
4 USB ports with 4.2-amp/20-watt power will 
charge twice as fast as any other charger. Cables not 
included. #AD-1567

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $30.99 $29.79 $28.99 $28.39 $27.99

 C   Smartphone Waterproof Case With 
      Water-Resistant Earbuds 

This triple-seal waterproof case provides the ulti-
mate protection for your iPhone 4, iPhone 5, iPod, 
iPod nano or iPod Shu�  e. The case is 100% water-
proof and also protects against dust, dirt and sand, 
allowing you to use it at the beach, pool, river, lake, 
gym or walking in the rain. Allows clear screen vis-
ibility and features Velcro-style closure, waterproof 
headphone connector and adjustable neck cord. 
The waterproof case can be ordered with or without 
water-resistant earbuds. Earbuds come in white. 
Individually polybagged. #AD-559

 D   Auto/Wall Power Charger With Dual USB Ports 

Features two USB ports with a total of 2.1 amps of 
power. It can charge one tablet or two cellphones 
simultaneously, as well as portable media players, 
GPS, MP3 players, digital cameras and Bluetooth 
devices. Its compact design, small 2 1/8” x 2 1/8” x 1 
13/16” size, self-storing wall plug and fl ip-out lighter 
plug make it ideal for travel and home use. Includes 
two 2.1-amp USB ports and blue LED power indicator 
light. Individually boxed. #AD-1569

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $11.85 $10.99 $10.85 $10.65 $10.35

  100   250   500   1,000   2,500
Case & Earbuds $10.75 $10.65 $10.55 $10.25 $10.05
Case Only $4.99 $4.89 $4.79 $4.49 $4.29

Works with Android 
and Apple phones

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller

12
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Bright dual
LEDs

Crank to charge

Never needs 
batteries!

PROJECTS 5 LASER GRAPHICS

Hot 
Seller

 A   5-in-1 Executive Presentation Laser Pointer 

Enhance your public presentations with laser-projected 
images to highlight your message points. Our executive 
pen-style presentation laser pointer features a pocket 
clip, a bright 650nm red laser for clear projection, and a 
unique 5-in-1 rotating lens assortment that that includes 
fi ve laser options:  Pointing Finger, Circle, Single Dot, 
Arrow and Underline graphic, which are helpful for 
highlighting presentations and enhance visual commu-
nication. Durably constructed of solid brass with matte 
black fi nish and metallic silver accents. Each unit comes 
packed in an elegant presentation case with EVA rub-
ber insert. Operates on two AAA batteries (included). 
Optional case imprint is available for $0.50 each, plus 
setup charge of $40. For digital four-color imprint on 
the case, add $1.25 each, plus an additional setup of $50. 
Gift boxed.  #AD-1078

 25 50 100 250 500
 $22.99 $22.19 $20.99 $20.69 $20.19

 B   Pocket Dynamo Dual-LED Flashlight 

This pocket-sized, environmentally friendly fl ashlight 
needs no batteries and is ideal for home, travel, camping, 
hiking and emergency lighting. Flashlight features dual 
super-bright white LED bulbs with a specially designed 
magnifying lens that focuses the light where needed. 
Simply crank the bi-directional handle and it charges the 
internal li-ion cells to power the fl ashlight. The LED lights 
will last up to 10,000 hours and you will never need 
batteries – simply  recharge the cells when the fl ashlight 
dims. Dynamo crank action recharges internal battery. 
Each features a metallic silver body with black trim and 
wrist cord. Gift boxed.  #AD-974

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $12.35 $11.55 $11.35 $11.15 $10.70

 C   Stainless-Steel Bottle Opener/Knife With LED Light 

This stainless-steel bottle opener features an anodized 
aluminum case with super-bright pull-out LED light, 1 
3/4” knife blade, a keychain attachment hole and your 
laser-etched logo or promotional message. Available in 
black, metallic blue or metallic red case colors. Operates 
on three button cell batteries (SR621SW), which are 
included. Gift boxed. #AD-333

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $4.75 $4.19 $4.15 $4.05 $3.75

 D   4-in-1 Laser/Flashlight Pen 

This high-powered 650nm red laser retractable ballpoint 
pen has both black and red ink cartridges and a bright 
LED fl ashlight. Pen features a matte silver fi nish and 
comes packed in an elegant aluminum presentation 
case. Price includes same-size one-color imprint on pen 
and case. If desired, a full-color digital imprint can be 
printed on the case for an additional $1.25 each, plus an 
additional setup charge of $50. For additional imprint 
colors add $0.50 per additional color,  plus setup of $40. 
Operates on four button cell (LR41) batteries, which are 
included. Gift boxed. #AD-179

 25 50 100 250 500
 $9.65 $8.75 $7.99 $7.89 $7.75

asi/31570
BRIGHT USEFUL TOOLS
bars & restaurants | employee rewards | automotive

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

asi/31570

ON-THE-GO PROMOS
tech promos | sales team | transportation

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

 A  iPhone/Android OTG Mini Fan

Plug this mini fan into the charging port of your 
iPhone or Android OTG phone. This powerful 16,000 
RPM fan is super-quiet and e�  ciently operates with 
low power consumption. The soft 3.5” blade is safe, 
fl exible and portable. Includes your one-color imprint 
on the blade. Polybagged. #AD-7460R

 50  100 250 500 1,000 
 $3.39 $3.19 $2.99 $2.79 $2.65

 B  4-Port High Output USB Travel Charger

Features a compact design with self-storing outlet. 
4 USB ports with 4.2-amp/20-watt power will 
charge twice as fast as any other charger. Cables not 
included. #AD-1567

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $30.99 $29.79 $28.99 $28.39 $27.99

 C   Smartphone Waterproof Case With 
      Water-Resistant Earbuds 

This triple-seal waterproof case provides the ulti-
mate protection for your iPhone 4, iPhone 5, iPod, 
iPod nano or iPod Shu�  e. The case is 100% water-
proof and also protects against dust, dirt and sand, 
allowing you to use it at the beach, pool, river, lake, 
gym or walking in the rain. Allows clear screen vis-
ibility and features Velcro-style closure, waterproof 
headphone connector and adjustable neck cord. 
The waterproof case can be ordered with or without 
water-resistant earbuds. Earbuds come in white. 
Individually polybagged. #AD-559

 D   Auto/Wall Power Charger With Dual USB Ports 

Features two USB ports with a total of 2.1 amps of 
power. It can charge one tablet or two cellphones 
simultaneously, as well as portable media players, 
GPS, MP3 players, digital cameras and Bluetooth 
devices. Its compact design, small 2 1/8” x 2 1/8” x 1 
13/16” size, self-storing wall plug and fl ip-out lighter 
plug make it ideal for travel and home use. Includes 
two 2.1-amp USB ports and blue LED power indicator 
light. Individually boxed. #AD-1569

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $11.85 $10.99 $10.85 $10.65 $10.35

  100   250   500   1,000   2,500
Case & Earbuds $10.75 $10.65 $10.55 $10.25 $10.05
Case Only $4.99 $4.89 $4.79 $4.49 $4.29

Works with Android 
and Apple phones

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller

13
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A B
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Completely 
customizable lid!

| A. Custom 2-lb. Milk & Dark   
  Chocolate Combo Bars

Guaranteed to please all 
chocolate lovers, these bars 
feature your custom design 
etched in the dark Belgian 
chocolate and surrounding 
milk Belgian chocolate (or 
vice versa). Make a lasting 
impression today! #2032

 40 80 200 500
 46.35 44.45 42.75 40.45

| B. Advent Calendar

The gift that keeps giving 
all month long! Open each 
window of the corresponding 
day to reveal a special treat 
– 24 individually packaged 
pieces of Belgian chocolate. 

Belgian milk and dark choco-
late coins are located behind 
days 1-23, and your custom-
engraved 3” x 5” milk or dark 
Belgian chocolate piece is 
packaged in clear cellophane 
behind day 24. #3999

 50 100 250 500
 26.80 24.75 23.15 21.65

| C. Deluxe 1-Pk. Trio Card

This product combines the 
best of both worlds: foiled 
and printed packaging 
options all in one custom-
printed card. The full-color 
printed trio box is an attrac-
tive display of your logo, and 
the custom chocolate art-
work on the 3 custom foiled 

pieces inside will impress, 
too. One fl avor: milk or dark 
Belgian chocolate. Include a 
custom message. #7335

 100 250 500 1,000
 7.45 7.05 6.60 6.10

| D. Luxury Sweet Box

This new style of box allows 
both the outside and inside 
of the lid to be custom-
ized. Includes 21 individually 
wrapped gourmet chocolate 
treats: 6 Belgian chocolate 
cookies, 10 Belgian chocolate 
wrapper bars and 5 to� ee 
pretzels. #8099

 20 50 100 250
 72.95 70.95 68.95 65.95

asi/44897
THE SWEET LIFE
holiday parties | weddings | charities | schools

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| C. Vynex® Heavy-Duty Hard Surface Mouse 
  Pad (7.5” x 8” x 1/8”)

Make a top-of-the-line choice with a heavy-
duty mouse pad with fi ne detail and critical 
color matching. The textured plastic surface 
ensures your message will reach your audi-
ence for a long time. #N87

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.56 3.47 3.46 3.26 2.75

| D. Frame-It Flex® DuraTec® Window/Photo 
  Mouse Pad (8” x 9.5” x 1/8”)

Turn your promotion into a personal keepsake! 
This unique mouse pad features a transparent 
window for holding photos, information and 
more. Made of odorless, latex-free material, 
perfect for hospitals and schools. #FFH8

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.82 3.72 3.71 3.69 3.24

| A. MousePaper® Calendar 12-Month Paper 
  Mouse Pad (7.25” x 8.5”)

This 3-in-1 o�  ce accessory will help you keep 
track of the days and take notes while using 
your desktop. Features a built-in hang tab and 
is made from 30% post-consumer recycled 
paper. #MPLO12

 125 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.49 3.40 3.24 3.10 2.25

| B. Origin’L Fabric® Antimicrobial Mouse Pad 
  (7.5” x 8” x 1/8”)

This tried-and-true promotional workhorse 
is made from fabric for superior comfort 
and performance. Features antimicrobial 
protection. Vivid 4-color process imprint 
included. #BG7

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.59 2.52 2.51 2.39 2.08

asi/49716

CLICK-WORTHY PROMOS
business meetings | hospitals | schools

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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A B

DC

Completely 
customizable lid!

| A. Custom 2-lb. Milk & Dark   
  Chocolate Combo Bars

Guaranteed to please all 
chocolate lovers, these bars 
feature your custom design 
etched in the dark Belgian 
chocolate and surrounding 
milk Belgian chocolate (or 
vice versa). Make a lasting 
impression today! #2032

 40 80 200 500
 46.35 44.45 42.75 40.45

| B. Advent Calendar

The gift that keeps giving 
all month long! Open each 
window of the corresponding 
day to reveal a special treat 
– 24 individually packaged 
pieces of Belgian chocolate. 

Belgian milk and dark choco-
late coins are located behind 
days 1-23, and your custom-
engraved 3” x 5” milk or dark 
Belgian chocolate piece is 
packaged in clear cellophane 
behind day 24. #3999

 50 100 250 500
 26.80 24.75 23.15 21.65

| C. Deluxe 1-Pk. Trio Card

This product combines the 
best of both worlds: foiled 
and printed packaging 
options all in one custom-
printed card. The full-color 
printed trio box is an attrac-
tive display of your logo, and 
the custom chocolate art-
work on the 3 custom foiled 

pieces inside will impress, 
too. One fl avor: milk or dark 
Belgian chocolate. Include a 
custom message. #7335

 100 250 500 1,000
 7.45 7.05 6.60 6.10

| D. Luxury Sweet Box

This new style of box allows 
both the outside and inside 
of the lid to be custom-
ized. Includes 21 individually 
wrapped gourmet chocolate 
treats: 6 Belgian chocolate 
cookies, 10 Belgian chocolate 
wrapper bars and 5 to� ee 
pretzels. #8099

 20 50 100 250
 72.95 70.95 68.95 65.95

asi/44897
THE SWEET LIFE
holiday parties | weddings | charities | schools

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| C. Vynex® Heavy-Duty Hard Surface Mouse 
  Pad (7.5” x 8” x 1/8”)

Make a top-of-the-line choice with a heavy-
duty mouse pad with fi ne detail and critical 
color matching. The textured plastic surface 
ensures your message will reach your audi-
ence for a long time. #N87

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.56 3.47 3.46 3.26 2.75

| D. Frame-It Flex® DuraTec® Window/Photo 
  Mouse Pad (8” x 9.5” x 1/8”)

Turn your promotion into a personal keepsake! 
This unique mouse pad features a transparent 
window for holding photos, information and 
more. Made of odorless, latex-free material, 
perfect for hospitals and schools. #FFH8

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.82 3.72 3.71 3.69 3.24

| A. MousePaper® Calendar 12-Month Paper 
  Mouse Pad (7.25” x 8.5”)

This 3-in-1 o�  ce accessory will help you keep 
track of the days and take notes while using 
your desktop. Features a built-in hang tab and 
is made from 30% post-consumer recycled 
paper. #MPLO12

 125 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.49 3.40 3.24 3.10 2.25

| B. Origin’L Fabric® Antimicrobial Mouse Pad 
  (7.5” x 8” x 1/8”)

This tried-and-true promotional workhorse 
is made from fabric for superior comfort 
and performance. Features antimicrobial 
protection. Vivid 4-color process imprint 
included. #BG7

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.59 2.52 2.51 2.39 2.08

asi/49716

CLICK-WORTHY PROMOS
business meetings | hospitals | schools

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Coated blade 
for maximum 

durability

| A. Flex Neck Magnetic Work Light

A practical and useful fl ashlight with a 
fl exible neck, magnetic base and built-
in COB work light. This heavy-duty 
work light measures 7.7” and provides 
200 lumens of light. It also features a 
focus beam, emergency light and fl ex-
ible head that rotates at a 90-degree 
angle. Batteries included.  #3594

 48 144 288
 23.50 22.50 21.75
 

| B. Electric Candle Lighter

Go for maximum brand 
visibility with this electric 
candle lighter! It measures 
9” and uses no fl ames or 
butane. Instead, it creates 
a tiny electric arc that’s hot 
enough to light anything 
a normal lighter can. 
Windproof and rechargeable 
with a long neck for hard-to-
reach wicks. #9310

 48 96 288
 18.00 17.50 16.50

| C. 16-Foot Tape Measure

Take your business to new 
heights using this 16-foot 
tape measure. It has a self-
locking mechanism and 
easily retracts with the push 
of a button. It also features 
an impact-resistant rubber 
case, belt clip and cushion 
grip for a comfortable, slip-
resistant hold. #136

 48 144 288 576
 14.75 14.50 14.00 13.50

| D. Leatherman® Rev®

The best-selling, USA-made 
Leatherman Rev is 4” closed 
and packed with high-quality 
essential tools. The Rev 
features an all stainless-
steel construction, locking 
blades, pliers, wire cutters, 
bottle and can openers, 
screwdrivers and more! 
#LM50

 24 48 96 144
 50.00 48.50 47.50 46.00

asi/46170
TOOL TIME
home improvement | camping | construction

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Great for 
contractors and 

campers!

Hot 
Seller

Available in seven scents

| A. Ecopop

Ecopop is a stylish device that makes it 
easier to use your phone and helps sup-
port cleaner oceans. Be part of a bigger 
solution – one world, one mission. Use 
Ecopop as an aid to hold your device 
only when the device is otherwise 
securely supported.  #ECOPOP

 50 150 250 500 1,000
 4.25 4.20 4.15 4.10 3.98

| B. Tek-Scents Air Freshener

This traveling ad for your brand is 
available in seven pleasing scents 
and features an elastic hanging loop 
for your rearview mirror. Full-color 
imprint on both sides. Custom shapes 
available ($250 die charge for custom 
shapes and an additional $50 setup 
charge for second-side artwork). 
Slight color change is expected  when 
scent is added; exact color match not 
guaranteed. Tree-shaped air fresheners 
unavailable. Keep out of reach of 
children and animals.  #AF100

 150 250 500 1,000
 1.75 1.60 1.50 1.25

asi/90807

ON THE RUN
colleges | picnics | parties | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A

B

Take photos 
and watch videos 

more easily!

Hot 
Seller
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A

B

D

C

Coated blade 
for maximum 

durability

| A. Flex Neck Magnetic Work Light

A practical and useful fl ashlight with a 
fl exible neck, magnetic base and built-
in COB work light. This heavy-duty 
work light measures 7.7” and provides 
200 lumens of light. It also features a 
focus beam, emergency light and fl ex-
ible head that rotates at a 90-degree 
angle. Batteries included.  #3594

 48 144 288
 23.50 22.50 21.75
 

| B. Electric Candle Lighter

Go for maximum brand 
visibility with this electric 
candle lighter! It measures 
9” and uses no fl ames or 
butane. Instead, it creates 
a tiny electric arc that’s hot 
enough to light anything 
a normal lighter can. 
Windproof and rechargeable 
with a long neck for hard-to-
reach wicks. #9310

 48 96 288
 18.00 17.50 16.50

| C. 16-Foot Tape Measure

Take your business to new 
heights using this 16-foot 
tape measure. It has a self-
locking mechanism and 
easily retracts with the push 
of a button. It also features 
an impact-resistant rubber 
case, belt clip and cushion 
grip for a comfortable, slip-
resistant hold. #136

 48 144 288 576
 14.75 14.50 14.00 13.50

| D. Leatherman® Rev®

The best-selling, USA-made 
Leatherman Rev is 4” closed 
and packed with high-quality 
essential tools. The Rev 
features an all stainless-
steel construction, locking 
blades, pliers, wire cutters, 
bottle and can openers, 
screwdrivers and more! 
#LM50

 24 48 96 144
 50.00 48.50 47.50 46.00

asi/46170
TOOL TIME
home improvement | camping | construction

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Great for 
contractors and 

campers!

Hot 
Seller

Available in seven scents

| A. Ecopop

Ecopop is a stylish device that makes it 
easier to use your phone and helps sup-
port cleaner oceans. Be part of a bigger 
solution – one world, one mission. Use 
Ecopop as an aid to hold your device 
only when the device is otherwise 
securely supported.  #ECOPOP

 50 150 250 500 1,000
 4.25 4.20 4.15 4.10 3.98

| B. Tek-Scents Air Freshener

This traveling ad for your brand is 
available in seven pleasing scents 
and features an elastic hanging loop 
for your rearview mirror. Full-color 
imprint on both sides. Custom shapes 
available ($250 die charge for custom 
shapes and an additional $50 setup 
charge for second-side artwork). 
Slight color change is expected  when 
scent is added; exact color match not 
guaranteed. Tree-shaped air fresheners 
unavailable. Keep out of reach of 
children and animals.  #AF100

 150 250 500 1,000
 1.75 1.60 1.50 1.25

asi/90807

ON THE RUN
colleges | picnics | parties | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A

B

Take photos 
and watch videos 

more easily!

Hot 
Seller
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spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi/31570

BRIGHT IDEAS
cycling | dealerships | camping

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Hot 
Seller

200-lumen output

Powerful 
magnet on 
the back 
for easy 
mounting

 A   Aluminum 16-LED COB Pocket Penlight 
      With Rotating Magnetic Clip

Our 16-LED COB pocket penlight emits over 200 
lumens of bright light. Quality-built of aluminum alloy 
with rare-earth magnetic clip that rotates for optimal 
illumination of your work area. Operates up to 10 
hours using 3 AAA batteries (not included). Ideal for 
auto and home repair, travel, power outages, reading 
and camping. Each features your one-color logo on 
the barrel with individual gift box. #AD-9391

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $9.95 $8.75 $7.95 $7.75 $7.49

 B   High-Intensity 3-Watt COB Utility Worklight    
      With LED Flashlight

Our 3-watt super-bright COB LED fl oodlight 
outputs over 150 lumen intensity to light almost any 
environment. Great for camping, fi shing, automotive 
repair, reading and emergency lighting. Additional 
features include a 5-LED fl ashlight, weather-resistant 
construction and a unique swivel stand that allows 
the light to be positioned at almost any angle. Two 
powerful rare-earth base magnets will secure the 
light to your car roof, or use it under your car hood 
with its self-storing swivel-hook hanger. This light will 
operate for up to six hours on 3 AA alkaline cells (not 
included). #AD-9390R

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $10.29 $9.35 $8.60 $8.45 $8.35

 C   3-Watt 200-Lumen COB LED Headlight

This 3-watt COB LED headlight provides hands-free 
illumination with over 200 lumens of bright white 
light. Each features three (3) light settings: high, 
low (50% power) and o� . COB (Chip-on-Board) 
LED design e�  ciently produces more light using 
less battery power. Features a swivel hinge to target 
light where it’s needed, and an adjustable elastic 
headband fi ts most head sizes. Operates for hours 
on 3 AAA batteries (not included). Each features 
your one-color logo imprint (below COB LED light 
opening) with clamshell package. #AD-9392

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $7.95 $7.09 $6.45 $6.35 $6.19

 D   Super-Bright COB LED Carabiner Utility Light 
      With Magnetic Back

This super-bright 6-COB LED pocket-sized utility 
light emits 100 lumens of white light. Handy 
carabiner clip securely attaches to your clothing, 
bike, backpack or tent. Features a powerful magnet 
on the back for mounting on most metal surfaces. 
Four-way switch features high, low (50%), rapid 
fl ashing or o� . Operates for hours on 2 AAA 
batteries (not included). Each features your one-
color logo on the rear battery compartment with 
individual gift box. #AD-9393

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $3.79 $3.45 $3.15 $2.99 $2.79

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 
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asi/31570

BRIGHT IDEAS
cycling | dealerships | camping

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Hot 
Seller

200-lumen output

Powerful 
magnet on 
the back 
for easy 
mounting

A   Aluminum 16-LED COB Pocket Penlight 
      With Rotating Magnetic Clip

Our 16-LED COB pocket penlight emits over 200 
lumens of bright light. Quality-built of aluminum alloy 
with rare-earth magnetic clip that rotates for optimal 
illumination of your work area. Operates up to 10 
hours using 3 AAA batteries (not included). Ideal for 
auto and home repair, travel, power outages, reading 
and camping. Each features your one-color logo on 
the barrel with individual gift box. #AD-9391

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $9.95 $8.75 $7.95 $7.75 $7.49

B   High-Intensity 3-Watt COB Utility Worklight    
      With LED Flashlight

Our 3-watt super-bright COB LED fl oodlight 
outputs over 150 lumen intensity to light almost any 
environment. Great for camping, fi shing, automotive 
repair, reading and emergency lighting. Additional 
features include a 5-LED fl ashlight, weather-resistant 
construction and a unique swivel stand that allows 
the light to be positioned at almost any angle. Two 
powerful rare-earth base magnets will secure the 
light to your car roof, or use it under your car hood 
with its self-storing swivel-hook hanger. This light will 
operate for up to six hours on 3 AA alkaline cells (not 
included). #AD-9390R

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $10.29 $9.35 $8.60 $8.45 $8.35

C   3-Watt 200-Lumen COB LED Headlight

This 3-watt COB LED headlight provides hands-free 
illumination with over 200 lumens of bright white 
light. Each features three (3) light settings: high, 
low (50% power) and o� . COB (Chip-on-Board) 
LED design e�  ciently produces more light using 
less battery power. Features a swivel hinge to target 
light where it’s needed, and an adjustable elastic 
headband fi ts most head sizes. Operates for hours 
on 3 AAA batteries (not included). Each features 
your one-color logo imprint (below COB LED light 
opening) with clamshell package. #AD-9392

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $7.95 $7.09 $6.45 $6.35 $6.19

D   Super-Bright COB LED Carabiner Utility Light 
      With Magnetic Back

This super-bright 6-COB LED pocket-sized utility 
light emits 100 lumens of white light. Handy 
carabiner clip securely attaches to your clothing, 
bike, backpack or tent. Features a powerful magnet 
on the back for mounting on most metal surfaces. 
Four-way switch features high, low (50%), rapid 
fl ashing or o� . Operates for hours on 2 AAA 
batteries (not included). Each features your one-
color logo on the rear battery compartment with 
individual gift box. #AD-9393

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $3.79 $3.45 $3.15 $2.99 $2.79

 A 

 C 
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Great for 
outdoor events!

asi/34037
STAY HYDRATED
picnics | outdoor events | marathons

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

16.9-oz. Custom-Label Bottled Water
Drink in the greatness with our 100% natural spring water. Customize this 

high-end bottle with your digital 4-color artwork, 3 cap color options and your 
choice of a clear or blue bottle. The thicker plastic makes it a perfect fi t for 

your brand! #AR1604

 864 1,152 1,728 3,456 5,184 8,640
 0.71 0.71 0.56 0.52 0.51 0.49

High quality

Perfect for gift shops, 
trade shows and more

| C. Natural Lip Balm

This all-natural lip balm is made in America 
and is FDA compliant and PABA free! Printed 
in full-color process on clear, metallic or white 
decal for your customized retail look. Comes 
in many tasty fl avors. #CB100

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.72 0.62 0.58 0.56 0.52

| D. Antibacterial Hand Sanitizer Spray

Fight germs at home or on the go with our 
antibacterial hand sanitizer spray. This sanitary 
accessory comes in a 0.33 oz./10 ml translu-
cent frosted tube. Perfect for anyone looking 
to fi ght germs and a great idea for gifts, health 
clinics and events. Includes full-color process 
decal and aloe in its ingredients. #SP101

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.85 0.80 0.79 0.75 0.74

| A. TEK-OS Round Lip Balm

For the ultimate retail look, try our TEK-OS 
Round Lip Balm. With a unique round shape 
and matte fi nish, this item is sure to wow 
everyone who sees it. Available in several fun 
colors, our yummy vanilla-scented lip balm is a 
great addition to any campaign. #CB300

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.25 1.22 1.20 1.18 1.15

| B. Large Fish Bowl

This promotional Large Fish Bowl will be the 
talk of your next event or show. Fill the bowl 
completely with 44 of our metallic lip balms. 
From there, the fun is on! Have contests with 
clients to see who can guess the amount or use 
it as a holiday or year-round giveaway display. 
The possibilities are endless! #KIT305-CB302

 3 5 15 25
 82.00 77.60 73.20 71.00

PROP 65 WARNING: This product has not 
been tested to see if it contains chemicals 
known to the State of California to cause 
cancer, birth defects, and other reproductive 
harm. Tekweld does not approve sale of this 
product into the State of California. For more 
information, visit www.p65Warnings.ca.gov.

asi/90807

LIP BALM AND HAND SANITIZERS
colleges | picnics | parties | grand openings

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Great for 
outdoor events!

asi/34037
STAY HYDRATED
picnics | outdoor events | marathons

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

16.9-oz. Custom-Label Bottled Water
Drink in the greatness with our 100% natural spring water. Customize this 

high-end bottle with your digital 4-color artwork, 3 cap color options and your 
choice of a clear or blue bottle. The thicker plastic makes it a perfect fi t for 

your brand! #AR1604

 864 1,152 1,728 3,456 5,184 8,640
 0.71 0.71 0.56 0.52 0.51 0.49

High quality

Perfect for gift shops, 
trade shows and more

| C. Natural Lip Balm

This all-natural lip balm is made in America 
and is FDA compliant and PABA free! Printed 
in full-color process on clear, metallic or white 
decal for your customized retail look. Comes 
in many tasty fl avors. #CB100

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.72 0.62 0.58 0.56 0.52

| D. Antibacterial Hand Sanitizer Spray

Fight germs at home or on the go with our 
antibacterial hand sanitizer spray. This sanitary 
accessory comes in a 0.33 oz./10 ml translu-
cent frosted tube. Perfect for anyone looking 
to fi ght germs and a great idea for gifts, health 
clinics and events. Includes full-color process 
decal and aloe in its ingredients. #SP101

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.85 0.80 0.79 0.75 0.74

| A. TEK-OS Round Lip Balm

For the ultimate retail look, try our TEK-OS 
Round Lip Balm. With a unique round shape 
and matte fi nish, this item is sure to wow 
everyone who sees it. Available in several fun 
colors, our yummy vanilla-scented lip balm is a 
great addition to any campaign. #CB300

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.25 1.22 1.20 1.18 1.15

| B. Large Fish Bowl

This promotional Large Fish Bowl will be the 
talk of your next event or show. Fill the bowl 
completely with 44 of our metallic lip balms. 
From there, the fun is on! Have contests with 
clients to see who can guess the amount or use 
it as a holiday or year-round giveaway display. 
The possibilities are endless! #KIT305-CB302

 3 5 15 25
 82.00 77.60 73.20 71.00

PROP 65 WARNING: This product has not 
been tested to see if it contains chemicals 
known to the State of California to cause 
cancer, birth defects, and other reproductive 
harm. Tekweld does not approve sale of this 
product into the State of California. For more 
information, visit www.p65Warnings.ca.gov.

asi/90807

LIP BALM AND HAND SANITIZERS
colleges | picnics | parties | grand openings

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Made in the USA

asi/88876
BAND TOGETHER
sporting events | charity runs | school spirit nights

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Terry Cloth 2-Ply Wristband With 
Heat Transfer

This soft and absorbent wristband is made of terry cotton and can be 
customized or personalized to your liking. Heat-transfer ink contains a 

stretch additive for maximum fl exibility and minimum distortion. 
Setup: $50 #60-200IMP

 120 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.97 1.55 1.38 1.23 1.13 1.08

| C. Acrylic Pendant Necklace – Assorted    
   Styles & Colors

This light-up acrylic LED pendant necklace is 
a unique handout for customers to remember 
your brand! Necklace measures 24”. Pendant is 
available in a variety of shapes and colors and 
includes a one-color pad print of your company 
name and logo. #LIT90
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts – 
not for children under 3 years.

 200 500 1,000
 2.15 2.07 1.92

| D. Light-Up LED Flashballs 

This product is perfect if you want to bounce 
your way to a successful campaign! Measuring 
1 7/8” and available in assorted colors, this 
handy toy features bright LED lights that 
activate when bounced. A built-in timer 
automatically turns the lights o�  to save 
energy. #LIT

 200 500 1,000
 2.57 2.48 2.43

| A. LED Keychain 

Carry this super-bright LED keychain wherever 
you go! This light-up key tag illuminates in 2 
modes: fl ashing and steady-on; 2 replaceable 
CR1616 batteries included and installed. Each 
tag measures 4 1/4” long x 1” wide. Perfect for 
car keys, backpacks and more! #KEY20
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts – 
not for children under 3 years.

 144 288 576
 4.92 4.75 4.58

| B. 16-oz. LED Lightbulb Cup 

Investing in this unique drinking cup is a bright 
idea for your brand! This 16-oz. LED lightbulb 
cup measures 7” tall and features an opaque 
design, screw-on metal top and a 9” plastic 
straw that’s clear, reusable and fl exible. 8 
di� erent light modes. #LIT844

 144 288 576
 3.92 3.58 3.25

asi/42016

LIGHT UP YOUR BRAND 
concerts | night clubs |  grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A
B

DC

Hot 
Seller
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Made in the USA

asi/88876
BAND TOGETHER
sporting events | charity runs | school spirit nights

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Terry Cloth 2-Ply Wristband With 
Heat Transfer

This soft and absorbent wristband is made of terry cotton and can be 
customized or personalized to your liking. Heat-transfer ink contains a 

stretch additive for maximum fl exibility and minimum distortion. 
Setup: $50 #60-200IMP

 120 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.97 1.55 1.38 1.23 1.13 1.08

| C. Acrylic Pendant Necklace – Assorted    
   Styles & Colors

This light-up acrylic LED pendant necklace is 
a unique handout for customers to remember 
your brand! Necklace measures 24”. Pendant is 
available in a variety of shapes and colors and 
includes a one-color pad print of your company 
name and logo. #LIT90
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts – 
not for children under 3 years.

 200 500 1,000
 2.15 2.07 1.92

| D. Light-Up LED Flashballs 

This product is perfect if you want to bounce 
your way to a successful campaign! Measuring 
1 7/8” and available in assorted colors, this 
handy toy features bright LED lights that 
activate when bounced. A built-in timer 
automatically turns the lights o�  to save 
energy. #LIT

 200 500 1,000
 2.57 2.48 2.43

| A. LED Keychain 

Carry this super-bright LED keychain wherever 
you go! This light-up key tag illuminates in 2 
modes: fl ashing and steady-on; 2 replaceable 
CR1616 batteries included and installed. Each 
tag measures 4 1/4” long x 1” wide. Perfect for 
car keys, backpacks and more! #KEY20
WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD. Small parts – 
not for children under 3 years.

 144 288 576
 4.92 4.75 4.58

| B. 16-oz. LED Lightbulb Cup 

Investing in this unique drinking cup is a bright 
idea for your brand! This 16-oz. LED lightbulb 
cup measures 7” tall and features an opaque 
design, screw-on metal top and a 9” plastic 
straw that’s clear, reusable and fl exible. 8 
di� erent light modes. #LIT844

 144 288 576
 3.92 3.58 3.25

asi/42016

LIGHT UP YOUR BRAND 
concerts | night clubs |  grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A
B

DC

Hot 
Seller
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asi/44020
STYLISH AND VERSATILE
pet stores | festivals | outdoor companies

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Bandanna
22” x 22” 100% cotton bandanna in 23 colors. 324 square inches 

of space for you to inform, educate, brand, instruct, promote 
a cause, map a course and more. The possibilities are endless! 

#4900

One-Color Imprint
 144 300 600 1,200
 3.08 2.50 2.25 2.00

24
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Available in several colors

| A. Super Duty Counter Mat – 
  12” x 8” x 1/8”

The industry’s most durable and 
most popular counter mat! The 
superior durability comes from our 
super-duty SAC material, which 
is tough, scratch-resistant and 
textured. #N812

 25 100 250 500 1,000
 16.55 13.06 11.53 9.79 9.61

asi/46767

DECORATE YOUR COUNTER
banks | auto body shops | hotels | trade shows

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A

B

C

| B. Peel&Place® Ultra Thin 
  Removable/Repositionable 
  Counter Mat – 10” x 15” x 0.015”

A highly visible, inexpensive way to 
deliver your message, this counter 
mat is kept fi rmly in place with our 
special removable lo-tac adhesive. 
Your brilliant color image is protected 
under our tough surface. #NP1

 25 100 250 500 1,000
 10.22 6.89 5.35 3.84 3.72

| C. Frame-It Flex® DuraTec® 
  Window Counter Mat – 
  11” x 17” x 1/8”

This latex-free synthetic rubber-
backed window mat lets you easily 
update your promotion by simply 
changing the insert. Lightweight, 
durable and scratch-resistant. 
#FFH111

 100 250 500 1,000
 9.95 9.70 7.22 7.07

Use as signs, window 
stickers and labels too

25
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 A  2-oz. Stainless-Steel Collapsible    
      Cup With Keyring

Our portable stainless-steel cup holds 2 oz., 
collapses to just 1 1/4” high x 1 7/8” diameter 
and features a large cover imprint area. A 
handy keyring makes the cup easy to carry 
for needed medications or a beverage on the 
go. Price includes one-color cover imprint, 
or add your full-color digital imprint for $1.25 
each, plus a setup charge of $50. Gift boxed. 
#AD-630

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $4.25 $3.95 $3.75 $3.55 $3.35

 B  6-oz. Stainless-Steel Hip Flask

This handy pocket fl ask is single-walled 
brushed stainless steel with a screw-on cap. 
Durable construction and small size make 
it ideal for outdoor sporting events, golf 
outings and concerts. Price includes a one-
color/location imprint. For a second color 
imprint (as shown), add $0.50 each, plus an 
additional setup of $40. Logo can be etched 
for $2.50 additional with $50 setup charge. 
For AdVantage Digital Color imprint, add $1.25 
each, plus a setup charge of $50. Individually 
gift boxed. #AD-625

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $6.45 $5.99 $5.59 $5.39 $5.19

 C   Dual Auto/USB Heater Mug With 
      Closure Top 

Keep your favorite beverage hot in your car 
and at your desk with this dual power-source, 
16-oz. heater travel mug. This colorful travel 
mug features a stainless-steel inner wall with 
a frosted acrylic/stainless-steel outer wall, 
rubberized anti-skid bottom, and press-
on lid with open/close thumb slide. Unit is 
designed to keep beverages approximately 110 
degrees F with USB use, and 140 degrees with 
cigarette lighter adapter use. 5.5V USB power 
cable conveniently plugs into any computer 
USB port. 12V cigarette lighter adapter fi ts on 
the USB cable for use in your vehicle. #AD-
692

 24 48 96 240 504  
 $15.49 $14.79 $13.75 $13.49 $13.25

 D   Vacuum Water Bottle

Our vacuum water bottle comes in 18-oz.  
(AD-6500) or 12-oz. (AD-6350) sizes and 
features a sleek, double-wall stainless-steel 
body with a plastic stopper. Keeps liquid hot 
or cold for up to 24 hours. Each features your 
one-color imprint. Individually gift boxed. 
#AD-6350(12 oz.)/AD-6500(18 oz.)

 24 48 144 288 576  
12 oz.: $13.49 $12.39 $11.55 $11.39 $11.19
18 oz.: $14.79 $13.65 $12.75 $12.55 $12.35

asi/31570
ON-THE-GO STAINLESS
on the road | at work | outdoor events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Other sizes available

Available in 
blue, black 
and red

18 oz.

Operate with auto 
plug or USB!

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

1 oz. 4 oz. 6 oz.

7 oz.

12 oz.

Hot 
Seller

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

A   Stainless-Steel “Large Grip” Mug 
       With Closure Top

16-oz. stainless-steel tumbler with handle 
comes in seven vibrant colors and features 
polypropylene inner liner, snap-on slide-
open/close lid and rubber coaster bottom. 
#AD-643

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $7.99 $7.15 $7.00 $6.90 $6.55

B   17-oz. (.50-Liter) Stainless-Steel 
      Vacuum-Insulated Bottle

Our new 7-oz. Stainless-Steel Martini Glass 
adds style to any occasion. Put these glasses 
in the freezer for a perfectly chilled martini 
any time. Price includes a one-color/location 
imprint. For a more permanent imprint, 
glasses can be laser-etched for an additional 
$2.50 each, plus a $50 etch setup charge. 
Each comes individually gift boxed. #AD-650 

 48 144 288 576 1,008 
 $8.25 $7.60 $7.20 $6.85 $6.65 

C  1-oz. Stainless-Steel Flask Keyring

Now you can take a one-ounce shot of your 
favorite adult beverage with you wherever 
you go. Made of stainless steel with a 
twist-o�  cap and a belt/keychain clip, this 
is a perfect promotional item for weekend 
activities. One-color imprint included, or logo 
can be etched for $2.50 each with a $50 
setup charge. Gift boxed. #AD-649

 100   250   500   1,000   2,500 
 $4.69 $4.39 $4.29 $4.09 $3.99

 D  Brushed Stainless-Steel 7-oz. Mini 
     Martini Shaker

Our mini martini shaker is made of solid 
stainless steel and consists of a 7-oz. metal 
tumbler, a snug-fi tting lid with built-in strainer 
and a small cap that can be used as a 2/3-
oz. jigger. Makes an ideal giveaway. Price 
includes a one-color/location logo printed 
on the tumbler. Additional colors or locations 
available for $0.50 each, plus $40 setup. For 
a more permanent imprint, shakers can be 
laser-etched for an additional $2.50 each, 
plus a $50 etch setup charge. Each measures 
5.5” H x 3” D. Gift boxed. #AD-656

 48 144 288 576 1,008 
 $8.59 $7.95 $7.79 $7.69 $7.35

asi/31570

STAINLESS DRINKWARE
winter sporting events | bar crawls |  bachelor parties

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Built-in 
strainer

Makes a martini 
for two!

7-oz. capacity

Hot 
Seller
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 A  2-oz. Stainless-Steel Collapsible    
      Cup With Keyring

Our portable stainless-steel cup holds 2 oz., 
collapses to just 1 1/4” high x 1 7/8” diameter 
and features a large cover imprint area. A 
handy keyring makes the cup easy to carry 
for needed medications or a beverage on the 
go. Price includes one-color cover imprint, 
or add your full-color digital imprint for $1.25 
each, plus a setup charge of $50. Gift boxed. 
#AD-630

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $4.25 $3.95 $3.75 $3.55 $3.35

 B  6-oz. Stainless-Steel Hip Flask

This handy pocket fl ask is single-walled 
brushed stainless steel with a screw-on cap. 
Durable construction and small size make 
it ideal for outdoor sporting events, golf 
outings and concerts. Price includes a one-
color/location imprint. For a second color 
imprint (as shown), add $0.50 each, plus an 
additional setup of $40. Logo can be etched 
for $2.50 additional with $50 setup charge. 
For AdVantage Digital Color imprint, add $1.25 
each, plus a setup charge of $50. Individually 
gift boxed. #AD-625

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $6.45 $5.99 $5.59 $5.39 $5.19

 C   Dual Auto/USB Heater Mug With 
      Closure Top 

Keep your favorite beverage hot in your car 
and at your desk with this dual power-source, 
16-oz. heater travel mug. This colorful travel 
mug features a stainless-steel inner wall with 
a frosted acrylic/stainless-steel outer wall, 
rubberized anti-skid bottom, and press-
on lid with open/close thumb slide. Unit is 
designed to keep beverages approximately 110 
degrees F with USB use, and 140 degrees with 
cigarette lighter adapter use. 5.5V USB power 
cable conveniently plugs into any computer 
USB port. 12V cigarette lighter adapter fi ts on 
the USB cable for use in your vehicle. #AD-
692

 24 48 96 240 504  
 $15.49 $14.79 $13.75 $13.49 $13.25

 D   Vacuum Water Bottle

Our vacuum water bottle comes in 18-oz.  
(AD-6500) or 12-oz. (AD-6350) sizes and 
features a sleek, double-wall stainless-steel 
body with a plastic stopper. Keeps liquid hot 
or cold for up to 24 hours. Each features your 
one-color imprint. Individually gift boxed. 
#AD-6350(12 oz.)/AD-6500(18 oz.)

 24 48 144 288 576  
12 oz.: $13.49 $12.39 $11.55 $11.39 $11.19
18 oz.: $14.79 $13.65 $12.75 $12.55 $12.35

asi/31570
ON-THE-GO STAINLESS
on the road | at work | outdoor events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Other sizes available

Available in 
blue, black 
and red

18 oz.

Operate with auto 
plug or USB!

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

1 oz. 4 oz. 6 oz.

7 oz.

12 oz.

Hot 
Seller

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

 A   Stainless-Steel “Large Grip” Mug 
       With Closure Top

16-oz. stainless-steel tumbler with handle 
comes in seven vibrant colors and features 
polypropylene inner liner, snap-on slide-
open/close lid and rubber coaster bottom. 
#AD-643

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $7.99 $7.15 $7.00 $6.90 $6.55

 B   17-oz. (.50-Liter) Stainless-Steel 
      Vacuum-Insulated Bottle

Our new 7-oz. Stainless-Steel Martini Glass 
adds style to any occasion. Put these glasses 
in the freezer for a perfectly chilled martini 
any time. Price includes a one-color/location 
imprint. For a more permanent imprint, 
glasses can be laser-etched for an additional 
$2.50 each, plus a $50 etch setup charge. 
Each comes individually gift boxed. #AD-650 

 48 144 288 576 1,008 
 $8.25 $7.60 $7.20 $6.85 $6.65 

 C  1-oz. Stainless-Steel Flask Keyring

Now you can take a one-ounce shot of your 
favorite adult beverage with you wherever 
you go. Made of stainless steel with a 
twist-o�  cap and a belt/keychain clip, this 
is a perfect promotional item for weekend 
activities. One-color imprint included, or logo 
can be etched for $2.50 each with a $50 
setup charge. Gift boxed. #AD-649

 100   250   500   1,000   2,500 
 $4.69 $4.39 $4.29 $4.09 $3.99

 D  Brushed Stainless-Steel 7-oz. Mini 
     Martini Shaker

Our mini martini shaker is made of solid 
stainless steel and consists of a 7-oz. metal 
tumbler, a snug-fi tting lid with built-in strainer 
and a small cap that can be used as a 2/3-
oz. jigger. Makes an ideal giveaway. Price 
includes a one-color/location logo printed 
on the tumbler. Additional colors or locations 
available for $0.50 each, plus $40 setup. For 
a more permanent imprint, shakers can be 
laser-etched for an additional $2.50 each, 
plus a $50 etch setup charge. Each measures 
5.5” H x 3” D. Gift boxed. #AD-656

 48 144 288 576 1,008 
 $8.59 $7.95 $7.79 $7.69 $7.35

asi/31570

STAINLESS DRINKWARE
winter sporting events | bar crawls |  bachelor parties

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Built-in 
strainer

Makes a martini 
for two!

7-oz. capacity

Hot 
Seller
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Choose from an 
assortment of colors!

Customize with our 
imprint methods

asi/92977
THE KEY TO YOUR NEXT GIVEAWAY  
schools | hiking | travel

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

8mm Carabiner With Split Ring 
Spread brand awareness for your organization with this large 

multipurpose carabiner! It features 8mm solid aluminum 
construction with a metallic color fi nish and a split keyring. 

Size: 1.75” x 3” #4041

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 2.05 1.68 1.49 1.29 1.11

2”W x 3.5”H x .02”D

asi/92977

PROMOS THAT STICK 
colleges | picnics | parties | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Mason Jar Magnet
Turn every fridge into a billboard with custom magnets. 

Available in an assortment of colorful backgrounds and ideal 
for bars, beverage companies, craft fairs, farmers markets and 

more. #8024

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.55 1.21 0.96 0.90 0.86
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Choose from an 
assortment of colors!

Customize with our 
imprint methods

asi/92977
THE KEY TO YOUR NEXT GIVEAWAY  
schools | hiking | travel

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

8mm Carabiner With Split Ring 
Spread brand awareness for your organization with this large 

multipurpose carabiner! It features 8mm solid aluminum 
construction with a metallic color fi nish and a split keyring. 

Size: 1.75” x 3” #4041

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 2.05 1.68 1.49 1.29 1.11

2”W x 3.5”H x .02”D

asi/92977

PROMOS THAT STICK 
colleges | picnics | parties | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Mason Jar Magnet
Turn every fridge into a billboard with custom magnets. 

Available in an assortment of colorful backgrounds and ideal 
for bars, beverage companies, craft fairs, farmers markets and 

more. #8024

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.55 1.21 0.96 0.90 0.86
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A

B

DC

Full color

| C. Postcard With Microfi ber and PVC Pouch

Full-color postcard with 6” x 7” microfi ber 
cloth in PVC sleeve. Ability to print on both 
front and back of postcard (or just front with 
standard backing). This unique item can be 
utilized as both a promotional product and 
a direct-mail piece. Ships in a PVC pouch. 
Couple full-color postcard and microfi ber cloth 
for maximum brand exposure. # PC- MF102

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.80 2.60 2.30 2.10 2.02

| D. All-in-One Cleaning Kit

Remove smudges and spots from your devices 
or eyeglasses with this handy screen spray/
microfi ber combo. Perfect for the o�  ce or 
on the go, it slips easily into your pocket or 
purse and has a vented top, which allows the 
microfi ber to dry easily between each use. 
Large imprint area for your customizable 
brand needs. #SCP200

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.80 1.65 1.55 1.40 1.30

| A. 6” x 6” Petal-Edge Microfi ber Cloth

This unique petal-edge cloth is a must-have 
cleaning product for a variety of devices, 
including cellphones and tablets. Clean 
screens and lenses without leaving a scratch. 
#MF111

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.40 1.29 1.05 0.88 0.80

| B. Medium Microfi ber Cloth

Keep your tech products squeaky clean! 
It will remove smudges and fi ngerprints 
without the use of chemicals. Perfect for 
glasses and camera lenses too. #MF102

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.60 1.20 1.05 0.90 0.82

asi/90807
WIPE THE COMPETITION CLEAN
fundraisers | tech events | cellular providers

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Ultra-thin

| C. Silicone Smart Wallet

Keep your important cards close to you 
without the bulk of a bag or old-school wallet. 
This silicone wallet attaches to your cellphone  
or device with adhesive glue and securely 
holds up to 3 cards. Perfect for travel, beach 
days or a night out. #TW100

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 1.30 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

Sale price until 12/31/19

| D. Lunchbox Golf Kit

FORE! This golf kit has everything you need 
for a day on the green. Packaged in either a 
PVC tent pouch with tab or a large organza 
bag, this kit consists of insect repellent with 
built-in SPF 30, mints, a microfi ber towel for 
cleaning equipment, a golf luggage tag to 
customize your gear and a pair of top-quality 
wood-tone sunglasses. #LB102-KIT222 

 25 50 150 250 500
 17.99 17.75 17.50 17.25 16.99

| A. Mini Webcam Cover

This ultra-thin mini webcam cover protects 
your security and privacy. Simply place your 
fi nger on the tab and slide to hide or reveal 
the web camera. Fits most smartphones, 
smart TVs, laptops, PCs, tablets and any 3rd-
party external webcams. Customize with 1- or 
2-color direct print, or full-color digitek, even 
full-bleed digital print! Stock instruction card: 
$0.15 per piece; custom instruction card: $0.25 
(MOQ 500 units); attach webcam to card: 
$0.15 #WCC101

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.00 0.95 0.80 0.70 0.62 0.55

| B. Webcam Cover

This ultra-thin webcam cover protects your
security and privacy and prevents webcam
spying. Simply place your fi nger on the tab
and lift your fi nger to hide or reveal the
web camera. Fits most smartphones, 
computers, smart TVs, tablets and gaming 
systems.  #WCC200

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.05 0.95 0.85 0.75 0.65 0.55

asi/90807

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
colleges and universities | tech events | banks

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A

B

D
C
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A

B

DC

Full color

| C. Postcard With Microfi ber and PVC Pouch

Full-color postcard with 6” x 7” microfi ber 
cloth in PVC sleeve. Ability to print on both 
front and back of postcard (or just front with 
standard backing). This unique item can be 
utilized as both a promotional product and 
a direct-mail piece. Ships in a PVC pouch. 
Couple full-color postcard and microfi ber cloth 
for maximum brand exposure. # PC- MF102

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.80 2.60 2.30 2.10 2.02

| D. All-in-One Cleaning Kit

Remove smudges and spots from your devices 
or eyeglasses with this handy screen spray/
microfi ber combo. Perfect for the o�  ce or 
on the go, it slips easily into your pocket or 
purse and has a vented top, which allows the 
microfi ber to dry easily between each use. 
Large imprint area for your customizable 
brand needs. #SCP200

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.80 1.65 1.55 1.40 1.30

| A. 6” x 6” Petal-Edge Microfi ber Cloth

This unique petal-edge cloth is a must-have 
cleaning product for a variety of devices, 
including cellphones and tablets. Clean 
screens and lenses without leaving a scratch. 
#MF111

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.40 1.29 1.05 0.88 0.80

| B. Medium Microfi ber Cloth

Keep your tech products squeaky clean! 
It will remove smudges and fi ngerprints 
without the use of chemicals. Perfect for 
glasses and camera lenses too. #MF102

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.60 1.20 1.05 0.90 0.82

asi/90807
WIPE THE COMPETITION CLEAN
fundraisers | tech events | cellular providers

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Ultra-thin

| C. Silicone Smart Wallet

Keep your important cards close to you 
without the bulk of a bag or old-school wallet. 
This silicone wallet attaches to your cellphone  
or device with adhesive glue and securely 
holds up to 3 cards. Perfect for travel, beach 
days or a night out. #TW100

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 1.30 0.88 0.88 0.88 0.88

Sale price until 12/31/19

| D. Lunchbox Golf Kit

FORE! This golf kit has everything you need 
for a day on the green. Packaged in either a 
PVC tent pouch with tab or a large organza 
bag, this kit consists of insect repellent with 
built-in SPF 30, mints, a microfi ber towel for 
cleaning equipment, a golf luggage tag to 
customize your gear and a pair of top-quality 
wood-tone sunglasses. #LB102-KIT222 

 25 50 150 250 500
 17.99 17.75 17.50 17.25 16.99

| A. Mini Webcam Cover

This ultra-thin mini webcam cover protects 
your security and privacy. Simply place your 
fi nger on the tab and slide to hide or reveal 
the web camera. Fits most smartphones, 
smart TVs, laptops, PCs, tablets and any 3rd-
party external webcams. Customize with 1- or 
2-color direct print, or full-color digitek, even 
full-bleed digital print! Stock instruction card: 
$0.15 per piece; custom instruction card: $0.25 
(MOQ 500 units); attach webcam to card: 
$0.15 #WCC101

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.00 0.95 0.80 0.70 0.62 0.55

| B. Webcam Cover

This ultra-thin webcam cover protects your
security and privacy and prevents webcam
spying. Simply place your fi nger on the tab
and lift your fi nger to hide or reveal the
web camera. Fits most smartphones, 
computers, smart TVs, tablets and gaming 
systems.  #WCC200

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.05 0.95 0.85 0.75 0.65 0.55

asi/90807

WE’VE GOT YOU COVERED
colleges and universities | tech events | banks

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi 45100

A

B

D

C

754 color 
barrel

754 silver 
barrel

743 color barrel 743 silver barrel

| A. Airplane Pen With Foldable Wings
Airplane-shaped black-ink ballpoint 
pen features an aerodynamic body with 
foldable wings and wheels. #SP738

Black & Red/White/Blue

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.40 1.30 1.25 1.20

Metallic Blue & Silver & Gold

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.50 1.40 1.35 1.30

| B. Stylus Smartphone Pen 
  With Comfort Grip

This elegant, attractive and eco-friendly 
pen features a chrome fi nish and 
comfort grip, and is available in 
blue, black, green, red, silver and 
assorted colors. Perfect for banks, 
trade shows, real estate events 
and more. #SP754/SP755

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 

| C. Stylus Ballpoint Pens
Features a soft tip that works on all 
smartphones and tablets. Improves 
control without smudges or scratches. 
#SP743/SP744

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60 

| D. Fashionable Ballpoint Pen
Colorful ballpoint features sturdy 
comfort grip with silver trim. 
Writes in black ink and is refi llable. 
#SP702 STYLUS 

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 

asi/45100
ALL-PURPOSE PENS
college events | open houses | fundraisers

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| C. “The Austinite” Slim Fashionable     
  Ballpoint Pen

Elegant, premium-quality ballpoint pen with 
comfort grip featuring a lustrous chrome-
coated barrel. #SP731

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.70

| D. Three-Sided Triangle Body Ballpoint Pen

The Triangle Body Ballpoint Pen is perfect for 
the budget-minded. Stylish, slim, a� ordable 
and elegant, these pens have three sides for 
logo imprinting. Perfect for the o�  ce, trade 
shows, sales visits and other promotional 
events. #SPE704

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50

| A. Flower-Shaped Ballpoint Pen

Impress them with this fl ower-shaped ball-
point novelty pen. It features a delightful and 
colorful fl ower on top. Writes in blue ink. 6.5” 
length. Ideal for trade shows and promotions 
related to the environment, Valentine’s Day, 
gardens and more. #SPE740

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.70

| B. “The Eco Pen” Eco-Friendly 
Fashionable Ballpoint Pen

This popular recyclable retractable pen fea-
tures a biodegradable cardboard barrel with 
an attractive clip and matching tip. #SP746

 200 350 500 1,000 2,500
 0.54 0.54 0.52 0.50 0.48

asi/45100

PREMIUM PENS
earth day events | picnics | parties

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A
B

D
C asi 45100
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asi 45100

A

B

D

C

754 color 
barrel

754 silver 
barrel

743 color barrel 743 silver barrel

| A. Airplane Pen With Foldable Wings
Airplane-shaped black-ink ballpoint 
pen features an aerodynamic body with 
foldable wings and wheels. #SP738

Black & Red/White/Blue

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.40 1.30 1.25 1.20

Metallic Blue & Silver & Gold

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.50 1.40 1.35 1.30

| B. Stylus Smartphone Pen 
  With Comfort Grip

This elegant, attractive and eco-friendly 
pen features a chrome fi nish and 
comfort grip, and is available in 
blue, black, green, red, silver and 
assorted colors. Perfect for banks, 
trade shows, real estate events 
and more. #SP754/SP755

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 

| C. Stylus Ballpoint Pens
Features a soft tip that works on all 
smartphones and tablets. Improves 
control without smudges or scratches. 
#SP743/SP744

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60 

| D. Fashionable Ballpoint Pen
Colorful ballpoint features sturdy 
comfort grip with silver trim. 
Writes in black ink and is refi llable. 
#SP702 STYLUS 

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.95 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 

asi/45100
ALL-PURPOSE PENS
college events | open houses | fundraisers

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| C. “The Austinite” Slim Fashionable     
  Ballpoint Pen

Elegant, premium-quality ballpoint pen with 
comfort grip featuring a lustrous chrome-
coated barrel. #SP731

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75 0.70

| D. Three-Sided Triangle Body Ballpoint Pen

The Triangle Body Ballpoint Pen is perfect for 
the budget-minded. Stylish, slim, a� ordable 
and elegant, these pens have three sides for 
logo imprinting. Perfect for the o�  ce, trade 
shows, sales visits and other promotional 
events. #SPE704

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.55 0.50

| A. Flower-Shaped Ballpoint Pen

Impress them with this fl ower-shaped ball-
point novelty pen. It features a delightful and 
colorful fl ower on top. Writes in blue ink. 6.5” 
length. Ideal for trade shows and promotions 
related to the environment, Valentine’s Day, 
gardens and more. #SPE740

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.75 0.70 0.70

| B. “The Eco Pen” Eco-Friendly 
Fashionable Ballpoint Pen

This popular recyclable retractable pen fea-
tures a biodegradable cardboard barrel with 
an attractive clip and matching tip. #SP746

 200 350 500 1,000 2,500
 0.54 0.54 0.52 0.50 0.48

asi/45100

PREMIUM PENS
earth day events | picnics | parties

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A
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D
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asi/49926

BARRICADE COVERS
branding | promotions | events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

asi/80366
PROMOTIONS THAT LAST
wine festivals | direct mail | eco trade show

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| A. Recycled Bubble Mailer

Available in a variety of 
colors, the recycled bubble 
mailer features an anti-
shock design and is totally 
customizable. #RBM01

 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 8,000

 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24

| B. Triangular Bag

Great for wine or champagne 
bottles, this thermal, 
protective, durable and 

water-resistant bag is 
available in any color you can 
imagine! #35009

 250 500 1,000 5,000
 1.84 1.69 1.59 1.53

| C. Double-Layer Box

Used for shipping and special 
branded packaging, the 
double-layer box is made 
from a special zero-waste 
recycling process. #box01

 500 1,000 3,000 5,000
 2.26 2.14 2.10 2.06

| D. Car Sunshade

This innovative outdoor 
advertising product includes 
a large imprint area. Built for 
utility and durability.

 250 500 100 2,000 3,000
 4.49 4.31 3.81 3.71 3.63

R3D

A

B

D

C

Hot 
Seller
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asi/49926

BARRICADE COVERS
branding | promotions | events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

asi/80366
PROMOTIONS THAT LAST
wine festivals | direct mail | eco trade show

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| A. Recycled Bubble Mailer

Available in a variety of 
colors, the recycled bubble 
mailer features an anti-
shock design and is totally 
customizable. #RBM01

 500 1,000 2,000 4,000 8,000

 0.30 0.29 0.27 0.26 0.24

| B. Triangular Bag

Great for wine or champagne 
bottles, this thermal, 
protective, durable and 

water-resistant bag is 
available in any color you can 
imagine! #35009

 250 500 1,000 5,000
 1.84 1.69 1.59 1.53

| C. Double-Layer Box

Used for shipping and special 
branded packaging, the 
double-layer box is made 
from a special zero-waste 
recycling process. #box01

 500 1,000 3,000 5,000
 2.26 2.14 2.10 2.06

| D. Car Sunshade

This innovative outdoor 
advertising product includes 
a large imprint area. Built for 
utility and durability.

 250 500 100 2,000 3,000
 4.49 4.31 3.81 3.71 3.63

R3D

A

B

D

C

Hot 
Seller
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D
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| A. 80/20 Fleece Pullover Hoodie 

A fl at drawcord in natural and a front pouch 
pocket makes this fl eece hoody attractive and 
useful. Comes in sizes XS-3XL. #9303

Quote Upon Request

| B. PCH Women’s Raglan Zip Hoodie

Made of PCH fl eece, this hoodie comes with 
solid black ribbing on the neck cu� s and comes 
in sizes XS-3XL. #9700

Quote Upon Request

| C. PCH Women’s Raglan Zip Hoodie

Inspired by top-selling CVC fabric, the Raglan 
Zip Hoodie provides durability & printability. 
Available in XS-2XL. #9603

Quote Upon Request

| D. 80/20 Fleece Crew With Pocket

Featuring a front pouch pocket and 100% 
cotton face, this fl eece crew comes in sizes 
XS-3XL. #9001

Quote Upon Request

Ideal for discharge and DTG printing

GYM OR OFFICE WEAR
gyms | country clubs | rallies

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi/73867

Matching jersey- 
lined hood 

| A. French Terry Raglan Crew

Features contrast raglan sleeves and collar 
ribbing. Available in XS-3XL. #9000

Quote Upon Request

| B. The Denim Terry Fleece Hooded Zip

The incredibly soft Denim Terry Fleece Zip 
has a kissing zipper and drawcord. 
Available in sizes XS-3XL. #9600

Quote Upon Request

| C. The French Terry Hooded Pullover

Featuring a soft hand and a smooth face for 
decorating, this French Terry pullover comes in 
sizes XS-3XL. #9301

Quote Upon Request

| D. Denim Fleece Jogger

Inspired by your favorite pair of jeans, this 
super-soft jogger features side and back pock-
ets and comes in sizes S-2XL. #9800 (Men’s) 
#9801 (Women’s) Women’s sizes XS-2X

Quote Upon Request

COZY & CHIC
uniforms | fundraisers | universities

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A
B

DC

asi/73867
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| A. 80/20 Fleece Pullover Hoodie 

A fl at drawcord in natural and a front pouch 
pocket makes this fl eece hoody attractive and 
useful. Comes in sizes XS-3XL. #9303

Quote Upon Request

| B. PCH Women’s Raglan Zip Hoodie

Made of PCH fl eece, this hoodie comes with 
solid black ribbing on the neck cu� s and comes 
in sizes XS-3XL. #9700

Quote Upon Request

| C. PCH Women’s Raglan Zip Hoodie

Inspired by top-selling CVC fabric, the Raglan 
Zip Hoodie provides durability & printability. 
Available in XS-2XL. #9603

Quote Upon Request

| D. 80/20 Fleece Crew With Pocket

Featuring a front pouch pocket and 100% 
cotton face, this fl eece crew comes in sizes 
XS-3XL. #9001

Quote Upon Request

Ideal for discharge and DTG printing

GYM OR OFFICE WEAR
gyms | country clubs | rallies

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi/73867

Matching jersey- 
lined hood 

| A. French Terry Raglan Crew

Features contrast raglan sleeves and collar 
ribbing. Available in XS-3XL. #9000

Quote Upon Request

| B. The Denim Terry Fleece Hooded Zip

The incredibly soft Denim Terry Fleece Zip 
has a kissing zipper and drawcord. 
Available in sizes XS-3XL. #9600

Quote Upon Request

| C. The French Terry Hooded Pullover

Featuring a soft hand and a smooth face for 
decorating, this French Terry pullover comes in 
sizes XS-3XL. #9301

Quote Upon Request

| D. Denim Fleece Jogger

Inspired by your favorite pair of jeans, this 
super-soft jogger features side and back pock-
ets and comes in sizes S-2XL. #9800 (Men’s) 
#9801 (Women’s) Women’s sizes XS-2X

Quote Upon Request

COZY & CHIC
uniforms | fundraisers | universities

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi/73867
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FD-141

FD-008

FD-030

FD-101

FD-023

FD-103

FD-009

FD-002

FD-101

PC/Mac compatible

asi/90859
TAKE YOUR DATA ANYWHERE
schools | media | tech | financial

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

Flash Drives

2.0-speed USB fl ash drives in a variety of styles and colors enhance your brand. Easily copy 
and back up fi les. Memory prices subject to change without notice – please inquire.

 50 100 250 500 1,000
512MB 4.62 4.41 4.35 4.29 4.17
1GB 4.97 4.75 4.68 4.62 4.49
2GB 5.21 4.98 4.91 4.84 4.70
4GB 5.44 5.20 5.13 5.05 4.91 
8GB 5.68 5.43 5.35 5.27 5.13

38
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Available in black, 
blue, red or silver! 

| C. Music Pods True Wireless Earbuds

These Bluetooth earbuds provide 3 hours of 
playback time on a single charge. They include 
a recharging travel case so you’ll never run 
out of power, and have a large imprint area for 
your logo. #TWE-1000

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 19.00 18.75 18.50 18.25 17.95 

| D.  Techy Travel Set in Round EVA Case

The Techy Travel Set keeps all of your tech 
accessories in one convenient case. The round 
EVA foam case includes a CC100 mini car 
charger, WA100 UL-listed wall adapter and 
USB cable. Price includes imprint on case.  
#TK-2100

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 8.65 8.35 8.05 7.75 7.65 

| A.  Billboard Bluetooth Earbuds 

These Bluetooth earbuds o� er an impact-
ful promotion for hours of listening pleasure. 
Featuring 3 di� erent full-color imprints on the 
earbuds and control unit, the package includes 
a crystal-clear case, charging cable and 2 ad-
ditional earbud covers. #EP-9000

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000
 16.50 16.00 15.50 15.00 14.75 14.50

| B. Zoom Wireless Charging Base

This portable charger works with the latest 
phones that have built-in wireless charging 
capability. Measures 2 5/8” x 2 5/8” x 3/8” and 
available in many colors. #WCP-01

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 5.85 5.69 5.59 5.45 5.40

asi/90859

ENERGIZE YOUR CAMPAIGN
schools | media | tech | financial

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A B

D
C

Hot 
Seller
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asi/49926
POP-UP CANOPY
branding | promotions | events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Promotional Products made FUN 
Customize a building TOY!

PHONE 1.888.830.4212    FAX 1.888.901.3054   

EMAIL promotional@plus-plus.us    WEB http://www.plus-plus.usContact us for a quote!

Starting at 

just 3.99 

each for 

300 units

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE

Custom Label

Custom Color Mix

Custom Piece Count

FREE SAMPLE & catalog to first 25 inquiries

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE

Have a budget?
Contact us for a 
customized quote

Lots of customizable designs to choose from!

asi/78797

PROMO PRODUCTS MADE FUN!
toys | creativity | education | giveaways | children’s events | holiday gifts

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Open Play Tube
Plus-Plus is a whole new class of construction toy! Each piece 

easily connects to make colorful mosiacs or intricate 3-D 
projects. Lots of customization options available including 

label, color mix, piece count and design starting at just 300 
pieces. Fun for kids and “kidults”! Contact us today for a 

sample and a quote. #04110

 300 500 1,000 2,000 3,000+
 7.99 7.99 7.49 6.99 Quote  
     Upon  
     Request 

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 years.

Custom Label

Custom Color Mix

Custom Piece Count

40
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asi/49926
POP-UP CANOPY
branding | promotions | events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Promotional Products made FUN 
Customize a building TOY!

PHONE 1.888.830.4212    FAX 1.888.901.3054   

EMAIL promotional@plus-plus.us    WEB http://www.plus-plus.usContact us for a quote!

Starting at 

just 3.99 

each for 

300 units

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE

Custom Label

Custom Color Mix

Custom Piece Count

FREE SAMPLE & catalog to first 25 inquiries

YOUR 
LOGO 
HERE

Have a budget?
Contact us for a 
customized quote

Lots of customizable designs to choose from!

asi/78797

PROMO PRODUCTS MADE FUN!
toys | creativity | education | giveaways | children’s events | holiday gifts

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Open Play Tube
Plus-Plus is a whole new class of construction toy! Each piece 

easily connects to make colorful mosiacs or intricate 3-D 
projects. Lots of customization options available including 

label, color mix, piece count and design starting at just 300 
pieces. Fun for kids and “kidults”! Contact us today for a 

sample and a quote. #04110

 300 500 1,000 2,000 3,000+
 7.99 7.99 7.49 6.99 Quote  
     Upon  
     Request 

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts. 
Not for children under 3 years.

Custom Label

Custom Color Mix

Custom Piece Count
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Available in black or white

 A  2200 mAh Aluminum Power Bank With 1-Watt 
      LED Flashlight

Our compact 2200 mAh USB Power Bank LED Flashlight is 
ideal for emergency lighting and cellphone power needs. 
Simply connect your existing USB charging cable to the 
power bank to re-charge your phone on the go! The power 
bank will quickly charge your phone or device in minutes and 
the UL-approved rechargeable Li-ion battery can be charged 
up to 500 times to provide years of battery backup. In addition, 
the USB power bank features a powerful 1-watt focusing beam 
fl ashlight housed in an elegantly designed anodized aluminum 
case measuring 4.5”L x 1” diameter, which is the ideal size for 
a purse, coat pocket, glove box or briefcase. The fl ashlight 
features 3 modes of operation: high beam (100%), low beam 
(50%) and fl ashing strobe (100%). Available in 4 aluminum 
color fi nishes: All sliver, black/silver, metallic blue/silver, and 
red/silver. #AD-15641

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000 
  $11.95 $11.49 $10.25 $10.09 $9.89 $9.49

 B   10,000 mAh Solar USB Power Bank With 
      Dual LED Flashlight

Our powerful 10,000 mAh solar Li-ion power bank features two 
USB ports (1.0A and 2.1A) for simultaneous charging of two 
devices. Durably built weather-resistant ABS and polycarbonate 
case features hinged USB outlet cover and dual LED fl ashlight 
with high/low/fl ashing modes.#AD-1585

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $35.95 $33.75 $32.25 $31.69 $30.95

 C  12,000 mAh Slimline Executive USB Power     
      Bank With Digital LCD Display

A powerful 12,000 mAh, 5V rechargeable Li-ion power bank 
that will simultaneously charge two USB devices (iPhone, 
Android, iPad, tablet PC, camera, iPod, MP3/4, games, GPS and 
Bluetooth earpieces and devices). It features an easy-to-read 
blue back-lit digital LCD display that indicates the power bank’s 
charge, the USB outlet ports in use and the power requirements 
for each device being charged. The power bank is intelligently 
designed to interpret and adjust for your device’s voltage and 
current requirements, which speeds recharging with elimina-
tion of possible false charges, and the Smart IC design protects 
the power bank against accidental short circuit situations. 
Power bank can be recharged in 3-4 hours, up to 500 times, 
while holding the charge with a 6-month shelf life. Power bank 
includes a micro USB/USB charging cable and velvet travel 
pouch. Price includes one-color/location imprint. #AD-1578

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $45.45 $42.65 $40.85 $40.15 $39.49

 D  AD-1580 2200 mAh Power Bank Card With 
      8GB USB Flash Drive 

Our Power Bank/USB Flash Drive Card was designed to elimi-
nate dead phone battery drama while doubling as your USB 
fl ash drive! It combines 2,200 mAh of charging power with 8 
GB of fl ash memory backup into one elegant, sleek card-sized 
package. The Li-ion cell, which can be charged up to 600 times, 
is fully recharged in 4-5 hours using your phone’s power adapt-
er or computer USB port. Price includes one color per location 
imprint on the powerbank. For AdVantage Digital Color imprint, 
add $1.25 each plus an additional setup of $50.  #AD-1580 

 25 50 100 250 500  
$35.49 $33.75 $32.25 $31.75 $31.25

asi/31570
POWER BANKS
gifts | computers | real estate | safety programs

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller

Includes charging cord, USB 
cable and storage pouch

Folds & stores 
neatly into 
pouch

 A    “Phusic” Stereo Bluetooth Headphones With FM Radio

These headphones are designed for music and phone use 
and can be paired with any Bluetooth phone, tablet PC or 
computer device within 50 feet. Use the FM scan mode to 
listen to FM stereo radio. One-touch controls on the left side 
of the headset adjust volume, track selection, pause/play, 
and allows you to take phone calls while listening to your 
favorite music. A quality built-in microphone ensures crisp, 
clear hands-free telephone conversations so you can truly 
“Rock, Walk, and Talk!” around your home or o�  ce. Includes 
storage pouch. #AD-9960

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $23.25 $22.49 $21.15 $20.75 $19.89
 B   Ultra Mini “Phusic” Bluetooth Speaker/Phone    
      With Selfi e Remote

Our Ultra Mini “Phusic” Bluetooth speaker will amaze and 
entertain as you play your favorite music, movies and video 
from any Bluetooth-enabled device (iPhone, iPad, Android, 
iPod, etc.). This aluminum-cased speaker is pocket-sized and 
its 1” diameter, 3-watt speaker broadcasts amazing sound 
quality. When you receive a call, you can answer and speak 
into the Ultra Mini “Phusic” instead of reaching for your 
phone. The bottom speaker on/o�  button also doubles as 
a selfi e remote (compatible with Apple IOS 9.1 and Android 
6.0). Each Ultra Mini “Phusic” comes with a plastic attach-
ment plug/cord (to attach speaker to phone) and charging 
micro USB/USB cable. Operates on one rechargeable Li-ion 
battery (included). Price includes a one-color/one-location 
imprint. Available in silver aluminum case with black trim and 
speaker grill. Gift boxed in clear acrylic case. #AD-1582

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $21.95 $20.50 $19.59 $19.25 $18.90
 C  Budget Bluetooth Speaker 

Forget the inconvenience of wire connections. Amplify your 
favorite music or podcasts directly from your smartphone 
with this budget Bluetooth speaker. Made of aluminum, this 
speaker features tri-color LED lights and includes a 19” USB/
micro USB charging cord. In addition to providing hours of 
listening pleasure, this product, which is silver with a black 
trim, is also great for taking hands-free phone calls. The bat-
tery capacity is 300mAh with a horn size of 4 Ohm 3W and 
5V input. Size: 71 x 71 x 42 mm. Weight: 136g. #AD-1588 

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000  
 $11.49 $10.75 $9.95 $9.79 $9.45 $9.29
 D  “Phusic” Bluetooth Mini Speaker With    
      Speakerphone Function

Our “Phusic” Bluetooth mini speaker system enables you to 
play your favorite music, movies and video from any Blue-
tooth-enabled device (iPhone, iPad, Android, iPod, etc.). You 
can conveniently listen to your MP3 music while controlling 
the playback functions of volume, track selection and pause 
from the “Phusic” speaker unit. When you receive a call on 
your cellphone, you can answer and speak into the Phusic 
instead of reaching for your phone. You can truly “Rock, 
Walk, and Talk!” up to 50 feet from your phone. Each “Phu-
sic” comes with a black drawstring storage pouch, charging/
audio cord and USB cable. Operates on one rechargeable Li-
ion battery (included). Price includes a one-location etched 
imprint. Available in black, silver or refl ex blue. Gift boxed. 
#AD-1562

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $29.95 $29.95 $29.95 $29.95 $29.95

asi/31570

WIRELESS LISTENING PLEASURE
innovation | awards | travel | incentives

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller
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Available in black or white

 A  2200 mAh Aluminum Power Bank With 1-Watt 
      LED Flashlight

Our compact 2200 mAh USB Power Bank LED Flashlight is 
ideal for emergency lighting and cellphone power needs. 
Simply connect your existing USB charging cable to the 
power bank to re-charge your phone on the go! The power 
bank will quickly charge your phone or device in minutes and 
the UL-approved rechargeable Li-ion battery can be charged 
up to 500 times to provide years of battery backup. In addition, 
the USB power bank features a powerful 1-watt focusing beam 
fl ashlight housed in an elegantly designed anodized aluminum 
case measuring 4.5”L x 1” diameter, which is the ideal size for 
a purse, coat pocket, glove box or briefcase. The fl ashlight 
features 3 modes of operation: high beam (100%), low beam 
(50%) and fl ashing strobe (100%). Available in 4 aluminum 
color fi nishes: All sliver, black/silver, metallic blue/silver, and 
red/silver. #AD-15641

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000 
  $11.95 $11.49 $10.25 $10.09 $9.89 $9.49

 B   10,000 mAh Solar USB Power Bank With 
      Dual LED Flashlight

Our powerful 10,000 mAh solar Li-ion power bank features two 
USB ports (1.0A and 2.1A) for simultaneous charging of two 
devices. Durably built weather-resistant ABS and polycarbonate 
case features hinged USB outlet cover and dual LED fl ashlight 
with high/low/fl ashing modes.#AD-1585

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $35.95 $33.75 $32.25 $31.69 $30.95

 C  12,000 mAh Slimline Executive USB Power     
      Bank With Digital LCD Display

A powerful 12,000 mAh, 5V rechargeable Li-ion power bank 
that will simultaneously charge two USB devices (iPhone, 
Android, iPad, tablet PC, camera, iPod, MP3/4, games, GPS and 
Bluetooth earpieces and devices). It features an easy-to-read 
blue back-lit digital LCD display that indicates the power bank’s 
charge, the USB outlet ports in use and the power requirements 
for each device being charged. The power bank is intelligently 
designed to interpret and adjust for your device’s voltage and 
current requirements, which speeds recharging with elimina-
tion of possible false charges, and the Smart IC design protects 
the power bank against accidental short circuit situations. 
Power bank can be recharged in 3-4 hours, up to 500 times, 
while holding the charge with a 6-month shelf life. Power bank 
includes a micro USB/USB charging cable and velvet travel 
pouch. Price includes one-color/location imprint. #AD-1578

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $45.45 $42.65 $40.85 $40.15 $39.49

 D  AD-1580 2200 mAh Power Bank Card With 
      8GB USB Flash Drive 

Our Power Bank/USB Flash Drive Card was designed to elimi-
nate dead phone battery drama while doubling as your USB 
fl ash drive! It combines 2,200 mAh of charging power with 8 
GB of fl ash memory backup into one elegant, sleek card-sized 
package. The Li-ion cell, which can be charged up to 600 times, 
is fully recharged in 4-5 hours using your phone’s power adapt-
er or computer USB port. Price includes one color per location 
imprint on the powerbank. For AdVantage Digital Color imprint, 
add $1.25 each plus an additional setup of $50.  #AD-1580 

 25 50 100 250 500  
$35.49 $33.75 $32.25 $31.75 $31.25

asi/31570
POWER BANKS
gifts | computers | real estate | safety programs

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller

Includes charging cord, USB 
cable and storage pouch

Folds & stores 
neatly into 
pouch

 A    “Phusic” Stereo Bluetooth Headphones With FM Radio

These headphones are designed for music and phone use 
and can be paired with any Bluetooth phone, tablet PC or 
computer device within 50 feet. Use the FM scan mode to 
listen to FM stereo radio. One-touch controls on the left side 
of the headset adjust volume, track selection, pause/play, 
and allows you to take phone calls while listening to your 
favorite music. A quality built-in microphone ensures crisp, 
clear hands-free telephone conversations so you can truly 
“Rock, Walk, and Talk!” around your home or o�  ce. Includes 
storage pouch. #AD-9960

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $23.25 $22.49 $21.15 $20.75 $19.89
 B   Ultra Mini “Phusic” Bluetooth Speaker/Phone    
      With Selfi e Remote

Our Ultra Mini “Phusic” Bluetooth speaker will amaze and 
entertain as you play your favorite music, movies and video 
from any Bluetooth-enabled device (iPhone, iPad, Android, 
iPod, etc.). This aluminum-cased speaker is pocket-sized and 
its 1” diameter, 3-watt speaker broadcasts amazing sound 
quality. When you receive a call, you can answer and speak 
into the Ultra Mini “Phusic” instead of reaching for your 
phone. The bottom speaker on/o�  button also doubles as 
a selfi e remote (compatible with Apple IOS 9.1 and Android 
6.0). Each Ultra Mini “Phusic” comes with a plastic attach-
ment plug/cord (to attach speaker to phone) and charging 
micro USB/USB cable. Operates on one rechargeable Li-ion 
battery (included). Price includes a one-color/one-location 
imprint. Available in silver aluminum case with black trim and 
speaker grill. Gift boxed in clear acrylic case. #AD-1582

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $21.95 $20.50 $19.59 $19.25 $18.90
 C  Budget Bluetooth Speaker 

Forget the inconvenience of wire connections. Amplify your 
favorite music or podcasts directly from your smartphone 
with this budget Bluetooth speaker. Made of aluminum, this 
speaker features tri-color LED lights and includes a 19” USB/
micro USB charging cord. In addition to providing hours of 
listening pleasure, this product, which is silver with a black 
trim, is also great for taking hands-free phone calls. The bat-
tery capacity is 300mAh with a horn size of 4 Ohm 3W and 
5V input. Size: 71 x 71 x 42 mm. Weight: 136g. #AD-1588 

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000  
 $11.49 $10.75 $9.95 $9.79 $9.45 $9.29
 D  “Phusic” Bluetooth Mini Speaker With    
      Speakerphone Function

Our “Phusic” Bluetooth mini speaker system enables you to 
play your favorite music, movies and video from any Blue-
tooth-enabled device (iPhone, iPad, Android, iPod, etc.). You 
can conveniently listen to your MP3 music while controlling 
the playback functions of volume, track selection and pause 
from the “Phusic” speaker unit. When you receive a call on 
your cellphone, you can answer and speak into the Phusic 
instead of reaching for your phone. You can truly “Rock, 
Walk, and Talk!” up to 50 feet from your phone. Each “Phu-
sic” comes with a black drawstring storage pouch, charging/
audio cord and USB cable. Operates on one rechargeable Li-
ion battery (included). Price includes a one-location etched 
imprint. Available in black, silver or refl ex blue. Gift boxed. 
#AD-1562

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $29.95 $29.95 $29.95 $29.95 $29.95

asi/31570

WIRELESS LISTENING PLEASURE
innovation | awards | travel | incentives

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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8” basswood handle

Also available in 
sandwich style

asi/93520
EASY BREEZY
resorts | real estate | concerts | fundraisers

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Stock-Shaped Hand Fan – Single

Keep cool during festivals, picnics and other outdoor events 
with this 16-point coated board stock fan. Includes one-color 

imprint! #BL-7900-7948

 250 500 1,000
 0.50 0.36 0.32

Imprinting available 
on 1 or 2 sides

asi/93601

RUSTIC STYLE
restaurants | food & gift | trade shows | hospitality | openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Rustic Tavern Mug
Ceramic mug features unique reactive glaze. Comes in 
5 vibrant color schemes. Makes a great addition to any 

gift basket. Size: 16 oz. #4416

 48 96 144 288 576 1,008
 5.12 4.60 4.27 4.02 3.85 3.69
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8” basswood handle

Also available in 
sandwich style

asi/93520
EASY BREEZY
resorts | real estate | concerts | fundraisers

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Stock-Shaped Hand Fan – Single

Keep cool during festivals, picnics and other outdoor events 
with this 16-point coated board stock fan. Includes one-color 

imprint! #BL-7900-7948

 250 500 1,000
 0.50 0.36 0.32

Imprinting available 
on 1 or 2 sides

asi/93601

RUSTIC STYLE
restaurants | food & gift | trade shows | hospitality | openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Rustic Tavern Mug
Ceramic mug features unique reactive glaze. Comes in 
5 vibrant color schemes. Makes a great addition to any 

gift basket. Size: 16 oz. #4416

 48 96 144 288 576 1,008
 5.12 4.60 4.27 4.02 3.85 3.69
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A

B

C

Made in the USA

| A. Sticky Notes 3” x 3”
   (25 Sheets)

Write down your lists, notes, 
messages, reminders and 
much more on this 25-sheet 
adhesive pad. Make a pro-
motional splash with an item 
that everyone uses! #SP3325

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.62 0.33 0.28 0.25 0.21

| B. Sticky Notes 4” x 3”
   (25 Sheets)

Everybody uses sticky notes, 
the promotion that sticks 
around. Perfect for grocery 
and to-do lists, notes, mes-
sages, reminders and more. 
Pricing includes full-color 
printing on the front of each 
sheet. #SP4325

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.64 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.27

| C. Sticky Notes 5” x 3”
   (25 Sheets)

These sticky notes can be 
used as an easy stick-on 
coupon for pizza shops, 
restaurants and delivery 
services. It’s an inexpensive 
giveaway and a must-have 
for list-makers and goal-
setters. #SP5325

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.88 0.44 0.33 0.31 0.30

asi/91760
HANDOUTS THAT STICK
colleges | job fairs | offices | restaurants

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| A. Business Card Magnet 
   – 3.5x2 (Round Corners) 
   – 20 mil

An e� ective and low-cost 
way to attract customers, 
this full-color magnet is a 
proven marketing tool with 
a long shelf life. Made in the 
USA. #841000220

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.33 0.17 0.14 0.11 0.10

| B. Magnet – 3.5x4 Round 
   Corners – 20 mil

Rectangular magnets make 
a memorable giveaway for 
your customers. This popular 
size is perfect for calendars, 
schedules and more. Built to 
last. #840400120

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.20 0.72 0.50 0.33 0.23

| C. Magnet – 3.5x5.5 Round     
   Corners – 20 mil

Put your message on display 
for your clients with this eye-
catching, full-color magnet. 
Sticks to refrigerators, fi ling 
cabinets, appliances, lockers, 
vending machines and so 
much more. #82021120

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.73 0.87 0.64 0.45 0.32

asi/91760

PROMOS THAT STICK
conventions | small businesses | charity events

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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C

Made in the USA
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A

B

C

Made in the USA

| A. Sticky Notes 3” x 3”
   (25 Sheets)

Write down your lists, notes, 
messages, reminders and 
much more on this 25-sheet 
adhesive pad. Make a pro-
motional splash with an item 
that everyone uses! #SP3325

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.62 0.33 0.28 0.25 0.21

| B. Sticky Notes 4” x 3”
   (25 Sheets)

Everybody uses sticky notes, 
the promotion that sticks 
around. Perfect for grocery 
and to-do lists, notes, mes-
sages, reminders and more. 
Pricing includes full-color 
printing on the front of each 
sheet. #SP4325

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.64 0.32 0.31 0.28 0.27

| C. Sticky Notes 5” x 3”
   (25 Sheets)

These sticky notes can be 
used as an easy stick-on 
coupon for pizza shops, 
restaurants and delivery 
services. It’s an inexpensive 
giveaway and a must-have 
for list-makers and goal-
setters. #SP5325

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.88 0.44 0.33 0.31 0.30

asi/91760
HANDOUTS THAT STICK
colleges | job fairs | offices | restaurants

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| A. Business Card Magnet 
   – 3.5x2 (Round Corners) 
   – 20 mil

An e� ective and low-cost 
way to attract customers, 
this full-color magnet is a 
proven marketing tool with 
a long shelf life. Made in the 
USA. #841000220

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.33 0.17 0.14 0.11 0.10

| B. Magnet – 3.5x4 Round 
   Corners – 20 mil

Rectangular magnets make 
a memorable giveaway for 
your customers. This popular 
size is perfect for calendars, 
schedules and more. Built to 
last. #840400120

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.20 0.72 0.50 0.33 0.23

| C. Magnet – 3.5x5.5 Round     
   Corners – 20 mil

Put your message on display 
for your clients with this eye-
catching, full-color magnet. 
Sticks to refrigerators, fi ling 
cabinets, appliances, lockers, 
vending machines and so 
much more. #82021120

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.73 0.87 0.64 0.45 0.32

asi/91760

PROMOS THAT STICK
conventions | small businesses | charity events

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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 C  3-Piece Grill Set With Storage Case

This 3-piece grill set contains spatula, grilling 
fork and tongs made of stainless steel with 
natural wood handles and leather hanging 
loops. Set includes a weather-resistant case 
with utensil pockets that rolls up and ties 
closed for storage. #AD-2381

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $15.85 $14.59 $13.45 $13.25 $12.89

 D  Heavyweight Waiter’s Corkscrew

Perfect all-in-one tool for opening wine 
bottles. Heavyweight waiter’s corkscrew 
features a serrated blade for cutting foil, a 
stainless boot lever that makes cork removal 
quick and simple and a curved ergonomic 
handle for comfort in the palm of your hand. 
#AD-662

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $3.99 $3.79 $3.55 $3.39 $3.19

 A  Cordless COB Light Switch Night & 
      Wall Light

Light switch is battery operated and can 
be installed anywhere – no wiring required. 
Features two COB LEDs that produce 200 
lumens of super-bright light (10x brighter 
than standard fl ashlights). Includes 4 AAA 
batteries. #AD-9394

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $5.89 $5.35 $5.25 $5.19 $4.95

 B  Mini Aluminum COB LED Flashlight With 
     Wrist Strap

Our pocket-sized COB LED fl ashlight produces 
over 100 lumens of bright white light output 
at a price to fi t any budget. Quality built 
from solid aluminum, this weather-resistant 
fl ashlight is activated with the press of an 
end-mounted button and operates on 3 AAA 
cells (not included). #AD-9397

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $4.75 $4.25 $3.95 $3.69 $3.55 $3.39

asi/31570
HANDY HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
outdoor | camping | cookouts | safety

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller

Blue

Green

Burgundy

White

Silver

Hot 
Seller

Nylon carrying 
case included

Each includes 
carrying pouch 
that mounts 
on belt

 A  126-Piece Tool Set With LED Flashlight 
      & Carrying Case

The powerful LED fl ashlight features three 
bright LEDs and over one watt of illumination. 
The convenient fl ashlight is removable, but can 
also be used without opening the carrying case. 
Operates on two (2) D batteries (not included). 
The following tools come conveniently packaged 
in a compact, durable polypropylene carrying 
case: LED fl ashlight; heavyweight forged 
steel claw hammer with rubber grip; 3-foot 
retractable metal measuring tape; needle-nose 
pliers with rubber grip; retractable utility knife 
with breakaway blades; comfortable driver 
handle with 20 bit set and 90 fasteners in plastic 
holder (screws, nails, drywall anchors). #AD-577

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $38.35 $35.00 $32.50 $30.00 $28.35
 B  9-Function Multi-Tool With Pouch

This stainless-steel nine-function multipurpose 
pocket tool has redwood handles and features 
spring-loaded fl at-nose pliers, super-bright 
LED fl ashlight, 2” knife, serrated saw, fl at-head 
screwdriver, Phillips-head screwdriver, awl and 
bottle opener. The fl ashlight operates on (3) 
button cell batteries (LR44), included. Multi-tool 
comes in a black nylon carrying pouch. Gift 
boxed. #AD-2010

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $14.59 $13.69 $13.49 $13.25 $12.99
 C  Hatchet Multi-Tool With Pouch

This multifunction hatchet tool features a 
heavyweight forged stainless-steel hammer and 
hatchet with protective guard, spring-loaded 
pliers with wire cutter, 2 1/2” straight and serrated 
blades, double-tooth saw with fi le, a fl at and 
Phillips-head screwdriver, and a 4-position mini 
wrench with can/bottle opener. This multi-tool 
comes in a black nylon pouch with Velcro closure 
and a belt strap on the back. Gift boxed. #AD-2011

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $14.15 $12.99 $12.10 $11.89 $11.75
 D  Stainless-Steel Mini Electric Infl ator 
      (Air Pump) for Auto, Bike & Infl atables

Our portable, rechargeable infl ator (air pump) 
is ideal for auto or bicycle tires and home 
accessory items. Featuring durable stainless-
steel housing with self-storing infl ator pipe, 
there are two LED lights to illuminate your 
work area. Easy to operate: Just set the desired 
pressure (maximum of 150 PSI) and the infl ator 
automatically shuts o�  when the pre-set 
pressure is reached. A backlit LCD display reads 
PSI, BAR, KPA and KG/cm. The rechargeable 15V 
Li-ion battery will operate for hours per charge. 
Includes AC/DC charger, velour storage pouch, 
French bicycle valve, ball infl ation needle and 
plastic infl ation nozzle. #AD-1085

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $77.05 $72.65 $69.79 $68.65 $67.55

asi/31570

USEFUL MULTI-TOOLS
home improvement expos | open houses | automotive

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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 C  3-Piece Grill Set With Storage Case

This 3-piece grill set contains spatula, grilling 
fork and tongs made of stainless steel with 
natural wood handles and leather hanging 
loops. Set includes a weather-resistant case 
with utensil pockets that rolls up and ties 
closed for storage. #AD-2381

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $15.85 $14.59 $13.45 $13.25 $12.89

 D  Heavyweight Waiter’s Corkscrew

Perfect all-in-one tool for opening wine 
bottles. Heavyweight waiter’s corkscrew 
features a serrated blade for cutting foil, a 
stainless boot lever that makes cork removal 
quick and simple and a curved ergonomic 
handle for comfort in the palm of your hand. 
#AD-662

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $3.99 $3.79 $3.55 $3.39 $3.19

 A  Cordless COB Light Switch Night & 
      Wall Light

Light switch is battery operated and can 
be installed anywhere – no wiring required. 
Features two COB LEDs that produce 200 
lumens of super-bright light (10x brighter 
than standard fl ashlights). Includes 4 AAA 
batteries. #AD-9394

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $5.89 $5.35 $5.25 $5.19 $4.95

 B  Mini Aluminum COB LED Flashlight With 
     Wrist Strap

Our pocket-sized COB LED fl ashlight produces 
over 100 lumens of bright white light output 
at a price to fi t any budget. Quality built 
from solid aluminum, this weather-resistant 
fl ashlight is activated with the press of an 
end-mounted button and operates on 3 AAA 
cells (not included). #AD-9397

 25 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $4.75 $4.25 $3.95 $3.69 $3.55 $3.39

asi/31570
HANDY HOUSEHOLD ITEMS
outdoor | camping | cookouts | safety

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover
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 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller

Blue

Green

Burgundy

White

Silver

Hot 
Seller

Nylon carrying 
case included

Each includes 
carrying pouch 
that mounts 
on belt

 A  126-Piece Tool Set With LED Flashlight 
      & Carrying Case

The powerful LED fl ashlight features three 
bright LEDs and over one watt of illumination. 
The convenient fl ashlight is removable, but can 
also be used without opening the carrying case. 
Operates on two (2) D batteries (not included). 
The following tools come conveniently packaged 
in a compact, durable polypropylene carrying 
case: LED fl ashlight; heavyweight forged 
steel claw hammer with rubber grip; 3-foot 
retractable metal measuring tape; needle-nose 
pliers with rubber grip; retractable utility knife 
with breakaway blades; comfortable driver 
handle with 20 bit set and 90 fasteners in plastic 
holder (screws, nails, drywall anchors). #AD-577

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $38.35 $35.00 $32.50 $30.00 $28.35
 B  9-Function Multi-Tool With Pouch

This stainless-steel nine-function multipurpose 
pocket tool has redwood handles and features 
spring-loaded fl at-nose pliers, super-bright 
LED fl ashlight, 2” knife, serrated saw, fl at-head 
screwdriver, Phillips-head screwdriver, awl and 
bottle opener. The fl ashlight operates on (3) 
button cell batteries (LR44), included. Multi-tool 
comes in a black nylon carrying pouch. Gift 
boxed. #AD-2010

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $14.59 $13.69 $13.49 $13.25 $12.99
 C  Hatchet Multi-Tool With Pouch

This multifunction hatchet tool features a 
heavyweight forged stainless-steel hammer and 
hatchet with protective guard, spring-loaded 
pliers with wire cutter, 2 1/2” straight and serrated 
blades, double-tooth saw with fi le, a fl at and 
Phillips-head screwdriver, and a 4-position mini 
wrench with can/bottle opener. This multi-tool 
comes in a black nylon pouch with Velcro closure 
and a belt strap on the back. Gift boxed. #AD-2011

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $14.15 $12.99 $12.10 $11.89 $11.75
 D  Stainless-Steel Mini Electric Infl ator 
      (Air Pump) for Auto, Bike & Infl atables

Our portable, rechargeable infl ator (air pump) 
is ideal for auto or bicycle tires and home 
accessory items. Featuring durable stainless-
steel housing with self-storing infl ator pipe, 
there are two LED lights to illuminate your 
work area. Easy to operate: Just set the desired 
pressure (maximum of 150 PSI) and the infl ator 
automatically shuts o�  when the pre-set 
pressure is reached. A backlit LCD display reads 
PSI, BAR, KPA and KG/cm. The rechargeable 15V 
Li-ion battery will operate for hours per charge. 
Includes AC/DC charger, velour storage pouch, 
French bicycle valve, ball infl ation needle and 
plastic infl ation nozzle. #AD-1085

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $77.05 $72.65 $69.79 $68.65 $67.55

asi/31570

USEFUL MULTI-TOOLS
home improvement expos | open houses | automotive
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21 streamer colors

| A. Foam Footballs 
Highly customizable! 5” in 
length with a 6” arc. Avail-
able in other sizes and hun-
dreds of color combinations. 
Prices below include one 
standard color, one-location 
imprint. Other awesome 
imprint options like multiple 
spot colors or full-color print-
ing are also available! Setup 
55.00; FOB McAllen, TX. 
#FOOTBALL5

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 3.50 2.28 2.20 2.00 1.90

| B. Pinwheels
Stunning silver foil pinwheels, 
approximately 7” in diameter. 
Your full-color imprint will 
appear on alternating front 
and back blades. Other 

pinwheel styles are available. 
Setup is 55.00; FOB McAllen, 
TX. The sturdy corrugated 
plastic handle is 1” x 10.4”. 
Optional handle imprint is 
available at an additional 
cost – please inquire. #PW 4

 100 250 500 1,000
 2.25 1.95 1.83 1.72

| C. Micro Basketball Set
Great fun wherever you go! 
Set includes 2.5” diameter 
orange ball, 4.625” diameter 
orange hoop, 6.375” wide x 
5.25” MDF backboard, net 
and mounting accessories, all 
nicely packed in a resealable 
net bag. Price includes one 
standard color, one-location 
imprint on the backboard 
(no bleed). Other sizes and 

imprint options are available 
– please inquire. Setup 55.00; 
FOB McAllen, TX. #331

 100 250 500 1,000
 4.30 4.15 4.00 3.85

| D. Pompom Zero –  
500 Streamers

Handles are made of sturdy 
corrugated plastic. Choose 
from 21 streamer colors in 
hundreds of color combi-
nations! Visit our website 
for a color chart and more 
awesome pompom options. 
Prices below include one 
standard color, one-location 
imprint (no bleed). Setup 
55.00; FOB Oceanside, NY. 
#POMPOMZERO-500

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.49 1.19 1.09 0.99 0.96

asi/68207

HAVE A BALL
pep rallies | sports | festivals | kids events

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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C

asi/34194
GLOWING GIVEAWAYS
concerts | clubs | weddings | spirit events

spectrum 2019 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Eye-catching

| C. LED Flash Tube Bracelets
This is the type of promo that demands to be 
seen! It’s one-size-fi ts-most with an adjustable, 
fl exible and comfortable fi t. Includes 3 non-
replaceable AG3 batteries. Colors available: 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink 
white and assorted. #11840

 144 288 576 1,152
 2.65 2.48 2.40 2.32

| D. Light-Up Foam Cheer Stick
Get your brand noticed with a shot of light 
and color from this light-up foam cheer stick. 
Specifi cally designed to add a touch of eye-
catching enthusiasm to sporting events, award 
shows, clubs and more. Colors available: red, 
orange, green, blue, white, multicolor, RWB. 
#11211

 96 240 480 960
 2.65 2.48 2.40 2.32

| A. Frosted Blinking Circle Clips
Put your brand on a light-up product that’s 
perfect for attaching to shirts, bags, hats, pet 
collars and beyond! This fun product is great 
for trade shows, conventions and fairs. #11576

 250 500 1,000
 2.82 2.65 2.48

| B. Cosmic LED Laser-Engraved 
  Neon Bracelets

Brighten up your dance moves with laser-
engraved light bracelets that shine as bright as 
the stars! With a sleek and lightweight design, 
comfortable fi t and a new magnetic clasp, it’s 
no wonder this product is a best-seller! #12358

 96 240 480
 4.65 4.45 4.25

A

B

DC

Hot 
Seller
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21 streamer colors

| A. Foam Footballs 
Highly customizable! 5” in 
length with a 6” arc. Avail-
able in other sizes and hun-
dreds of color combinations. 
Prices below include one 
standard color, one-location 
imprint. Other awesome 
imprint options like multiple 
spot colors or full-color print-
ing are also available! Setup 
55.00; FOB McAllen, TX. 
#FOOTBALL5

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 3.50 2.28 2.20 2.00 1.90

| B. Pinwheels
Stunning silver foil pinwheels, 
approximately 7” in diameter. 
Your full-color imprint will 
appear on alternating front 
and back blades. Other 

pinwheel styles are available. 
Setup is 55.00; FOB McAllen, 
TX. The sturdy corrugated 
plastic handle is 1” x 10.4”. 
Optional handle imprint is 
available at an additional 
cost – please inquire. #PW 4

 100 250 500 1,000
 2.25 1.95 1.83 1.72

| C. Micro Basketball Set
Great fun wherever you go! 
Set includes 2.5” diameter 
orange ball, 4.625” diameter 
orange hoop, 6.375” wide x 
5.25” MDF backboard, net 
and mounting accessories, all 
nicely packed in a resealable 
net bag. Price includes one 
standard color, one-location 
imprint on the backboard 
(no bleed). Other sizes and 

imprint options are available 
– please inquire. Setup 55.00; 
FOB McAllen, TX. #331

 100 250 500 1,000
 4.30 4.15 4.00 3.85

| D. Pompom Zero –  
500 Streamers

Handles are made of sturdy 
corrugated plastic. Choose 
from 21 streamer colors in 
hundreds of color combi-
nations! Visit our website 
for a color chart and more 
awesome pompom options. 
Prices below include one 
standard color, one-location 
imprint (no bleed). Setup 
55.00; FOB Oceanside, NY. 
#POMPOMZERO-500

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.49 1.19 1.09 0.99 0.96

asi/68207

HAVE A BALL
pep rallies | sports | festivals | kids events

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi/34194
GLOWING GIVEAWAYS
concerts | clubs | weddings | spirit events

spectrum 2019 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Eye-catching

| C. LED Flash Tube Bracelets
This is the type of promo that demands to be 
seen! It’s one-size-fi ts-most with an adjustable, 
fl exible and comfortable fi t. Includes 3 non-
replaceable AG3 batteries. Colors available: 
red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple, pink 
white and assorted. #11840

 144 288 576 1,152
 2.65 2.48 2.40 2.32

| D. Light-Up Foam Cheer Stick
Get your brand noticed with a shot of light 
and color from this light-up foam cheer stick. 
Specifi cally designed to add a touch of eye-
catching enthusiasm to sporting events, award 
shows, clubs and more. Colors available: red, 
orange, green, blue, white, multicolor, RWB. 
#11211

 96 240 480 960
 2.65 2.48 2.40 2.32

| A. Frosted Blinking Circle Clips
Put your brand on a light-up product that’s 
perfect for attaching to shirts, bags, hats, pet 
collars and beyond! This fun product is great 
for trade shows, conventions and fairs. #11576

 250 500 1,000
 2.82 2.65 2.48

| B. Cosmic LED Laser-Engraved 
  Neon Bracelets

Brighten up your dance moves with laser-
engraved light bracelets that shine as bright as 
the stars! With a sleek and lightweight design, 
comfortable fi t and a new magnetic clasp, it’s 
no wonder this product is a best-seller! #12358

 96 240 480
 4.65 4.45 4.25
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Long-lasting 
marketing messaging! 

asi/68524
BRAND IN MOTION 
auto shops | dealerships | grand openings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

24x18 Custom Round Corners Outdoor 
Car Sign Magnets

Magnetic car signs are a great and a� ordable “vehicle” for delivering any type of 
marketing message. Printed using color-fast UV inks in full color on 30-mil outdoor-

safe magnet material. Shown here in our most popular size: 18” x 24”. #MG5476 

 2 4 6 8 10 12 24 50

 28.63 20.68 17.55 16.72 16.38 15.90 15.07 13.93

The Magnet Guys

Secure contents with a 
double string!

asi/93520

GO-GETTERS
sports teams | picnics | schools | gyms

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Drawstring Nonwoven Bag

This nonwoven drawstring bag is a great asset for go-getters 
everywhere, whether they’re at the gym, o�  ce, airport or class. 
Available in 11 colors and made from nonwoven polypropylene.

#BG-401

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.46 1.36 1.33 1.21 1.06
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Long-lasting 
marketing messaging! 

asi/68524
BRAND IN MOTION 
auto shops | dealerships | grand openings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

24x18 Custom Round Corners Outdoor 
Car Sign Magnets

Magnetic car signs are a great and a� ordable “vehicle” for delivering any type of 
marketing message. Printed using color-fast UV inks in full color on 30-mil outdoor-

safe magnet material. Shown here in our most popular size: 18” x 24”. #MG5476 

 2 4 6 8 10 12 24 50

 28.63 20.68 17.55 16.72 16.38 15.90 15.07 13.93

The Magnet Guys

Secure contents with a 
double string!

asi/93520

GO-GETTERS
sports teams | picnics | schools | gyms

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Drawstring Nonwoven Bag

This nonwoven drawstring bag is a great asset for go-getters 
everywhere, whether they’re at the gym, o�  ce, airport or class. 
Available in 11 colors and made from nonwoven polypropylene.

#BG-401

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.46 1.36 1.33 1.21 1.06
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Hot 
Seller

All bags available in 8 stock colors or your custom color

 C   9” x 12” Diecut Handle Bag – 1.75 mil

Shopping bag features non-reinforced fl ush-cut 
handle hole. Constructed of single-wall 1.75-mil 
low-density polyethylene. Suitable for light to 
medium weight applications. #AD-DCH175-912

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000 
 $277.00/M $147.00/M $119.00/M $112.00/M $103.00/M

Please call your distributor for additional colors.

 D  Custom Bendable Figures 

Remember Gumby & Pokey? Now your logo 
or design can be made into a well-received, 
unique specialty item. Fax, email or mail us your 
ideas and artwork for a truly custom bendable 
fi gure. Indicate the PMS colors and physical 
characteristics, and we can make a sample and 
modify it (if necessary) to meet your approval. A 
hand-painted, a� ordable prototype can be made 
in as little as two weeks. Production time: 45-70 
days from receipt of fi nal art. #AD-CBF

2,500   5,000   10,000   25,000   50,000  
4-inch Figure 

$3.89 $3.39 $3.19 $3.09 $2.99
5-inch Figure 

$4.09 $3.59 $3.39 $3.29 $3.19 
6-inch Figure

 $4.49 $3.99 $3.79 $3.69 $3.59

 A  12” x 15” Patch Handle Bag – 1.75 mil

This 12” x 15” bag is 1.75-mil LDPE plastic with 
4-mil reinforced handle and one-color imprint. 
Ideal for trade shows and retail stores. FREE 
SPOT-COLOR PLATES & SETUP! Price is per 
1,000 bags. #AD-RPH175-1215

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000 
1 Imprint Color

 $401.00/M $276.00/M $263.00/M $251.00/M $238.00/M
2 Imprint Colors

 $487.00/M $310.00/M $287.00/M $273.00/M $258.00/M

 B  16” x 18” Kwik-Draw Tape Handle Bag – 1.75 mil
Our 16” x 18” Kwik-Draw plastic bag is 1.75-mil 
LDPE plastic with draw-tape closure and one-
color imprint. The ideal bag when you need to 
secure your contents. Order in clear as a gear 
bag for your public sporting events. FREE SPOT-
COLOR PLATES & SETUP! Price is per 1,000 
bags. #AD-KDTH175-1618

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000 
1 Imprint Color

 $577.00/M $376.00/M $368.00/M $352.00/M $336.00/M
2 Imprint Colors

 $663.00/M $410.00/M $392.00/M $374.00/M $356.00/M

asi/31570
PLASTIC BAGS & BENDABLES
tourism | trade shows | retail | ad campaigns

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A  “What a Deal” Value Tote

This 16” x 15”, 7-oz. cotton duck bag prints well and 
holds up to 50 pounds. Bag features extended self-
material handles for comfort. Available in natural, 
blue, red and black colors. #AD-755
Natural Bag Pricing

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500  
 $3.40 $3.00 $2.85 $2.65 $2.60

Color Bag Pricing

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500  
 $3.70 $3.30 $3.15 $2.95 $2.90

 B  12” x 15” Die-Cut Handle Bag – 1.75 mil

Constructed of single-wall 1.75-mil low-density 
polyethylene with a non-reinforced fl ush-cut handle 
hole. Price is per 1,000 bags. Available in black, 
blue, red, white, yellow, orange, clear and ivory. 
#AD-DCH175-1215

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000
1 Imprint Color

 $237.00/M $173.00/M $130.00/M $125.00/M $121.00/M
2 Imprint Colors 

 $323.00/M $207.00/M $154.00/M $147.00/M $141.00/M

 C  9” X 13” Take Home Bag – 1.75 mil

This versatile bag is constructed of single-wall 1.75 mil 
low-density polyethylene. Suitable for medium-weight 
applications. Reinforced fold-over die-cut handle. 
#AD-THB175-913

  3,000   5,000   7,500   10,000 
 $0.40 $0.34 $0.29 $0.26

 D  Reusable Grocery Bag/Tote

Reusable bag expands and holds up to 40 lbs. of 
groceries. Clips to side of cart to keep the bag open 
while you shop and fold fl ats for storage. Available in 
black, blue, green and red. #AD-709

 50 100 250 500 1,000  
 $7.99 $7.35 $7.25 $7.10 $6.75

asi/31570

BAGS & TOTES
trade shows | health fairs | grocery stores

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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All bags available in 8 stock colors or your custom color

 C   9” x 12” Diecut Handle Bag – 1.75 mil

Shopping bag features non-reinforced fl ush-cut 
handle hole. Constructed of single-wall 1.75-mil 
low-density polyethylene. Suitable for light to 
medium weight applications. #AD-DCH175-912

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000 
 $277.00/M $147.00/M $119.00/M $112.00/M $103.00/M

Please call your distributor for additional colors.

 D  Custom Bendable Figures 

Remember Gumby & Pokey? Now your logo 
or design can be made into a well-received, 
unique specialty item. Fax, email or mail us your 
ideas and artwork for a truly custom bendable 
fi gure. Indicate the PMS colors and physical 
characteristics, and we can make a sample and 
modify it (if necessary) to meet your approval. A 
hand-painted, a� ordable prototype can be made 
in as little as two weeks. Production time: 45-70 
days from receipt of fi nal art. #AD-CBF

2,500   5,000   10,000   25,000   50,000  
4-inch Figure 

$3.89 $3.39 $3.19 $3.09 $2.99
5-inch Figure 

$4.09 $3.59 $3.39 $3.29 $3.19 
6-inch Figure

 $4.49 $3.99 $3.79 $3.69 $3.59

 A  12” x 15” Patch Handle Bag – 1.75 mil

This 12” x 15” bag is 1.75-mil LDPE plastic with 
4-mil reinforced handle and one-color imprint. 
Ideal for trade shows and retail stores. FREE 
SPOT-COLOR PLATES & SETUP! Price is per 
1,000 bags. #AD-RPH175-1215

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000 
1 Imprint Color

 $401.00/M $276.00/M $263.00/M $251.00/M $238.00/M
2 Imprint Colors

 $487.00/M $310.00/M $287.00/M $273.00/M $258.00/M

 B  16” x 18” Kwik-Draw Tape Handle Bag – 1.75 mil
Our 16” x 18” Kwik-Draw plastic bag is 1.75-mil 
LDPE plastic with draw-tape closure and one-
color imprint. The ideal bag when you need to 
secure your contents. Order in clear as a gear 
bag for your public sporting events. FREE SPOT-
COLOR PLATES & SETUP! Price is per 1,000 
bags. #AD-KDTH175-1618

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000 
1 Imprint Color

 $577.00/M $376.00/M $368.00/M $352.00/M $336.00/M
2 Imprint Colors

 $663.00/M $410.00/M $392.00/M $374.00/M $356.00/M

asi/31570
PLASTIC BAGS & BENDABLES
tourism | trade shows | retail | ad campaigns

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A  “What a Deal” Value Tote

This 16” x 15”, 7-oz. cotton duck bag prints well and 
holds up to 50 pounds. Bag features extended self-
material handles for comfort. Available in natural, 
blue, red and black colors. #AD-755
Natural Bag Pricing

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500  
 $3.40 $3.00 $2.85 $2.65 $2.60

Color Bag Pricing

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500  
 $3.70 $3.30 $3.15 $2.95 $2.90

 B  12” x 15” Die-Cut Handle Bag – 1.75 mil

Constructed of single-wall 1.75-mil low-density 
polyethylene with a non-reinforced fl ush-cut handle 
hole. Price is per 1,000 bags. Available in black, 
blue, red, white, yellow, orange, clear and ivory. 
#AD-DCH175-1215

 3,000 5,000 10,000 15,000 25,000
1 Imprint Color

 $237.00/M $173.00/M $130.00/M $125.00/M $121.00/M
2 Imprint Colors 

 $323.00/M $207.00/M $154.00/M $147.00/M $141.00/M

 C  9” X 13” Take Home Bag – 1.75 mil

This versatile bag is constructed of single-wall 1.75 mil 
low-density polyethylene. Suitable for medium-weight 
applications. Reinforced fold-over die-cut handle. 
#AD-THB175-913

  3,000   5,000   7,500   10,000 
 $0.40 $0.34 $0.29 $0.26

 D  Reusable Grocery Bag/Tote

Reusable bag expands and holds up to 40 lbs. of 
groceries. Clips to side of cart to keep the bag open 
while you shop and fold fl ats for storage. Available in 
black, blue, green and red. #AD-709

 50 100 250 500 1,000  
 $7.99 $7.35 $7.25 $7.10 $6.75

asi/31570

BAGS & TOTES
trade shows | health fairs | grocery stores

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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C Great for travel! 

 | C.  1-oz. Hand Sanitizer With Carabiner

This hand sanitizer gel has a pleasant citrus 
scent and comes in a clear, fl ip-top bottle. It 
includes a convenient carabiner clip to attach 
to your belt or bag. FDA-approved. #SAN-500

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.08 1.03 1.00 0.98 0.95 

 | D. 1.8-oz. Hand Sanitizer With Carabiner 

This hand sanitizer gel has a pleasant citrus 
scent. The container includes a convenient 
carabiner clip to attach to your belt or bag. 
FDA-approved. #SAN-1800

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.20 1.10

asi/90859

FIGHT GERMS ANY TIME
healthcare events | schools | clinics 

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 | A.  2-oz. Hand Sanitizer Gel Bottle 

This convenient 2-oz. hand sanitizer gel bottle 
comes with a fl ip top. It includes a 4-color 
process label. FDA-approved. #SAN-2000

 150 200 500 1,000 2,500
 1.09 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.89

 | B. Mini 1/2-oz. Sanitizer

This handy 1/2-oz. hand sanitizer gel comes 
in a mini-sized bottle that fi ts right in your 
pocket, bag or car to keep germs away while 
you’re on the go. Full-color label imprint on 
front, info on back. FDA-approved. #SAN-700

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.83 0.80 0.75 0.69 0.67

Hot 
Seller

Perfect for travel

| A. Western-Style Camping Mug

Our Western-Style Camping Mug 
is one of the hottest trends for 
this year. Constructed with rich 
porcelain over stainless steel, this 
product has a speckled fi nish, 
white interior and silver trim. Avail-
able in red, black, blue or white. 17 
ounces. #C1001

 48 144 288 576 1,008
 6.75 6.40 6.30 6.20 6.10

| B. Vail 20-oz. Vacuum 
   Insulated Stainless Tumbler

Stainless-steel tumbler with copper 
liner. Features push-on clear plastic 
watertight lid and slide-top open-
ing for sipping. Keeps beverages 
hot for up to 8 hours or cold up to 
12 hours (24 hours with ice). Colors 
available: black, blue, red, silver, 
white, copper and titanium gray. 
#BOT-4041-PS

 24 48 96 240 480
 10.40 10.20 9.90 9.65 9.40

| C. Boulder 30-oz. Vacuum 
   Insulated Stainless Tumbler

Stainless-steel construction with 
sleek tapered contour design that 
fi ts in most cup holders. Push-on 
clear plastic watertight lid and 
slide-top opening for sipping. 
Copper lining keeps drinks hot 
for up to 8 hours or cold up to 12 
hours (24 hours with ice). Colors 
available: blue, black red and silver. 
#BOT-4047-PS

 24 48 96 240 480
 14.75 14.35 13.50 13.15 12.60

| D. Aspen 20-oz. Vacuum 
   Insulated Stainless Tumbler

Stainless-steel travel mug with 
sleek tapered contour design that 
fi ts in most cup holders. Push-on 
clear plastic watertight lid and 
slide-top opening for sipping. 
Copper lining keeps drinks hot 
for up to 8 hours or cold up to 12 
hours (24 hours with ice). BPA free. 
Colors available: blue, black, red, 
silver, white, copper and titanium 
gray. #BOT-4053-PS

 24 48 96 240 480
 10.50 10.25 10.00 9.75 9.50

asi/90859

HIGH-QUALITY DRINKWARE
camping | travel | sporting events | beach

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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 | C.  1-oz. Hand Sanitizer With Carabiner

This hand sanitizer gel has a pleasant citrus 
scent and comes in a clear, fl ip-top bottle. It 
includes a convenient carabiner clip to attach 
to your belt or bag. FDA-approved. #SAN-500

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.08 1.03 1.00 0.98 0.95 

 | D. 1.8-oz. Hand Sanitizer With Carabiner 

This hand sanitizer gel has a pleasant citrus 
scent. The container includes a convenient 
carabiner clip to attach to your belt or bag. 
FDA-approved. #SAN-1800

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.35 1.30 1.25 1.20 1.10

asi/90859

FIGHT GERMS ANY TIME
healthcare events | schools | clinics 

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 | A.  2-oz. Hand Sanitizer Gel Bottle 

This convenient 2-oz. hand sanitizer gel bottle 
comes with a fl ip top. It includes a 4-color 
process label. FDA-approved. #SAN-2000

 150 200 500 1,000 2,500
 1.09 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.89

 | B. Mini 1/2-oz. Sanitizer

This handy 1/2-oz. hand sanitizer gel comes 
in a mini-sized bottle that fi ts right in your 
pocket, bag or car to keep germs away while 
you’re on the go. Full-color label imprint on 
front, info on back. FDA-approved. #SAN-700

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.83 0.80 0.75 0.69 0.67

Hot 
Seller

Perfect for travel

| A. Western-Style Camping Mug

Our Western-Style Camping Mug 
is one of the hottest trends for 
this year. Constructed with rich 
porcelain over stainless steel, this 
product has a speckled fi nish, 
white interior and silver trim. Avail-
able in red, black, blue or white. 17 
ounces. #C1001

 48 144 288 576 1,008
 6.75 6.40 6.30 6.20 6.10

| B. Vail 20-oz. Vacuum 
   Insulated Stainless Tumbler

Stainless-steel tumbler with copper 
liner. Features push-on clear plastic 
watertight lid and slide-top open-
ing for sipping. Keeps beverages 
hot for up to 8 hours or cold up to 
12 hours (24 hours with ice). Colors 
available: black, blue, red, silver, 
white, copper and titanium gray. 
#BOT-4041-PS

 24 48 96 240 480
 10.40 10.20 9.90 9.65 9.40

| C. Boulder 30-oz. Vacuum 
   Insulated Stainless Tumbler

Stainless-steel construction with 
sleek tapered contour design that 
fi ts in most cup holders. Push-on 
clear plastic watertight lid and 
slide-top opening for sipping. 
Copper lining keeps drinks hot 
for up to 8 hours or cold up to 12 
hours (24 hours with ice). Colors 
available: blue, black red and silver. 
#BOT-4047-PS

 24 48 96 240 480
 14.75 14.35 13.50 13.15 12.60

| D. Aspen 20-oz. Vacuum 
   Insulated Stainless Tumbler

Stainless-steel travel mug with 
sleek tapered contour design that 
fi ts in most cup holders. Push-on 
clear plastic watertight lid and 
slide-top opening for sipping. 
Copper lining keeps drinks hot 
for up to 8 hours or cold up to 12 
hours (24 hours with ice). BPA free. 
Colors available: blue, black, red, 
silver, white, copper and titanium 
gray. #BOT-4053-PS

 24 48 96 240 480
 10.50 10.25 10.00 9.75 9.50

asi/90859

HIGH-QUALITY DRINKWARE
camping | travel | sporting events | beach

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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| A. Women’s Festival Scoop

Made of poly-cotton jersey and features an 
elegant scoop neck with a raw edge and 
exaggerated tail drop. #5030

Quote Upon Request

| B. Women’s Festival Tank

The curved hem and feminine drape of this 
festival tank make it the perfect canvas for 
your newest sublimation design. #5033

Quote Upon Request

All available in sizes XS-2XL

| C. Women’s Festival Cali Crop

Made of a 65/35 poly/cotton blend, this Cali 
tank features a cropped body with relaxed fi t. 
Perfect for concerts or events. #5080

Quote Upon Request

| D. Women’s Festival Muscle Tank

Silky and lightweight, this attractive tank 
is great for sublimation. It has oversized 
armholes and a relaxed fi t. #5013

Quote Upon Request

asi/73867

FESTIVAL MUST-HAVES
gyms | environmental rallies | schools

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Knit, dyed, 
cut and sewn 

in the USA

| A. Eco Heavyweight Tee

This tee is made of sustainable heavier 
weight fabric this tee and features a 
unisex fi t. Made of ~4 recycled RPET 
bottles per shirt. #4600

Quote Upon Request

| B. Eco Performance Tee

Made of 70% recycled material, this tee 
has performance technology to wick 
moisture away from the skin. Made of ~3 
recycled RPET bottles per shirt. #4210

Quote Upon Request

| C. USA Men’s Tri-Blend Crew

This tri-blend jersey crew features a 
comfortable stretchy design with an 
attractive drape. #6010A

Quote Upon Request

| D. USA Men’s Cotton Crew

This crewneck T-shirt is made of 
incredibly soft fabric and features great 
drape, stretch and recovery. Made of 
combed ringspun cotton. #3600A

Quote Upon Request

All available in sizes XS-3XL

asi/73867

SOFT & SUSTAINABLE
charity races | concerts | country clubs

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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| A. Women’s Festival Scoop

Made of poly-cotton jersey and features an 
elegant scoop neck with a raw edge and 
exaggerated tail drop. #5030

Quote Upon Request

| B. Women’s Festival Tank

The curved hem and feminine drape of this 
festival tank make it the perfect canvas for 
your newest sublimation design. #5033

Quote Upon Request

All available in sizes XS-2XL

| C. Women’s Festival Cali Crop

Made of a 65/35 poly/cotton blend, this Cali 
tank features a cropped body with relaxed fi t. 
Perfect for concerts or events. #5080

Quote Upon Request

| D. Women’s Festival Muscle Tank

Silky and lightweight, this attractive tank 
is great for sublimation. It has oversized 
armholes and a relaxed fi t. #5013

Quote Upon Request

asi/73867

FESTIVAL MUST-HAVES
gyms | environmental rallies | schools

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Knit, dyed, 
cut and sewn 

in the USA

| A. Eco Heavyweight Tee

This tee is made of sustainable heavier 
weight fabric this tee and features a 
unisex fi t. Made of ~4 recycled RPET 
bottles per shirt. #4600

Quote Upon Request

| B. Eco Performance Tee

Made of 70% recycled material, this tee 
has performance technology to wick 
moisture away from the skin. Made of ~3 
recycled RPET bottles per shirt. #4210

Quote Upon Request

| C. USA Men’s Tri-Blend Crew

This tri-blend jersey crew features a 
comfortable stretchy design with an 
attractive drape. #6010A

Quote Upon Request

| D. USA Men’s Cotton Crew

This crewneck T-shirt is made of 
incredibly soft fabric and features great 
drape, stretch and recovery. Made of 
combed ringspun cotton. #3600A

Quote Upon Request

All available in sizes XS-3XL

asi/73867

SOFT & SUSTAINABLE
charity races | concerts | country clubs

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Level

 A   “The Original” Silicone 
      Bubble Calculator

This exclusive silicone bubble calculator 
features raised “pillow” keys for a new 
standard of comfort and ergonomic 
design. Operates on one button cell 
battery (LR1130 – included). Available in 
6 colors. #AD-676

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $3.39 $3.39 $3.39 $3.39 $3.39

 B  3-Foot Tape Measure/Keychain

Looking for an inexpensive way to 
get “measurable” results from your 
promotional budget? This 3-ft. Tape 
Measure Keychain comes with a one-color 
imprint. Individually polybagged.  

  250   500   1,000   2,500   5,000  
 $1.99 $1.79 $1.65 $1.49 $1.39

 C  6-in-1 Aluminum Ruler Pen With 
      Level, Screwdriver & Stylus 

This twist-action ballpoint pen features a 
four-inch ruler, three metric scale rulers, 
an integrated bubble level, a capacitive 
touch stylus for use with smart devices, 
and a reversible screwdriver bit. #AD-1962

 50 100 250 500 1,000  
 $6.19 $5.59 $5.49 $5.39 $4.99

 D   Large-Digit LCD Cooking 
       Thermometer With Folding 
       Stainless-Steel Probe

Our LCD cooking thermometer is easy 
to read and takes the guesswork out 
of cooking and grilling. The 5.25-inch 
stainless-steel probe folds into a pocket-
sized device for convenient storage and 
easy access while cooking. #AD-1103

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $11.25 $10.29 $9.45 $9.29 $9.15

asi/31570
BY THE NUMBERS
home improvement | DIY projects | school openings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

All feature a 
3-foot metal 
tape measure

Pen, screwdriver 
tips, stylus

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Large LCD 
Display

yellow

red

blue

green

pink

black

Folds for storage 
& pocket safety

House-AD-242 Floppy-AD-244

Truck-AD-247

Mouse-
AD-245

Bottle Cap-AD-246

PEN PHILLIPS FLATHEAD STYLUS

Hot 
Seller

 A 

 B 

It fl ies 
& lands 

gracefully!

Compatible 
with iPhones 
4-11 Pro/Max

 A  Piggy Bank With Digital Coin Counter

Our new Piggy Bank with Digital Coin Counter is 
the perfect way to share your fi nancial message 
and a great way to promote saving! Not only is 
this piggy cute, it’s also very smart. This bank 
electronically counts every coin as it slips through 
the coin slot and displays the denomination of 
each coin (coin amount fl ashes 3 times) on the 
easy-to-read LCD display before adding it to the 
total displayed. The permanent memory function 
means you will never have to manually count your 
savings! Plus, you won’t have to break this bank 
to remove the contents – simply twist o�  the lid 
for easy access. This little piggy is constructed of 
sturdy molded plastic, features a reset button and 
operates on 2 AA batteries (not included). Pink; 
gift boxed. #AD-352

 25 50 100 250 500
 $14.29 $13.19 $12.69 $12.29 $11.89

 B  Stress Relief Helicopter With Launch Pad

Take your advertising to new heights with our 
high-fl ying helicopter. This desktop gift fl ies into 
the air and can be aimed perfectly for targeted 
fl ight. Requires 2 AA alkaline batteries. #AD-401

 25 50 100 250 500
$11.95 $11.19 $10.79 $10.55 $10.49

 C  Silicone iPhone “Sound Egg” Speaker Dock

Our egg-shaped portable sound amplifi er is the 
perfect accessory for your iPhone. No wires, no 
batteries and no charging required. Not only does 
it provide “eggs-traordinary” sound (by amplify-
ing your iPhone voice & music up to 10 times), it 
also functions as the perfect stand for hands-free 
use, which makes it ideal for conference calls. 
Made of 100% silicone, our amplifi er is eco-friend-
ly, non-toxic and easy to clean. Available in black, 
blue or white. Custom colors available – call. Each 
is packed in a clear PVC box. #AD-389

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $6.49 $5.95 $5.85 $5.75 $5.39

 D  AM/FM Clock Radio Piggy Bank With 
     “Oink” Sound

New clock radio/piggy bank features coin slot 
that loudly plays “oink-oink” when coins are 
inserted. AM/FM radio with digital tuning, crisp 
clear sound and backlit display. #AD-357

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $11.65 $10.95 $10.75 $10.25 $9.95

asi/31570

INTERACTIVE DESK ITEMS
banks | insurance | children’s gifts | graduations

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

 C 

Hot 
Seller

AM/FM digital 
tuning

LED backlit 
display lights 
when shaken

“Oinks” 
when you 

insert a coin

 D 
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Level

 A   “The Original” Silicone 
      Bubble Calculator

This exclusive silicone bubble calculator 
features raised “pillow” keys for a new 
standard of comfort and ergonomic 
design. Operates on one button cell 
battery (LR1130 – included). Available in 
6 colors. #AD-676

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $3.39 $3.39 $3.39 $3.39 $3.39

 B  3-Foot Tape Measure/Keychain

Looking for an inexpensive way to 
get “measurable” results from your 
promotional budget? This 3-ft. Tape 
Measure Keychain comes with a one-color 
imprint. Individually polybagged.  

  250   500   1,000   2,500   5,000  
 $1.99 $1.79 $1.65 $1.49 $1.39

 C  6-in-1 Aluminum Ruler Pen With 
      Level, Screwdriver & Stylus 

This twist-action ballpoint pen features a 
four-inch ruler, three metric scale rulers, 
an integrated bubble level, a capacitive 
touch stylus for use with smart devices, 
and a reversible screwdriver bit. #AD-1962

 50 100 250 500 1,000  
 $6.19 $5.59 $5.49 $5.39 $4.99

 D   Large-Digit LCD Cooking 
       Thermometer With Folding 
       Stainless-Steel Probe

Our LCD cooking thermometer is easy 
to read and takes the guesswork out 
of cooking and grilling. The 5.25-inch 
stainless-steel probe folds into a pocket-
sized device for convenient storage and 
easy access while cooking. #AD-1103

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $11.25 $10.29 $9.45 $9.29 $9.15

asi/31570

BY THE NUMBERS
home improvement | DIY projects | school openings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

All feature a 
3-foot metal 
tape measure

Pen, screwdriver 
tips, stylus

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Large LCD Display

yellow

red

blue

green

pink

black

Folds for storage 
& pocket safety

House-AD-242 Floppy-AD-244

Truck-AD-247

Mouse-
AD-245

Bottle Cap-AD-246

PEN PHILLIPS FLATHEAD STYLUS

Hot 
Seller

 A 

 B 

It fl ies 
& lands 

gracefully!

Compatible 
with iPhones 
4-11 Pro/Max

 A  Piggy Bank With Digital Coin Counter

Our new Piggy Bank with Digital Coin Counter is 
the perfect way to share your fi nancial message 
and a great way to promote saving! Not only is 
this piggy cute, it’s also very smart. This bank 
electronically counts every coin as it slips through 
the coin slot and displays the denomination of 
each coin (coin amount fl ashes 3 times) on the 
easy-to-read LCD display before adding it to the 
total displayed. The permanent memory function 
means you will never have to manually count your 
savings! Plus, you won’t have to break this bank 
to remove the contents – simply twist off the lid 
for easy access. This little piggy is constructed of 
sturdy molded plastic, features a reset button and 
operates on 2 AA batteries (not included). Pink; 
gift boxed. #AD-352

 25 50 100 250 500
 $14.29 $13.19 $12.69 $12.29 $11.89

 B  Stress Relief Helicopter With Launch Pad

Take your advertising to new heights with our 
high-fl ying helicopter. This desktop gift fl ies into 
the air and can be aimed perfectly for targeted 
fl ight. Requires 2 AA alkaline batteries. #AD-401

 25 50 100 250 500
$11.95 $11.19 $10.79 $10.55 $10.49

 C  Silicone iPhone “Sound Egg” Speaker Dock

Our egg-shaped portable sound amplifi er is the 
perfect accessory for your iPhone. No wires, no 
batteries and no charging required. Not only does 
it provide “eggs-traordinary” sound (by amplify-
ing your iPhone voice & music up to 10 times), it 
also functions as the perfect stand for hands-free 
use, which makes it ideal for conference calls. 
Made of 100% silicone, our amplifi er is eco-friend-
ly, non-toxic and easy to clean. Available in black, 
blue or white. Custom colors available – call. Each 
is packed in a clear PVC box. #AD-389

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $6.49 $5.95 $5.85 $5.75 $5.39

 D  AM/FM Clock Radio Piggy Bank With 
     “Oink” Sound

New clock radio/piggy bank features coin slot 
that loudly plays “oink-oink” when coins are 
inserted. AM/FM radio with digital tuning, crisp 
clear sound and backlit display. #AD-357

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $11.65 $10.95 $10.75 $10.25 $9.95

asi/31570

INTERACTIVE DESK ITEMS
banks | insurance | children’s gifts | graduations

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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AM/FM digital 
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LED backlit 
display lights 
when shaken
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asi/95385

PROMOTE PROPER HYDRATION
car dealerships | dental offices | banks | gyms | charity runs

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Bottled Water 8 oz.
Keep customers hydrated with custom-labeled bottled water. 
rPET (made from recycled plastic) and biodegradable bottle 
options are available. All of our bottles are 100% recyclable! 

Purifi ed and natural spring water. #Water 8 oz.

 24 360 720 1,200 4,800 9,600
 1.20 1.13 1.01 0.86 0.78 0.63

FREE setup on 
orders of 100+ cases

Eco-friendly

asi/87188

CONVENIENT & PROFESSIONAL 
concerts | sporting events | trade shows

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Convertible Table Throw
This throw is easily convertible and fi ts both 8’ and 6’ tables. 

Simply fold the edges and attach them to hook-and-loop strips 
on the back. #104014

 1 2 6 12
 255.00 225.00 215.00    205.00

Covers four sides 
of the table 

Machine-washable and 
wrinkle-resistant!

62
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asi/95385

PROMOTE PROPER HYDRATION
car dealerships | dental offices | banks | gyms | charity runs

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Bottled Water 8 oz.
Keep customers hydrated with custom-labeled bottled water. 
rPET (made from recycled plastic) and biodegradable bottle 
options are available. All of our bottles are 100% recyclable! 

Purifi ed and natural spring water. #Water 8 oz.

 24 360 720 1,200 4,800 9,600
 1.20 1.13 1.01 0.86 0.78 0.63

FREE setup on 
orders of 100+ cases

Eco-friendly

asi/87188

CONVENIENT & PROFESSIONAL 
concerts | sporting events | trade shows

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Convertible Table Throw
This throw is easily convertible and fi ts both 8’ and 6’ tables. 

Simply fold the edges and attach them to hook-and-loop strips 
on the back. #104014

 1 2 6 12
 255.00 225.00 215.00    205.00

Covers four sides 
of the table 

Machine-washable and 
wrinkle-resistant!
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asi 45100

A

B

D

C

Many color 
options available

| A. Measuring Tape Keychain
Measuring tape keychain with level 
indicator measures in both inches and 
centimeters. Measures up to 39 inches. 
#SP678

 100 200 500 1,000 2,500
 1.20 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.95

| B. Boxing Glove Keychain
Keychain comes with miniature boxing 
glove, approximately 3” in length, made 
from a soft, leather-like polyurethane. 
#SP630

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.20 1.15 1.05 1.00 0.95

| C. Bowling Pin Keychain
This delightful keychain features a 
miniature bowling pin with classic red 
stripe accents. #SP604

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 
 1.05 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75  

| D. Five-Function Pocket Knife Tool 
  With Keychain

Multifunctional tool features fi le, knife, 
scissors, toothpick and keychain in a 
solid, impact-resistant body. #SP679

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.60 1.50 1.45 1.40 1.35

asi/45100

MULTIFUNCTIONAL KEYCHAINS
car dealerships | sporting events | open houses

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi 45100

Handle made from 
100% wood

| A. Offi cial-Size Baseball
Offi cial-size baseball is made from 
high-quality polyurethane leather 
with vulcanized rubber cork core. 
#SP937

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.45 3.35 3.25 3.15 3.05

| B. Water Gun With Tank – Large 
Large 10” water gun provides 
loads of refreshing fun and comes 
in assorted two-tone neon colors. 
#SP928

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.60 2.40 2.30 2.20 2.10

| C. Jump Rope – 9 Feet Long
Wooden-handled jump rope in 
fashionable solid colors with rope 
made from colorful polyester. 
#SP979

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.30 2.20 2.10 2.00 1.90

| D. Pro-Style Swim Goggles
These pro-style swim goggles 
offer protection for regular 
swimmers. Clear acrylic lenses 
ensure good visibility. #SP933

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 3.00 2.90 2.80 2.70 2.60 2.50

asi/45100

OUTDOOR PLAY
schools | sports leagues | clubs | summer camps

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

A

B

D

C

933
Deluxe swim goggles 
with convenient case
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asi 45100

A

B

D

C

Many color 
options available

| A. Measuring Tape Keychain
Measuring tape keychain with level 
indicator measures in both inches and 
centimeters. Measures up to 39 inches. 
#SP678

 100 200 500 1,000 2,500
 1.20 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.95

| B. Boxing Glove Keychain
Keychain comes with miniature boxing 
glove, approximately 3” in length, made 
from a soft, leather-like polyurethane. 
#SP630

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.20 1.15 1.05 1.00 0.95

| C. Bowling Pin Keychain
This delightful keychain features a 
miniature bowling pin with classic red 
stripe accents. #SP604

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000 
 1.05 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75  

| D. Five-Function Pocket Knife Tool 
  With Keychain

Multifunctional tool features fi le, knife, 
scissors, toothpick and keychain in a 
solid, impact-resistant body. #SP679

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.60 1.50 1.45 1.40 1.35

asi/45100

MULTIFUNCTIONAL KEYCHAINS
car dealerships | sporting events | open houses

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi 45100

Handle made from 
100% wood

| A. Offi cial-Size Baseball
Offi cial-size baseball is made from 
high-quality polyurethane leather 
with vulcanized rubber cork core. 
#SP937

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.45 3.35 3.25 3.15 3.05

| B. Water Gun With Tank – Large 
Large 10” water gun provides 
loads of refreshing fun and comes 
in assorted two-tone neon colors. 
#SP928

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.60 2.40 2.30 2.20 2.10

| C. Jump Rope – 9 Feet Long
Wooden-handled jump rope in 
fashionable solid colors with rope 
made from colorful polyester. 
#SP979

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.30 2.20 2.10 2.00 1.90

| D. Pro-Style Swim Goggles
These pro-style swim goggles 
offer protection for regular 
swimmers. Clear acrylic lenses 
ensure good visibility. #SP933

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 3.00 2.90 2.80 2.70 2.60 2.50

asi/45100

OUTDOOR PLAY
schools | sports leagues | clubs | summer camps

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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D

C

933
Deluxe swim goggles 
with convenient case
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 A 

 A   Auto Emergency Rescue Light 
      & Escape Tool

Give the gift no one who has a car should be 
without! This durable, multifunction auto 
emergency tool is water-resistant and 
features an LED fl ashlight, red safety strobe 
light, seatbelt cutter, window break hammer 
and a powerful magnetic base for vehicle 
attachment. Operates on two (2) AA batteries 
(not included). #AD-948

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $8.75 $8.49 $8.25 $7.99 $7.75

 B   24” Telescopic Aluminum Ice Scraper 
      & Snow Brush

This telescopic aluminum scraper/brush 
combination extends from a compact 16 1/2” 
length to 23 1/2” long for extended reach. Pivots 
to fold fl at for easy storage. It has an ice chisel 
scraper and a black nylon snow brush with a 9 
3/4” extra-wide sweeping area and 1 3/4” long 
bristles for snow clearing. Gift boxed. #AD-566

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $8.95 $8.49 $8.29 $8.15 $7.85

 C   Digital Tire Gauge With Flashlight  

This digital tire pressure gauge includes a bright 
LED fl ashlight, a large-digit blue backlit LCD 
pressure display and illuminated tire valve stem 
infl ator. Each measures pressure range 2 to 
150 PSI and also displays BAR and KPA scales. 
Operates on two AAA batteries (not included). 
#AD-1065

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $13.35 $11.85 $11.05 $10.85 $10.69

 D   Round Analog Display Auto Tire Gauge  

This large plastic tire gauge measures tire 
pressure (PSI 10 to 110) and accurately displays 
the infl ation pressure reading of your tire(s) 
when the dial “captures” your pressure until 
released with the press of the red reset button. 
Individually boxed. #AD-584

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 $2.79 $2.65 $2.45 $2.29 $2.15

asi/31570

AUTO ESSENTIALS
automotive | transportation | safety programs | travel

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Optional blade 
logo imprint

Magnetic base

Seatbelt 
cutter

LED fl ashlight

Measures 
pressure in PSI, 
BAR and KPA

 C 
 D 

 B 

Illuminates valve Flashlight

Backlit LCD 
display

Hot 
Seller

Window break 
hammer

Red fl ashing 
safety light

 A  2-Person Camping Tent

Our 2-Person Camping Tent is made of 
weatherproof 190T polyester with 210D Oxford 
fl oor and features two large screen door openings 
with full-length zippers for both the screen doors 
and outer nylon weather door closures. Its large 
rain cap cover prevents water from entering 
the top screen opening while allowing good air 
fl ow. The fi berglass frame assembles easily with 
aluminum connectors and measures 80” L x 50” 
W x 48” H when deployed. When packed up in its 
storage case, it measures just 25” L x 5 3/4” W x 
5” H and weighs 4 lbs. #AD-2890

 25 50 100 250 500
 $43.90 $41.25 $37.95 $35.75 $33.50

 B  Retractable COB LED Lantern

This super-bright COB LED lantern produces 
300 lumens of light and is perfect for camping, 
automotive safety, emergency lighting, use as 
a work light, or any indoor or outdoor lighting 
needs. Made from sturdy ABS plastic, this energy-
effi cient LED lantern features folding metal 
handles to open and reveal three LED lights; close 
the lantern into a compact 4” tall size for storage 
when not in use. #AD-9630

 25 50 100 250 500
 $8.99 $8.29 $8.15 $7.99 $7.59

 C  5-in-1 Survival Multi-Tool

Made of heavy-duty forged steel, this handy 5-in-1 
survival tool kit is ideal for use while camping, 
hiking, backpacking, fi shing, hunting, gardening 
or any outside activity. Tools are interchangeable 
and securely mount on the handle, which has a 
rubberized anti-skid grip. Tools include a shovel 
with scraper, axe/hammer, pick, saw and compass 
mounted on the end of the handle. Tool fi ts in 
a nylon carry case with belt-loop attachment. 
Each features your one-color logo. Gift boxed. 
#AD-2012

 25  50 100 250 500
 $22.49 $21.55 $19.95 $19.59 $18.99

 D  6-in-1 Stainless-Steel BBQ 
     Grilling Multi-Tool

Constructed from high-quality stainless steel with 
black PVC handles, this 6-in-1 BBQ multi-tool is 
perfect for grilling and tailgating. It includes a 3 
1/2” wide spatula with bottle opener, fork, silicone 
brush, can opener, corkscrew/wine opener and 
5 1/2” serrated knife. The separate tools lock 
together and fold like a pocket knife to just 11 1/2” 
long for convenient storage. The BBQ Grilling 
Multi-Tool comes in a black nylon carrying case 
with belt loop and velcro closure. #AD-2382

 25 50 100 250 500
 $25.19 $23.45 $22.25 $21.89 $21.55

asi/31570

CAMPING ESSENTIALS
outdoor events | travel | parks | festivals

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

300 Lumens 
Illuminate entire area!

Saw

Compass Storage Pouch Single Pin 
Connection

Pick Hatchet

 A 

 B 

 C 

 D 

Hot 
Seller
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 A 

 A   Auto Emergency Rescue Light 
      & Escape Tool

Give the gift no one who has a car should be 
without! This durable, multifunction auto 
emergency tool is water-resistant and 
features an LED fl ashlight, red safety strobe 
light, seatbelt cutter, window break hammer 
and a powerful magnetic base for vehicle 
attachment. Operates on two (2) AA batteries 
(not included). #AD-948

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $8.75 $8.49 $8.25 $7.99 $7.75

 B   24” Telescopic Aluminum Ice Scraper 
      & Snow Brush

This telescopic aluminum scraper/brush 
combination extends from a compact 16 1/2” 
length to 23 1/2” long for extended reach. Pivots 
to fold fl at for easy storage. It has an ice chisel 
scraper and a black nylon snow brush with a 9 
3/4” extra-wide sweeping area and 1 3/4” long 
bristles for snow clearing. Gift boxed. #AD-566

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $8.95 $8.49 $8.29 $8.15 $7.85

 C   Digital Tire Gauge With Flashlight  

This digital tire pressure gauge includes a bright 
LED fl ashlight, a large-digit blue backlit LCD 
pressure display and illuminated tire valve stem 
infl ator. Each measures pressure range 2 to 
150 PSI and also displays BAR and KPA scales. 
Operates on two AAA batteries (not included). 
#AD-1065

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $13.35 $11.85 $11.05 $10.85 $10.69

 D   Round Analog Display Auto Tire Gauge  

This large plastic tire gauge measures tire 
pressure (PSI 10 to 110) and accurately displays 
the infl ation pressure reading of your tire(s) 
when the dial “captures” your pressure until 
released with the press of the red reset button. 
Individually boxed. #AD-584

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 $2.79 $2.65 $2.45 $2.29 $2.15

asi/31570

AUTO ESSENTIALS
automotive | transportation | safety programs | travel

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover
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Seatbelt 
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LED fl ashlight

Measures 
pressure in PSI, 
BAR and KPA
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Illuminates valve Flashlight

Backlit LCD 
display

Hot 
Seller

Window break 
hammer

Red fl ashing 
safety light

 A  2-Person Camping Tent

Our 2-Person Camping Tent is made of 
weatherproof 190T polyester with 210D Oxford 
fl oor and features two large screen door openings 
with full-length zippers for both the screen doors 
and outer nylon weather door closures. Its large 
rain cap cover prevents water from entering 
the top screen opening while allowing good air 
fl ow. The fi berglass frame assembles easily with 
aluminum connectors and measures 80” L x 50” 
W x 48” H when deployed. When packed up in its 
storage case, it measures just 25” L x 5 3/4” W x 
5” H and weighs 4 lbs. #AD-2890

 25 50 100 250 500
 $43.90 $41.25 $37.95 $35.75 $33.50

 B  Retractable COB LED Lantern

This super-bright COB LED lantern produces 
300 lumens of light and is perfect for camping, 
automotive safety, emergency lighting, use as 
a work light, or any indoor or outdoor lighting 
needs. Made from sturdy ABS plastic, this energy-
effi cient LED lantern features folding metal 
handles to open and reveal three LED lights; close 
the lantern into a compact 4” tall size for storage 
when not in use. #AD-9630

 25 50 100 250 500
 $8.99 $8.29 $8.15 $7.99 $7.59

 C  5-in-1 Survival Multi-Tool

Made of heavy-duty forged steel, this handy 5-in-1 
survival tool kit is ideal for use while camping, 
hiking, backpacking, fi shing, hunting, gardening 
or any outside activity. Tools are interchangeable 
and securely mount on the handle, which has a 
rubberized anti-skid grip. Tools include a shovel 
with scraper, axe/hammer, pick, saw and compass 
mounted on the end of the handle. Tool fi ts in 
a nylon carry case with belt-loop attachment. 
Each features your one-color logo. Gift boxed. 
#AD-2012

 25  50 100 250 500
 $22.49 $21.55 $19.95 $19.59 $18.99

 D  6-in-1 Stainless-Steel BBQ 
     Grilling Multi-Tool

Constructed from high-quality stainless steel with 
black PVC handles, this 6-in-1 BBQ multi-tool is 
perfect for grilling and tailgating. It includes a 3 
1/2” wide spatula with bottle opener, fork, silicone 
brush, can opener, corkscrew/wine opener and 
5 1/2” serrated knife. The separate tools lock 
together and fold like a pocket knife to just 11 1/2” 
long for convenient storage. The BBQ Grilling 
Multi-Tool comes in a black nylon carrying case 
with belt loop and velcro closure. #AD-2382

 25 50 100 250 500
 $25.19 $23.45 $22.25 $21.89 $21.55

asi/31570

CAMPING ESSENTIALS
outdoor events | travel | parks | festivals

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

300 Lumens 
Illuminate entire area!

Saw

Compass Storage Pouch Single Pin 
Connection

Pick Hatchet

 A 

 B 

 C 

 D 

Hot 
Seller
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Professional Cushion Emery Board

 #SCF07
500 1000 2500 5000
0.99 0.93 0.86 0.79

asi/79760
SELF CARE
health care | business services | collages | grand openings

spectrum 2019 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover00

Available Abrasive Colors:

10,000
0.66

Keep your message at your customers’ 
fingertips with these long lasting, 
durable and customizable 7” emery boards

Personalized and self care nature 
guarentees the product 
will stay with the person!

asi/79760

SELF CARE
healthcare | business services | colleges | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

asi/68400

RAIN PONCHOS
concerts | outdoor events | sporting events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Great for any 
outdoor promotion Hot 

Seller

The Original 
Lightweight Rain 

Poncho
Our Dura-Tuff™ polyethylene poncho offers 

great brand awareness and goodwill. Features 
an oversized hood with adjustable drawstring. 

Produced fast in the USA. #1800

 500 1,000 3,000 5,000
 2.04 1.78 1.53 1.32
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Professional Cushion Emery Board

 #SCF07
500 1000 2500 5000
0.99 0.93 0.86 0.79

asi/79760
SELF CARE
health care | business services | collages | grand openings

spectrum 2019 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover00

Available Abrasive Colors:

10,000
0.66

Keep your message at your customers’ 
fingertips with these long lasting, 
durable and customizable 7” emery boards

Personalized and self care nature 
guarentees the product 
will stay with the person!

Professional Cushion Emery Board

Personalized and self care nature 
guarentees the product 
will stay with the person!

asi/79760

SELF CARE
healthcare | business services | colleges | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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concerts | outdoor events | sporting events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Great for any 
outdoor promotion Hot 

Seller

The Original 
Lightweight Rain 

Poncho
Our Dura-Tuff™ polyethylene poncho offers 

great brand awareness and goodwill. Features 
an oversized hood with adjustable drawstring. 

Produced fast in the USA. #1800

 500 1,000 3,000 5,000
 2.04 1.78 1.53 1.32
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A
B

D

C

Available in black 
or silver

| C. Aluminum Money Clip Wallet 

Use this product as a credit card holder, 
money clip or both! It fi ts perfectly in your 
pocket and doesn’t protrude like conventional 
wallets. The carbon and aluminum material 
makes this wallet scratch-resistant and 
durable. #PL000007
 50 100 200 300 500

 17.13 15.70 14.27 12.84 11.41

| D. Dog Treat Training Pouch Bag

This dog training pouch for small to large dogs 
holds toys, food and accessories securely with 
a drawstring. Includes handy zippers, mesh 
pockets, a built-in dog waste bag dispenser 
and a night light-refl ective waist strap. Holds 
your smartphone, keys or other items safely. 
Perfect for walking or running with your dog. 
#PL000102
 100 200 300 500 1,000

 12.21 11.93 11.64 11.36 10.79

| A. Lego Mug

This novelty mug is compatible with most 
building brick toys, like Lego, Pixelblocks, 
Mega Bloks and Kre-O. It’s the perfect gift for 
children, or adults who still love to play with 
bricks. Holds water, coffee or other beverage 
while stimulating creativity. #PL000006

 48 96 192 384 768
 12.14 11.71 10.71 10.29 9.29

| B.  Earphone Wrap Winder Cord Manager 

This earbud and headphone cord organizer 
is an extraordinary frustration preventer! Its 
unique design is perfect for keeping unruly 
earbuds and headsets in order. The prime-
quality leather material makes this product 
upscale and durable. Available in black, brown, 
red or yellow. #PL000305

 100 200 300 500 1,000
 4.27 3.64 3.07 2.84 2.50

asi/91561 

UNIQUE PROMO IDEAS
universities | tech events | conventions | pet expos

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

Great for beauty events 
and clothing stores!

asi/80489

NATURAL PROTECTION
stores | health fairs | beauty events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Mineral SPF 15 Broad 
Spectrum Lip Balm

Expand your brand’s horizons with this amazing mineral lip 
balm! It’s made with zinc oxide, sunfl ower seed oil, beeswax 

and organic olive oil, providing a natural shield against the sun’s 
harmful UV rays. Comes in a white 0.15-oz. tube with a white 

cap.  #Mineral LB

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.11 1.08 1.05 1.02 1.00
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D

C

Available in black 
or silver

| C. Aluminum Money Clip Wallet 

Use this product as a credit card holder, 
money clip or both! It fi ts perfectly in your 
pocket and doesn’t protrude like conventional 
wallets. The carbon and aluminum material 
makes this wallet scratch-resistant and 
durable. #PL000007
 50 100 200 300 500

 17.13 15.70 14.27 12.84 11.41

| D. Dog Treat Training Pouch Bag

This dog training pouch for small to large dogs 
holds toys, food and accessories securely with 
a drawstring. Includes handy zippers, mesh 
pockets, a built-in dog waste bag dispenser 
and a night light-refl ective waist strap. Holds 
your smartphone, keys or other items safely. 
Perfect for walking or running with your dog. 
#PL000102
 100 200 300 500 1,000

 12.21 11.93 11.64 11.36 10.79

| A. Lego Mug

This novelty mug is compatible with most 
building brick toys, like Lego, Pixelblocks, 
Mega Bloks and Kre-O. It’s the perfect gift for 
children, or adults who still love to play with 
bricks. Holds water, coffee or other beverage 
while stimulating creativity. #PL000006

 48 96 192 384 768
 12.14 11.71 10.71 10.29 9.29

| B.  Earphone Wrap Winder Cord Manager 

This earbud and headphone cord organizer 
is an extraordinary frustration preventer! Its 
unique design is perfect for keeping unruly 
earbuds and headsets in order. The prime-
quality leather material makes this product 
upscale and durable. Available in black, brown, 
red or yellow. #PL000305

 100 200 300 500 1,000
 4.27 3.64 3.07 2.84 2.50

asi/91561 

UNIQUE PROMO IDEAS
universities | tech events | conventions | pet expos

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

Great for beauty events 
and clothing stores!

asi/80489

NATURAL PROTECTION
stores | health fairs | beauty events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Mineral SPF 15 Broad 
Spectrum Lip Balm

Expand your brand’s horizons with this amazing mineral lip 
balm! It’s made with zinc oxide, sunfl ower seed oil, beeswax 

and organic olive oil, providing a natural shield against the sun’s 
harmful UV rays. Comes in a white 0.15-oz. tube with a white 

cap.  #Mineral LB

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.11 1.08 1.05 1.02 1.00
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1-1/2' x 2'

4' x 4'

48 x 96

18 x 24

6' x 4'

Flexograph-
printed on 
both sides

 A  Prize and T-Shirt Drop Parachutes

Prize parachutes are the latest craze in bringing your 
message to customers at indoor events and stadiums. 
Available in two sizes to “fl oat” a variety of promo-
tional coupons, candy, plush toys and rolled T-shirts to 
a captive audience. Our 16” diameter parachutes have 
a 3-oz. payload limit and our 36”-diameter parachutes 
are designed to carry up to 9-oz. loads (plush toys and 
rolled T-shirts). Whether dropped from the rafters or 
thrown into the crowd, these parachutes will not tangle 
or disappoint. Each includes your one-color imprint and 
polypropylene cord and clip for prize attachment.
 #AD-434 - 16” Diameter - 3-oz. Capacity (Coupons)

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $3.90 $3.65 $3.45 $3.29 $3.09

 #AD-434 - 36” Diameter - 9-oz. Capacity (T-shirts)

 50   100   250   500 
 $4.79 $4.29 $4.15 $4.09 

 B  Corrugated Plastic Signage

Our corrugated plastic signs are made out of 4mm cor-
rugated plastic. Available in sizes 18” x 24”, 48” x 48” or 
48” x 96”. These signs are made for short- or long-term 
use. Designed with weatherproof, two-color/two-sided 
imprints for a long life outdoors. Additional sizes avail-
able. #AD-CPS

  10 25 50 100 250  
18 x 24  $46.69 $24.49 $15.65 $10.49 $6.89
48 x 48 $106.05 $62.25 $48.59 $30.85 $21.39
48 x 96 $134.19 $81.29 $60.39 $48.59 $36.99

 C  Full-Color Indoor/Outdoor Banners 
     With Grommets

Our custom banners are made out of 13-oz. or 18-oz. 
heavyweight vinyl. Available in sizes 3’ x 2’, 5’ x 3’ or 6’ 
x 4’. Contact your distributor for custom sizes, materials 
and shipping estimates. #AD-FCB

 1 4 7 12 24    
13-oz. Vinyl 3’ x 2’ 

 $28.50 $25.50 $24.00 $21.60 $21.00
13-oz. Vinyl 6’ x 4’ 

 $114.00 $102.00 $96.00 $86.40 $84.00

 D  Political/Poly Bag Yard Signs

These high-quality double-sided 16” x 26” poly bag 
signs are made from heavy-duty weatherproof white 
polyethylene and are fl exograph-printed on both sides 
for maximum exposure. Opaque lining eliminates see-
through. Come with solid steel 25” x 34” wire frames 
and are quickly and easily assembled. Available in 
standard colors including black, yellow, brown, red, 
orange, blue, purple, maroon and green. Shipped bulk. 
Approximate shipping weight per 1,000 pieces: signs – 
130 lbs., frames – 600 lbs. Color matching: Flexographic 
printing does not permit perfect PMS matches. Close 
PMS matches are available for $40 per color. No setup 
charge. #AD-2200

 1,000 2,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 15,000 
1 Color, 2 Sides  
$2.67 $1.98 $1.68 $1.53 $1.07 $1.05
2 Colors, 2 Sides  
$3.28 $2.20 $1.82 $1.62 $1.12 $1.10

asi/31570

BANNERS & VISUAL SIGNS
trade shows | concerts | campaign events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller

Hot 
Seller

Custom sizes and 
materials are available – 
call for pricing

 A  Street Pole Banners

Our Street Pole Banners are made out of heavy-
weight 20-oz. vinyl to withstand everyday outdoor 
use. Available in sizes 2’ wide by either 4’ or 6’ high. 
Features a full-color single- or double-sided imprint. 
#AD-SPB
 1 4 7 12 24   
20-oz. Double-Sided 2’ W x 4’ H
 $60.00 $54.00 $49.80 $46.20 $45.00
20-oz. Double-Sided 2’ W x 6’ H
 $90.00 $81.00 $74.70 $69.30 $67.50

 B  Polyester Banners

These super-strong polyester banners are printed 
edge-to-edge with full-color graphics on either 
300d polyester or 16-oz. block-out polyester. Our 
polyester banners come with hemmed edges and 
grommets every two feet across the top and in each 
bottom corner. Contact your distributor for custom 
sizes, materials, shipping estimate and to place an 
order for this product. #AD-PB
 1 4 7 12 24   
300d Polyester 3’ W x 2’ H
 $61.15 $53.10 $50.95 $45.30 $43.50
300d Polyester 6’ W x 4’ H
 $244.56 $212.40 $203.79 $181.20 $174.00

 C  47” x 78” Retractable Banner With Stand

Add impact to an open house, showroom, exhibit, 
presentation, retail store or any event with this 
full-color banner and silver, satin-fi nish retractable 
stand. Banner includes edge-to-edge printing on 
a premium 13-oz. super-smooth, no-curl vinyl. The 
durable, economical stand features smooth pull-out 
and retraction, making display setup and banner 
storage a snap. Transporting this lightweight display 
is also easy with a carrying case included at no 
additional charge. 33” x 78” banner also available. 
#AD-RET4778
 1 6 12 24 48   
 $165.00 $141.00 $139.00 $136.00 $132.00

 D  Media Backdrop

Our Media Backdrop Banner features full-color
edge-to-edge graphics printed on economical 13-oz. 
scrim vinyl. Optional expandable stand is available 
for $500. Grommets are placed every two feet for 
easy hanging. Available in sizes 5’ W x 5’ H or 5’ W 
x 10’ H. #AD-MB
 1 10 20 35 50  
13-oz. Vinyl 5’ W x 5’ H
 $254.75 $221.25 $212.25 $188.75 $181.25
13-oz. Vinyl 5’ W x 10’ H
 $509.50 $442.50 $424.50 $377.50 $362.50

asi/31570

BANNERS
events | malls | storefronts | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

 A 

 D 
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1-1/2' x 2'

4' x 4'

48 x 96

18 x 24

6' x 4'

Flexograph-
printed on 
both sides

 A  Prize and T-Shirt Drop Parachutes

Prize parachutes are the latest craze in bringing your 
message to customers at indoor events and stadiums. 
Available in two sizes to “fl oat” a variety of promo-
tional coupons, candy, plush toys and rolled T-shirts to 
a captive audience. Our 16” diameter parachutes have 
a 3-oz. payload limit and our 36”-diameter parachutes 
are designed to carry up to 9-oz. loads (plush toys and 
rolled T-shirts). Whether dropped from the rafters or 
thrown into the crowd, these parachutes will not tangle 
or disappoint. Each includes your one-color imprint and 
polypropylene cord and clip for prize attachment.
 #AD-434 - 16” Diameter - 3-oz. Capacity (Coupons)

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $3.90 $3.65 $3.45 $3.29 $3.09

 #AD-434 - 36” Diameter - 9-oz. Capacity (T-shirts)

 50   100   250   500 
 $4.79 $4.29 $4.15 $4.09 

 B  Corrugated Plastic Signage

Our corrugated plastic signs are made out of 4mm cor-
rugated plastic. Available in sizes 18” x 24”, 48” x 48” or 
48” x 96”. These signs are made for short- or long-term 
use. Designed with weatherproof, two-color/two-sided 
imprints for a long life outdoors. Additional sizes avail-
able. #AD-CPS

  10 25 50 100 250  
18 x 24  $46.69 $24.49 $15.65 $10.49 $6.89
48 x 48 $106.05 $62.25 $48.59 $30.85 $21.39
48 x 96 $134.19 $81.29 $60.39 $48.59 $36.99

 C  Full-Color Indoor/Outdoor Banners 
     With Grommets

Our custom banners are made out of 13-oz. or 18-oz. 
heavyweight vinyl. Available in sizes 3’ x 2’, 5’ x 3’ or 6’ 
x 4’. Contact your distributor for custom sizes, materials 
and shipping estimates. #AD-FCB

 1 4 7 12 24    
13-oz. Vinyl 3’ x 2’ 

 $28.50 $25.50 $24.00 $21.60 $21.00
13-oz. Vinyl 6’ x 4’ 

 $114.00 $102.00 $96.00 $86.40 $84.00

 D  Political/Poly Bag Yard Signs

These high-quality double-sided 16” x 26” poly bag 
signs are made from heavy-duty weatherproof white 
polyethylene and are fl exograph-printed on both sides 
for maximum exposure. Opaque lining eliminates see-
through. Come with solid steel 25” x 34” wire frames 
and are quickly and easily assembled. Available in 
standard colors including black, yellow, brown, red, 
orange, blue, purple, maroon and green. Shipped bulk. 
Approximate shipping weight per 1,000 pieces: signs – 
130 lbs., frames – 600 lbs. Color matching: Flexographic 
printing does not permit perfect PMS matches. Close 
PMS matches are available for $40 per color. No setup 
charge. #AD-2200

 1,000 2,500 5,000 7,500 10,000 15,000 
1 Color, 2 Sides  
$2.67 $1.98 $1.68 $1.53 $1.07 $1.05
2 Colors, 2 Sides  
$3.28 $2.20 $1.82 $1.62 $1.12 $1.10

asi/31570

BANNERS & VISUAL SIGNS
trade shows | concerts | campaign events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
Seller

Hot 
Seller

Custom sizes and 
materials are available – 
call for pricing

 A  Street Pole Banners

Our Street Pole Banners are made out of heavy-
weight 20-oz. vinyl to withstand everyday outdoor 
use. Available in sizes 2’ wide by either 4’ or 6’ high. 
Features a full-color single- or double-sided imprint. 
#AD-SPB
 1 4 7 12 24   
20-oz. Double-Sided 2’ W x 4’ H
 $60.00 $54.00 $49.80 $46.20 $45.00
20-oz. Double-Sided 2’ W x 6’ H
 $90.00 $81.00 $74.70 $69.30 $67.50

 B  Polyester Banners

These super-strong polyester banners are printed 
edge-to-edge with full-color graphics on either 
300d polyester or 16-oz. block-out polyester. Our 
polyester banners come with hemmed edges and 
grommets every two feet across the top and in each 
bottom corner. Contact your distributor for custom 
sizes, materials, shipping estimate and to place an 
order for this product. #AD-PB
 1 4 7 12 24   
300d Polyester 3’ W x 2’ H
 $61.15 $53.10 $50.95 $45.30 $43.50
300d Polyester 6’ W x 4’ H
 $244.56 $212.40 $203.79 $181.20 $174.00

 C  47” x 78” Retractable Banner With Stand

Add impact to an open house, showroom, exhibit, 
presentation, retail store or any event with this 
full-color banner and silver, satin-fi nish retractable 
stand. Banner includes edge-to-edge printing on 
a premium 13-oz. super-smooth, no-curl vinyl. The 
durable, economical stand features smooth pull-out 
and retraction, making display setup and banner 
storage a snap. Transporting this lightweight display 
is also easy with a carrying case included at no 
additional charge. 33” x 78” banner also available. 
#AD-RET4778
 1 6 12 24 48   
 $165.00 $141.00 $139.00 $136.00 $132.00

 D  Media Backdrop

Our Media Backdrop Banner features full-color
edge-to-edge graphics printed on economical 13-oz. 
scrim vinyl. Optional expandable stand is available 
for $500. Grommets are placed every two feet for 
easy hanging. Available in sizes 5’ W x 5’ H or 5’ W 
x 10’ H. #AD-MB
 1 10 20 35 50  
13-oz. Vinyl 5’ W x 5’ H
 $254.75 $221.25 $212.25 $188.75 $181.25
13-oz. Vinyl 5’ W x 10’ H
 $509.50 $442.50 $424.50 $377.50 $362.50

asi/31570

BANNERS
events | malls | storefronts | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi/88876

HEADY HANDOUT
charity basketball games | fitness challenges | 5K runs

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Heavyweight Terry Headband 
With Direct Embroidery

This 2” headband is constructed from terry cotton that is both 
soft and absorbent; available in many colors. Pricing includes 

direct embroidery up to 7,500 stitches. Made in the USA. 
Setup: $62.50
#50-202EMB

 120 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 3.37 2.90 2.63 2.30 2.17 2.03

Perfect for basketball players, 
runners and more!

asi/88876

KNOCKOUT SOCKS
conferences | office giveaways | universities

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Dress Sock With All-Over Pattern 
Knit-In Logo

Dress for the occasion with these soft cotton socks. Our knit-in 
imprint method is great for customizing with your initials, company 
logo and more. Made in the USA. Setup: $87.50 #SOCK4-720D

 120 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 6.48 6.03 5.35 5.02 4.75 4.58

Over 30 colors to 
choose from!
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asi/88876

HEADY HANDOUT
charity basketball games | fitness challenges | 5K runs

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Heavyweight Terry Headband 
With Direct Embroidery

This 2” headband is constructed from terry cotton that is both 
soft and absorbent; available in many colors. Pricing includes 

direct embroidery up to 7,500 stitches. Made in the USA. 
Setup: $62.50
#50-202EMB

 120 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 3.37 2.90 2.63 2.30 2.17 2.03

Perfect for basketball players, 
runners and more!

asi/88876

KNOCKOUT SOCKS
conferences | office giveaways | universities

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Dress Sock With All-Over Pattern 
Knit-In Logo

Dress for the occasion with these soft cotton socks. Our knit-in 
imprint method is great for customizing with your initials, company 
logo and more. Made in the USA. Setup: $87.50 #SOCK4-720D

 120 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 6.48 6.03 5.35 5.02 4.75 4.58

Over 30 colors to 
choose from!
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FREE SHIPPING I FREE SETUP
Dye-sublimated digital print capabilities - transfer your 

design to micro-weave polyester. These full-color lanyards 
hold badges or keys . #LDS34 

DYE SUBLIMATION LANYARDS 
FULL COLOR DYE SUBLIMATION LANYARDS - LDS34 

Product ID Size 100 300 500 1,000 3,000 5,000 
LDS34 3/4" $2.33 $ 1.65 $1.29 $1.02 $0.96 $0.92 

t�"
·swivel 

bulldog 

f) 
�:k 

& PROP 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemieals including 
Niekel, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to wwwPGSwamings.ca.gov 

asi/73651

GET ATTACHED
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

L: 

LANYARDS - ----- -----= � 
FREE SHIPPING I FREE SETUP

Available in 28 colors, this high-quality 3/4" (20mm) 
polyester lanyard has 4 attachment options. Features 
safety breakaway and quick-release buckle. #LPY34 

POLYESTER LANYARDS 
DIGITALLY PRINTED POLYESTER LANYARDS - LPY34 

Product ID Size 
LPY34 3/4" 

100 300 500 1,000 3,000 5,000 
$1.60 $1.32  $1.20 $1.11  $0.93 $0.80 

'�� -swivel 
bulldog 

f) 
!/4

:k 

& PROP 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemieals including 
Nieket, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to wwwPGSwamings.ca.gov 

asi/73651

UNBEATABLE CLASSIC
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 202076
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FREE SHIPPING I FREE SETUP
Dye-sublimated digital print capabilities - transfer your 

design to micro-weave polyester. These full-color lanyards 
hold badges or keys . #LDS34 

DYE SUBLIMATION LANYARDS 
FULL COLOR DYE SUBLIMATION LANYARDS - LDS34 

Product ID Size 100 300 500 1,000 3,000 5,000 
LDS34 3/4" $2.33 $ 1.65 $1.29 $1.02 $0.96 $0.92 

t�"
·swivel 

bulldog 

f) 
�:k 

& PROP 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemieals including 
Niekel, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to wwwPGSwamings.ca.gov 
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GET ATTACHED
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals
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L: 

LANYARDS - ----- -----= � 
FREE SHIPPING I FREE SETUP

Available in 28 colors, this high-quality 3/4" (20mm) 
polyester lanyard has 4 attachment options. Features 
safety breakaway and quick-release buckle. #LPY34 

POLYESTER LANYARDS 
DIGITALLY PRINTED POLYESTER LANYARDS - LPY34 

Product ID Size 
LPY34 3/4" 

100 300 500 1,000 3,000 5,000 
$1.60 $1.32  $1.20 $1.11  $0.93 $0.80 

'�� -swivel 
bulldog 

f) 
!/4

:k 

& PROP 65 WARNING: This product can expose you to chemieals including 
Nieket, which is known to the State of California to cause cancer. For more 
information, go to wwwPGSwamings.ca.gov 

asi/73651

UNBEATABLE CLASSIC
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals
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Laser-etched imprint

 A  4” x 6” Solid Wood Photo Frame 
      With Easel Back

Our elegant solid-wood photo frame with 
rosewood-colored fi nish measures 6 3/4” 
x 8 1/2” overall and fi ts a 4” x 6” photo. 
Your logo or message is permanently 
laser-etched below the photo in either the 
horizontal or vertical position, per your 
request. Each frame features a solid-wood 
easel back which makes the frame attrac-
tive when viewed from the front or back. 
Gift boxed. #AD-1149

 25 50 100 250 500
 $20.75 $19.50 $18.65 $18.25 $17.95

 B  Executive Compass in Wood Box

This heavyweight executive compass 
features a 2 1/4” diameter liquid-fi lled com-
pass with degree direction markings and a 
chrome bezel mounted in an elegant wood 
gift box with fl ip-open lid. Price includes a 
one-color imprint either printed on the box 
cover or laser etched on a fl exi-brass plate 
– please specify choice when ordering. 
Setup is $50 for logo etched on fl exi-plate. 
Gift boxed. #AD-564 

 25 50 100 250 500
 $13.95 $12.89 $11.95 $11.79 $11.65 

 C  4” Square or Round Redwood Coasters

These four-piece coaster sets feature 
your logo or message laser-etched on 
each coaster. Choose 4” diameter round 
(AD-1152) or 4” square (AD-1151) coasters. 
Item size is 4 1/2” W x 4 1/2” H x 2” D; 2 
1/2” square imprint. Gift boxed. #AD-1151 
(square) #AD-1152 (round)

  12 25 50 100 250
 $23.79 $22.19 $20.99 $20.59 $20.29

 D   Flip-Top Rosewood-Colored Business    
      Card Holder 

This rosewood-colored business card 
holder folds to a convenient 2 3/4” H x 3 
7/8” W case when traveling and fl ips open 
to convert to a 3 3/4” W x 2 5/8” H x 5/8 
D desk-top card holder with personalized 
name (if desired) when back in the o�  ce. 
Holds approximately 50 standard business 
cards. Price includes a laser-etched image 
and personalization on the closed card 
holder front. For a black laser-etched im-
print, add $2.50 each. Gift boxed. #AD-1131

 25 50 100 250 500
 $9.89 $8.95 $8.29 $8.09 $7.95

asi/31570
DESKTOP ACCESSORIES
employee incentives | corporate boardrooms | sales teams

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Hot 
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 A  10” Budget Wall Clock

This low-cost, high-visibility wall clock 
presents your advertising message with
full-color graphics. Quartz movement
operates with one AA battery (not included). 
Individually gift boxed. #AD-885

 25 50 100 250 500
 $10.99 $9.99 $9.69 $9.39 $9.19

 B  AM/FM “Mood Light” Radio

Our unique acrylic “mood light” radio entertains 
with sight and sound! Quality-built of molded 
virgin acrylic and plastic, this AM/FM radio 
features four operation modes: o� , radio only, 
radio with light and light only. The modes 
are activated by rotating the cube onto each 
of its four sides. The large frosted acrylic 
window changes through seven rainbow colors 
sequentially to relax and entertain the listener. A 
large speaker projects crisp, clear music from the 
back. Each comes packed in a grey velvet pouch 
with individual gift box. Operates on three AA 
batteries (not included). #AD-1043

 25 50 100 250 500
 $25.90 $25.19 $24.69 $24.09 $23.25

 C  Jumbo-Digit Wall/Desk Alarm Clock

This large 8 1/2” x 9 1/2” digital clock can be 
hung on the wall or placed on a desk with the 
fold-out base. The large LCD screen displays the 
time in either 12- or 24-hour format with easy-
to-read 2-1/2” tall numbers, a perpetual calendar 
good through the year 2030 displaying date, 
day of the week and temperature in either °F or 
°C. Alarm clock features an audible alarm with 
snooze control function. Operates on three AAA 
batteries (not included). Gift boxed. #AD-882

 25 50 100 250 500
 $23.29 $22.49 $20.59 $19.89 $18.99

 D   Digital Weather Station With Alarm Clock

This easy-to-operate digital weather station/
alarm clock displays the time (12/24), day, 
date, month, year, indoor temperature (°F or 
°C), relative humidity and a graphical weather 
forecast. Sits on a table with an easel stand or 
hangs on the wall. Operates on one button cell 
battery (LR1130), included. Gift boxed. #AD-766

 25 50 100 250 500
 $10.25 $9.85 $9.15 $8.95 $8.79

asi/31570

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS
offices | classrooms | homes | stores

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Laser-etched imprint

 A  4” x 6” Solid Wood Photo Frame 
      With Easel Back

Our elegant solid-wood photo frame with 
rosewood-colored fi nish measures 6 3/4” 
x 8 1/2” overall and fi ts a 4” x 6” photo. 
Your logo or message is permanently 
laser-etched below the photo in either the 
horizontal or vertical position, per your 
request. Each frame features a solid-wood 
easel back which makes the frame attrac-
tive when viewed from the front or back. 
Gift boxed. #AD-1149

 25 50 100 250 500
 $20.75 $19.50 $18.65 $18.25 $17.95

 B  Executive Compass in Wood Box

This heavyweight executive compass 
features a 2 1/4” diameter liquid-fi lled com-
pass with degree direction markings and a 
chrome bezel mounted in an elegant wood 
gift box with fl ip-open lid. Price includes a 
one-color imprint either printed on the box 
cover or laser etched on a fl exi-brass plate 
– please specify choice when ordering. 
Setup is $50 for logo etched on fl exi-plate. 
Gift boxed. #AD-564 

 25 50 100 250 500
 $13.95 $12.89 $11.95 $11.79 $11.65 

 C  4” Square or Round Redwood Coasters

These four-piece coaster sets feature 
your logo or message laser-etched on 
each coaster. Choose 4” diameter round 
(AD-1152) or 4” square (AD-1151) coasters. 
Item size is 4 1/2” W x 4 1/2” H x 2” D; 2 
1/2” square imprint. Gift boxed. #AD-1151 
(square) #AD-1152 (round)

  12 25 50 100 250
 $23.79 $22.19 $20.99 $20.59 $20.29

 D   Flip-Top Rosewood-Colored Business    
      Card Holder 

This rosewood-colored business card 
holder folds to a convenient 2 3/4” H x 3 
7/8” W case when traveling and fl ips open 
to convert to a 3 3/4” W x 2 5/8” H x 5/8 
D desk-top card holder with personalized 
name (if desired) when back in the offi ce. 
Holds approximately 50 standard business 
cards. Price includes a laser-etched image 
and personalization on the closed card 
holder front. For a black laser-etched im-
print, add $2.50 each. Gift boxed. #AD-1131

 25 50 100 250 500
 $9.89 $8.95 $8.29 $8.09 $7.95

asi/31570

DESKTOP ACCESSORIES
employee incentives | corporate boardrooms | sales teams

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover
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Hot 
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 A  10” Budget Wall Clock

This low-cost, high-visibility wall clock 
presents your advertising message with
full-color graphics. Quartz movement
operates with one AA battery (not included). 
Individually gift boxed. #AD-885

 25 50 100 250 500
 $10.99 $9.99 $9.69 $9.39 $9.19

 B  AM/FM “Mood Light” Radio

Our unique acrylic “mood light” radio entertains 
with sight and sound! Quality-built of molded 
virgin acrylic and plastic, this AM/FM radio 
features four operation modes: off, radio only, 
radio with light and light only. The modes 
are activated by rotating the cube onto each 
of its four sides. The large frosted acrylic 
window changes through seven rainbow colors 
sequentially to relax and entertain the listener. A 
large speaker projects crisp, clear music from the 
back. Each comes packed in a grey velvet pouch 
with individual gift box. Operates on three AA 
batteries (not included). #AD-1043

 25 50 100 250 500
 $25.90 $25.19 $24.69 $24.09 $23.25

 C  Jumbo-Digit Wall/Desk Alarm Clock

This large 8 1/2” x 9 1/2” digital clock can be 
hung on the wall or placed on a desk with the 
fold-out base. The large LCD screen displays the 
time in either 12- or 24-hour format with easy-
to-read 2-1/2” tall numbers, a perpetual calendar 
good through the year 2030 displaying date, 
day of the week and temperature in either °F or 
°C. Alarm clock features an audible alarm with 
snooze control function. Operates on three AAA 
batteries (not included). Gift boxed. #AD-882

 25 50 100 250 500
 $23.29 $22.49 $20.59 $19.89 $18.99

 D   Digital Weather Station With Alarm Clock

This easy-to-operate digital weather station/
alarm clock displays the time (12/24), day, 
date, month, year, indoor temperature (°F or 
°C), relative humidity and a graphical weather 
forecast. Sits on a table with an easel stand or 
hangs on the wall. Operates on one button cell 
battery (LR1130), included. Gift boxed. #AD-766

 25 50 100 250 500
 $10.25 $9.85 $9.15 $8.95 $8.79

asi/31570

SIGHTS AND SOUNDS
offices | classrooms | homes | stores
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B

D
C

| C. 7” Paddle-Style Vinyl-Wrapped 
   Bottle Opener

Customize these heavy-duty paddle-style 
vinyl-wrapped bottle openers for your next 
marketing campaign. Remove metal bottle 
caps with this easy-to-grip item perfect for 
bars, kitchens, parties and more. #TL17

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 2.38 2.29 2.22 2.15 2.08 

| D. Car Mount Phone Holder – Telescopic 
  Arm,  Swivel 360° Angle 

Universal for all smartphones with a clamp 
that extends up to 6.5”. Features a pressure 
suction base. #PH61

 100 250 500 1,000 
 9.45 9.28 8.99 8.58  

| A. Drawstring Bag

Eco-friendly nonwoven bag with large main 
compartment and zippered front pocket. 
Nylon cords allow you to wear it as a 
backpack. Made from 100% recyclable and 
reusable polypropylene. #BGW19

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
  2.40 2.32 2.25 2.18 2.10  

| B. Ceramic Bank

Explore the value of saving with this classic 
piggy bank. Measures 2 5/8” x 3” x 3 3/4” 
with a 1 1/2” x 3/4” imprint area. Bank on new 
business! #BN01

  50 100 250 500 1,000  
 4.15 4.00 3.87 3.75 3.70  

asi/78150

PERFECT PROMOS
real estate | banks | hospitals | restaurants

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Great for 
wine lovers

| C.  Stainless-Steel Travel Utensil Set in 
   Zipper Neoprene Pouch

These stainless-steel travel utensil sets are 
packaged in a compact neoprene pouch with 
zipper closure. Each set features a pair of 
reusable stainless-steel chopsticks, a spoon 
and a fork. Makes an excellent gift or giveaway 
for dedicated employees, valuable customers 
and event participants. #TS02

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500

 3.95 3.75 3.65 3.55 3.45

| D. Stainless-Steel  Travel Utensil Set in 
  Zipper Neoprene Pouch 

Set comes with stainless-steel fork, 
 spoon, straw and cleaning brush.
Great for environmentally friendly    
events. Pouch size: 9.5”L #TS07

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 4.65 4.45 4.35 4.25 3.95

| A. Wine Bottle Aerator Spout

This wine aerator spout is designed to 
eliminate drips and enhance fl avor. #TL27

 100 250 500 1,000
 3.50 3.35 3.25 3.15

| B. Cordless Electric Wine Corkscrew Opener    
   4-in-1 Gift Box Set

A delightful gift set for the wine connoisseur. 
Four different wine accessories are neatly 
displayed in a gift box ready to impress. This 
multifunctional set includes a foil cutter, a 
battery-powered electric wine opener, an 
aerator and a vacuum-pump stopper. #TL33GS

 25 50 100 250 500
 29.65 29.15 28.15 27.25 26.50

asi/78150

GIFTABLE GOODS
eco-friendly events | vineyards | parties 

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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B

D
C

| C. 7” Paddle-Style Vinyl-Wrapped 
   Bottle Opener

Customize these heavy-duty paddle-style 
vinyl-wrapped bottle openers for your next 
marketing campaign. Remove metal bottle 
caps with this easy-to-grip item perfect for 
bars, kitchens, parties and more. #TL17

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 2.38 2.29 2.22 2.15 2.08 

| D. Car Mount Phone Holder – Telescopic 
  Arm,  Swivel 360° Angle 

Universal for all smartphones with a clamp 
that extends up to 6.5”. Features a pressure 
suction base. #PH61

 100 250 500 1,000 
 9.45 9.28 8.99 8.58  

| A. Drawstring Bag

Eco-friendly nonwoven bag with large main 
compartment and zippered front pocket. 
Nylon cords allow you to wear it as a 
backpack. Made from 100% recyclable and 
reusable polypropylene. #BGW19

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
  2.40 2.32 2.25 2.18 2.10  

| B. Ceramic Bank

Explore the value of saving with this classic 
piggy bank. Measures 2 5/8” x 3” x 3 3/4” 
with a 1 1/2” x 3/4” imprint area. Bank on new 
business! #BN01

  50 100 250 500 1,000  
 4.15 4.00 3.87 3.75 3.70  

asi/78150

PERFECT PROMOS
real estate | banks | hospitals | restaurants

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Great for 
wine lovers

| C.  Stainless-Steel Travel Utensil Set in 
   Zipper Neoprene Pouch

These stainless-steel travel utensil sets are 
packaged in a compact neoprene pouch with 
zipper closure. Each set features a pair of 
reusable stainless-steel chopsticks, a spoon 
and a fork. Makes an excellent gift or giveaway 
for dedicated employees, valuable customers 
and event participants. #TS02

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500

 3.95 3.75 3.65 3.55 3.45

| D. Stainless-Steel  Travel Utensil Set in 
  Zipper Neoprene Pouch 

Set comes with stainless-steel fork, 
 spoon, straw and cleaning brush.
Great for environmentally friendly    
events. Pouch size: 9.5”L #TS07

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 4.65 4.45 4.35 4.25 3.95

| A. Wine Bottle Aerator Spout

This wine aerator spout is designed to 
eliminate drips and enhance fl avor. #TL27

 100 250 500 1,000
 3.50 3.35 3.25 3.15

| B. Cordless Electric Wine Corkscrew Opener    
   4-in-1 Gift Box Set

A delightful gift set for the wine connoisseur. 
Four different wine accessories are neatly 
displayed in a gift box ready to impress. This 
multifunctional set includes a foil cutter, a 
battery-powered electric wine opener, an 
aerator and a vacuum-pump stopper. #TL33GS

 25 50 100 250 500
 29.65 29.15 28.15 27.25 26.50

asi/78150

GIFTABLE GOODS
eco-friendly events | vineyards | parties 

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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$3.22   $2.38   $1.97   $1.85  $1.73  $1.61  $1.56   

asi/73651

NECK WALLET
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

$2.82   $1.79   $1.42   $1.23    $1.02    $0.86

asi/73651

WOVEN LANYARDS
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 202082
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$3.22   $2.38   $1.97   $1.85  $1.73  $1.61  $1.56   

asi/73651

NECK WALLET
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

$2.82   $1.79   $1.42   $1.23    $1.02    $0.86

asi/73651

WOVEN LANYARDS
trade shows | health clubs | schools | hospitals
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 A   Solid Brass Pocket Kaleidoscope With 
      Velvet Pouch

At 5 1/2”, this kaleidoscope is small enough to 
conveniently fi t in your pocket or purse. Gold-
plated solid brass barrel features a rotating 
chamber and a glass optical lens to gather more 
light and display spectacular changing views 
and colors. Each includes a black velvet storage 
drawstring bag and gift box. Custom logos 
available – call. #AD-911

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $11.15 $10.60 $10.25 $9.95 $9.65

 B  Compact 10 x 25 Binoculars With 
      Ruby Lens and Case

Powerful binoculars with ruby-coated prism 
optics and rubber-coated outer housing feature a 
foldable design for easy storage and center-wheel 
focusing. 10x magnifi cation with 25mm fi eld of 
view. Comes complete with carrying strap and 
black nylon case with belt loop. Gift box included. 
Price includes a one-color, one-location imprint on 
the binoculars. For case imprint, add $0.50 each, 
plus $40 setup charge. #AD-902

 25   50   100   250   500  
 $15.59 $13.95 $13.59 $12.95 $12.59

 C  Telescopes With Nylon Case

These elegant executive telescopes are made 
of solid brass (AD-945) or black aluminum 
with rubber grip (AD-910). Each features 25x 
magnifi cation, a 30-degree fi eld of view and 
ruby-coated glass lenses. Constructed in four 
sections, each measures 14” when fully extended 
and collapses to just 5 1/2” for storage in a nylon 
belt loop pouch (included). Price includes a one-
color/location imprint on the telescope barrel. An 
additional imprint on the pouch fl ap is available for 
an additional $0.50 each, plus $40 setup charge. 
Optional deluxe wooden case is available with 
a laser-engraved imprint on fl exi-brass plate. 
Add laser setup of $50. Individually gift boxed. 
#AD-945/AD-910

 25 50 100 250 500  
Rubber $27.95 $25.75 $24.25 $23.35 $22.65
Brass $34.09 $31.90 $30.45 $29.95 $29.45
 $13.29 $12.99 $12.29 $11.99 $11.69

 D   10x25 Golf Scope With Case

Drop your handicap a few points by accurately 
reading the distance from the ball to the pin with 
this 10x magnifi cation monocular golf scope. 
Comfortable ergonomic design with carrying strap 
and deluxe presentation case. 10x magnifi cation 
with 25mm fi eld of view. Price includes a one-color 
logo imprint on either the scope’s chrome band or 
the case. For an imprint on both, add $0.50 each, 
plus a $40 setup if second imprint is different. Gift 
boxed. #AD-917

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $20.95 $19.49 $18.55 $18.19 $17.95

asi/31570

OPTICAL PRODUCTS
golf tournaments | sporting events | recreation | gifts

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Ruby lens

Rubber

Solid brass

Deluxe 
presentation 
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6 aluminum colors available

1:87= 
7” long

1:64 scale die-cast cabs available 
in black, red, blue & white

 A  Executive Aluminum Harmonica

Our 5” harmonica features high-quality sound 
at a modest price. Your logo or message is 
laser-etched on the colored aluminum housing. 
Available in blue, red, green, purple, silver and 
black. #AD-460

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $5.10 $4.99 $4.90 $4.55 $4.35

 B  6-Axis Gyro Drone QuadCopter With 
     LED Lights & Flip Control

Our new Gyro Drone QuadCopter is durably 
built of unbreakable polypropylene, which fully 
surrounds the fl ight blades to avoid damage in 
crashes. Stable for long-distance fl ights indoors 
and out, the bright fl ashing blue and green LEDs 
light up the sky. One-button fl ip control easily fl ips 
and rolls this drone 360 degrees with remarkable 
stability. Six-minute fl ying time per charge of 
the included Li-ion battery. The 2.4 GHz remote 
requires 4 AAA alkaline cells (not included). 
Your one-color logo prints on the top of the 
QuadCopter. #AD-4010

 25 50 100 250 500
 $38.95 $38.95 $38.95 $38.95 $38.95

 C  1:64 & 1:87 Peterbuilt Semi Truck Die Cast

Our scale-model Peterbilt 386 Semi trucks can 
be ordered in small quantities. Each cab is made 
of die-cast zinc metal with an ABS plastic trailer 
(53 ft. to scale) attached. The 1:64 tractor and 
trailer measures 14” in total length and 2.5” in 
height, and features chrome trim and wheels with 
rubber tires. The 1:87 tractor and trailer measures 
7 3/4” in total length and 1 3/4” in height. Price 
includes your full-color logo printed in color-
corrected four-color process UV inks on both 
sides of the trailer. If the same image is used for 
both sides, there is only one setup charge of $50. 
An imprint on the top of the trailer is available for 
an additional $1.50 per piece, plus a setup of $50. 
The truck cab and rear doors of the trailer can be 
decorated with optional pad printing or multicolor 
decals for $1.50 per location per piece. Setup cost 
is $50 per color. Each comes packed in a clear 
PVC gift pack to showcase your logo or message. 
#AD-87PBSEMI (7”)  #AD-64PBSEMI (13”)

 25 50 100 250 500
AD-87PBSEMI
 $17.25 $16.15 $15.50 $15.20 $14.90
AD-64PBSEMI
 $38.00 $34.00 $32.00 $29.00 $27.00

 D  Stainless-Steel Yo-Yo

Sleek yo-yo toy is made of stainless steel with 
a mirror fi nish. Upscale steel design makes for 
smoother play. Includes printed 1-color logo or 
optional etched logo design. #AD-455

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $5.39 $4.79 $4.69 $4.65 $4.29

asi/31570

PROMO TOYS
interactive | trade shows | gifts for kids

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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 A   Solid Brass Pocket Kaleidoscope With 
      Velvet Pouch

At 5 1/2”, this kaleidoscope is small enough to 
conveniently fi t in your pocket or purse. Gold-
plated solid brass barrel features a rotating 
chamber and a glass optical lens to gather more 
light and display spectacular changing views 
and colors. Each includes a black velvet storage 
drawstring bag and gift box. Custom logos 
available – call. #AD-911

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $11.15 $10.60 $10.25 $9.95 $9.65

 B  Compact 10 x 25 Binoculars With 
      Ruby Lens and Case

Powerful binoculars with ruby-coated prism 
optics and rubber-coated outer housing feature a 
foldable design for easy storage and center-wheel 
focusing. 10x magnifi cation with 25mm fi eld of 
view. Comes complete with carrying strap and 
black nylon case with belt loop. Gift box included. 
Price includes a one-color, one-location imprint on 
the binoculars. For case imprint, add $0.50 each, 
plus $40 setup charge. #AD-902

 25   50   100   250   500  
 $15.59 $13.95 $13.59 $12.95 $12.59

 C  Telescopes With Nylon Case

These elegant executive telescopes are made 
of solid brass (AD-945) or black aluminum 
with rubber grip (AD-910). Each features 25x 
magnifi cation, a 30-degree fi eld of view and 
ruby-coated glass lenses. Constructed in four 
sections, each measures 14” when fully extended 
and collapses to just 5 1/2” for storage in a nylon 
belt loop pouch (included). Price includes a one-
color/location imprint on the telescope barrel. An 
additional imprint on the pouch fl ap is available for 
an additional $0.50 each, plus $40 setup charge. 
Optional deluxe wooden case is available with 
a laser-engraved imprint on fl exi-brass plate. 
Add laser setup of $50. Individually gift boxed. 
#AD-945/AD-910

 25 50 100 250 500  
Rubber $27.95 $25.75 $24.25 $23.35 $22.65
Brass $34.09 $31.90 $30.45 $29.95 $29.45
 $13.29 $12.99 $12.29 $11.99 $11.69

 D   10x25 Golf Scope With Case

Drop your handicap a few points by accurately 
reading the distance from the ball to the pin with 
this 10x magnifi cation monocular golf scope. 
Comfortable ergonomic design with carrying strap 
and deluxe presentation case. 10x magnifi cation 
with 25mm fi eld of view. Price includes a one-color 
logo imprint on either the scope’s chrome band or 
the case. For an imprint on both, add $0.50 each, 
plus a $40 setup if second imprint is different. Gift 
boxed. #AD-917

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $20.95 $19.49 $18.55 $18.19 $17.95

asi/31570

OPTICAL PRODUCTS
golf tournaments | sporting events | recreation | gifts

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Ruby lens
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Solid brass

Deluxe 
presentation 
case
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6 aluminum colors available

1:87= 
7” long

1:64 scale die-cast cabs available 
in black, red, blue & white

 A  Executive Aluminum Harmonica

Our 5” harmonica features high-quality sound 
at a modest price. Your logo or message is 
laser-etched on the colored aluminum housing. 
Available in blue, red, green, purple, silver and 
black. #AD-460

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $5.10 $4.99 $4.90 $4.55 $4.35

 B  6-Axis Gyro Drone QuadCopter With 
     LED Lights & Flip Control

Our new Gyro Drone QuadCopter is durably 
built of unbreakable polypropylene, which fully 
surrounds the fl ight blades to avoid damage in 
crashes. Stable for long-distance fl ights indoors 
and out, the bright fl ashing blue and green LEDs 
light up the sky. One-button fl ip control easily fl ips 
and rolls this drone 360 degrees with remarkable 
stability. Six-minute fl ying time per charge of 
the included Li-ion battery. The 2.4 GHz remote 
requires 4 AAA alkaline cells (not included). 
Your one-color logo prints on the top of the 
QuadCopter. #AD-4010

 25 50 100 250 500
 $38.95 $38.95 $38.95 $38.95 $38.95

 C  1:64 & 1:87 Peterbuilt Semi Truck Die Cast

Our scale-model Peterbilt 386 Semi trucks can 
be ordered in small quantities. Each cab is made 
of die-cast zinc metal with an ABS plastic trailer 
(53 ft. to scale) attached. The 1:64 tractor and 
trailer measures 14” in total length and 2.5” in 
height, and features chrome trim and wheels with 
rubber tires. The 1:87 tractor and trailer measures 
7 3/4” in total length and 1 3/4” in height. Price 
includes your full-color logo printed in color-
corrected four-color process UV inks on both 
sides of the trailer. If the same image is used for 
both sides, there is only one setup charge of $50. 
An imprint on the top of the trailer is available for 
an additional $1.50 per piece, plus a setup of $50. 
The truck cab and rear doors of the trailer can be 
decorated with optional pad printing or multicolor 
decals for $1.50 per location per piece. Setup cost 
is $50 per color. Each comes packed in a clear 
PVC gift pack to showcase your logo or message. 
#AD-87PBSEMI (7”)  #AD-64PBSEMI (13”)

 25 50 100 250 500
AD-87PBSEMI
 $17.25 $16.15 $15.50 $15.20 $14.90
AD-64PBSEMI
 $38.00 $34.00 $32.00 $29.00 $27.00

 D  Stainless-Steel Yo-Yo

Sleek yo-yo toy is made of stainless steel with 
a mirror fi nish. Upscale steel design makes for 
smoother play. Includes printed 1-color logo or 
optional etched logo design. #AD-455

50 100 250 500 1,000
 $5.39 $4.79 $4.69 $4.65 $4.29

asi/31570

PROMO TOYS
interactive | trade shows | gifts for kids

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Hot 
Seller

1:64= 
13” long

 C 
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asi 45100

A

B

D
C

719 space shuttle

| A. Car-Shaped Ballpoint Pen
This sleek pen has doors that 
open and wheels that roll. #SP747

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.40 2.30 2.20 2.10 2.00

| B. Alligator Ballpoint Pen
Alligator-shaped ballpoint pen 
is perfect for events related to 
conservation, nature and many 
other occasions. #SP722

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 2.10 2.00 1.90 1.80 1.70

| C. The Tropical Breeze 
   Ballpoint Pen 

Comes in bright attractive 
colors with an attractive clip 
and matching tip. Our stylish 
and elegant high-quality pens 
will enhance your image. Perfect 
for trade shows and sales visits. 
#SP749

 200 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.60 0.56 0.52 0.48 0.44

| D. Air Group Ballpoint Pens
Fun ballpoint pens are ideal for 
aerospace, military, high-tech, 
navy and air force and more. 
#SP-AG1

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.05 2.00 1.95 1.90 1.85

asi/45100

EXCEPTIONAL PROMOS
zoos | auto shows | science fairs

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

720 missile pen

asi 45100

| A. Dual-Stylus Ballpoint Pen 
  With Screwdriver Tips

Dual-stylus ballpoint pen with screw-
driver tip features stylus tips on each 
end. Screwdriver is reversible with both 
Phillips and fl athead. #SP701

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.90

| B. 4-Color Carabiner Fashionable 
   Ballpoint Pen

Premium-quality ballpoint pen with com-
fort grip writes in four different colors: 
black, blue, red and green. #SP742

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75

| C. Smartphone Stylus-Top 
  Ballpoint Pen

Features a soft black tip on top to act as 
a stylus for use with smartphones and 
tablets. #SP752/SP753

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60

| D. U.S. Flag Design Ballpoint Pen
Patriotic ballpoint pen features
the colors of the U.S. flag and an impact-
resistant plastic body. #SP732

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60

asi/45100

HANDY HELPERS
education | healthcare | legal | finance

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi 45100

A

B

D
C

719 space shuttle

| A. Car-Shaped Ballpoint Pen
This sleek pen has doors that 
open and wheels that roll. #SP747

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.40 2.30 2.20 2.10 2.00

| B. Alligator Ballpoint Pen
Alligator-shaped ballpoint pen 
is perfect for events related to 
conservation, nature and many 
other occasions. #SP722

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 2.10 2.00 1.90 1.80 1.70

| C. The Tropical Breeze 
   Ballpoint Pen 

Comes in bright attractive 
colors with an attractive clip 
and matching tip. Our stylish 
and elegant high-quality pens 
will enhance your image. Perfect 
for trade shows and sales visits. 
#SP749

 200 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.60 0.56 0.52 0.48 0.44

| D. Air Group Ballpoint Pens
Fun ballpoint pens are ideal for 
aerospace, military, high-tech, 
navy and air force and more. 
#SP-AG1

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.05 2.00 1.95 1.90 1.85

asi/45100

EXCEPTIONAL PROMOS
zoos | auto shows | science fairs

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

720 missile pen

asi 45100

| A. Dual-Stylus Ballpoint Pen 
  With Screwdriver Tips

Dual-stylus ballpoint pen with screw-
driver tip features stylus tips on each 
end. Screwdriver is reversible with both 
Phillips and fl athead. #SP701

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.00 0.95 0.90

| B. 4-Color Carabiner Fashionable 
   Ballpoint Pen

Premium-quality ballpoint pen with com-
fort grip writes in four different colors: 
black, blue, red and green. #SP742

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.95 0.90 0.85 0.80 0.75

| C. Smartphone Stylus-Top 
  Ballpoint Pen

Features a soft black tip on top to act as 
a stylus for use with smartphones and 
tablets. #SP752/SP753

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60

| D. U.S. Flag Design Ballpoint Pen
Patriotic ballpoint pen features
the colors of the U.S. flag and an impact-
resistant plastic body. #SP732

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.80 0.75 0.70 0.65 0.60

asi/45100

HANDY HELPERS
education | healthcare | legal | finance

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi/90859

CUSTOM WRISTBANDS
schools | fundraisers | media | sports

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

| A. Printed Chunky Bands

Get a bigger message on these fun bands. 
Available in any color. #CBP

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.20 0.97 0.85 0.79 0.70 

| C. Screen-Printed Wristbands

Promote community events, picnics or con-
certs with colorful wristbands in adult and 
youth sizes. (Imprint area: 6-3/8” x 5/16”) 
#SWP-A

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.98 0.65 0.55 0.47 0.44

| B. Debossed & Embossed Wristbands

Trendy embossed or debossed silicone wrist-
bands in kids’ and adult sizes make a great 
school promo. (Imprint area: 6-3/8” x 5/16”) 
#SWD/SWE

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.15 0.65 0.55 0.47 0.44

| D. Chunky Bands Wide Color-Filled 
   Wristbands

Get more visibility with extra-wide silicone 
wristbands featuring a debossed color-fi lled 
imprint. #CBCF

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.59 1.24 1.06 1.05 0.91

C

B

D

A

asi/98160

BUILD BUSINESS
WITH WOODROW’S PROFESSIONAL SCALE RULERS 
construction | finance | manufacturers

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Woodrow’s maple rulers are made in the USA and feature
two white plastic scales on the front side and an all wood 
backside. Custom scales and additional lengths available.
Price includes single color, front side imprint. No setups!

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 6.38 4.51 3.87 3.58 3.14    

0610E - 6” Civil Engineering Ruler
Civil engineering scale rulers are the perfect promotional tools for real 

estate developers, builders, paving companies and surveyors.

0630A - 6” Inches & Metric Ruler
Inches & metric rulers are an inexpensive giveaway for fi nancial 

companies, manufacturers, schools and many other types of 
businesses to promote their products and services.
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asi/90859

CUSTOM WRISTBANDS
schools | fundraisers | media | sports

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

| A. Printed Chunky Bands

Get a bigger message on these fun bands. 
Available in any color. #CBP

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.20 0.97 0.85 0.79 0.70 

| C. Screen-Printed Wristbands

Promote community events, picnics or con-
certs with colorful wristbands in adult and 
youth sizes. (Imprint area: 6-3/8” x 5/16”) 
#SWP-A

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 0.98 0.65 0.55 0.47 0.44

| B. Debossed & Embossed Wristbands

Trendy embossed or debossed silicone wrist-
bands in kids’ and adult sizes make a great 
school promo. (Imprint area: 6-3/8” x 5/16”) 
#SWD/SWE

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.15 0.65 0.55 0.47 0.44

| D. Chunky Bands Wide Color-Filled 
   Wristbands

Get more visibility with extra-wide silicone 
wristbands featuring a debossed color-fi lled 
imprint. #CBCF

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 1.59 1.24 1.06 1.05 0.91

C

B

D

A

asi/98160

BUILD BUSINESS
WITH WOODROW’S PROFESSIONAL SCALE RULERS 
construction | finance | manufacturers

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Woodrow’s maple rulers are made in the USA and feature
two white plastic scales on the front side and an all wood 
backside. Custom scales and additional lengths available.
Price includes single color, front side imprint. No setups!

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 6.38 4.51 3.87 3.58 3.14    

0610E - 6” Civil Engineering Ruler
Civil engineering scale rulers are the perfect promotional tools for real 

estate developers, builders, paving companies and surveyors.

0630A - 6” Inches & Metric Ruler
Inches & metric rulers are an inexpensive giveaway for fi nancial 

companies, manufacturers, schools and many other types of 
businesses to promote their products and services.
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Hot 
Seller

Optional 
magnetic back

1” x 3”

1-1/2” x 3”

2” x 3”

 A  Full-Color Digitally Printed Name Badge 

Our full-color name badges are printed on 
1/16” plastic with a matte fi nish using digital 
UV printing. Price includes your choice of 
a standard nickel-plated pin back or swivel 
bulldog clip (please specify). Setup is 
$50. Badges are individually polybagged. 
Options: For magnetic attachment, add 
$1.50 each; for double post military clutch 
attachment, add $0.50 each.  #AD-1352/
AD-1354/AD-1356

 10 25 50 100 250 
1”x3” $8.25 $7.49 $6.35 $5.19 $4.39 
1-1/2”x3” $8.45 $7.69 $6.55 $5.39 $4.59 
2”x3” $10.65 $7.89 $6.75 $5.59 $4.79 

 B  6-Piece Manicure Set With Scissors

Our six-piece stainless-steel manicure sets 
have all the essential items you need. Sets 
include a nail fi le, tweezers, nail clipper, 
cuticle pusher, knife with bottle opener and 
manicure scissors all conveniently stored in 
a zippered black leatherette carrying case. 
Price includes your one-color imprint on the 
case. Gift boxed. #AD-231

 25 50 100 250 500
 $7.75 $6.95 $6.45 $6.25 $6.05

 C   Deluxe Rotating Lint Brush 

Gets lint and hair off your clothes with 
directional fabric that picks up lint when 
passed in one direction and dumps the lint 
when the brush stroke is reversed to self-
clean. Head and fabric direction changes 
with the click of a button to work with both 
your right and left hands. Made of durable 
black ABS plastic with red directional fabric. 
Gift boxed. #AD-548

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $3.75 $3.59 $3.39 $3.25 $2.95

 D  7-Piece Shoeshine Kit

This seven-piece shoe shine kit contains two
1/2-oz. shoe polish tins (one black, one 
brown), two 8” x 8” cotton polishing cloths, 
two wooden-handled brushes and a metal 
shoe horn packaged in an elegant oval mesh 
tin that features your logo or promotional 
message printed on the lid. These stylish 
kits make great hospitality gifts. Shoe polish 
is non-toxic ASTM safe. For AdVantage 
Digital Color imprint, add $1.25 each, plus an 
additional setup of $50. Gift boxed. #AD-199

 25 50 100 250 500
 $12.49 $11.39 $10.59 $10.49 $10.15

asi/31570

PERSONAL NECESSITIES
incentives | conferences | travel | gifts

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Packaged in 
an elegant 
aluminum tin

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Standard pin back

Hot 
Seller

Know your numbers!

Breathe out & 
measure BAC

 A   Keyring Alcohol Breath Tester 
      With Flashlight

Blow into the top of our easy-to-use Alcohol 
Breath Tester and within seconds, colored 
LED lights indicate your BAC. Also features 
keyring with bright-red LED fl ashlight and 
auto shutoff. Requires two AAA batteries (not 
included). CAUTION: This alcohol tester gives 
BAC for reference only; manufacturer does 
not take any legal responsibility for accuracy. 
#AD-525

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $11.75 $10.89 $10.25 $9.89 $9.75

 C  Personal Safety Alarm With COB Flashlight

Our convenient, low-cost personal safety 
alarm keychain provides personal protec-
tion with its loud 120-db emergency siren to 
scare off assailants and bring immediate help. 
Features split keyring with detachable clip for 
attachment to purse, backpack or school bag. 
Pull pendant-shaped unit from its keychain to 
sound the alarm. Settings include a super-
bright 100-lumen COB fl ashlight with 3 func-
tions available at the press of a button: high 
beam/low beam/fl ashing beam. Operates on 
2 button cells, included (CR2032). Gift boxed. 
#AD-4120

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500  
 $3.89 $3.75 $3.49 $3.35 $3.25

 B  Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor

The LCD display with pressure rating indica-
tor shows blood pressure & pulse rate with 
automatic irregular heartbeat detection and 
WHO Hypertension Indicator. The monitor is 
portable with one-touch operation and adjust-
able wrist cuff. #AD-537 

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $33.95 $31.75 $30.29 $29.75 $29.25

 D   Electronic Personal Thermometer

This digital thermometer accurately reads 
temperatures (90°F-108°F) for oral or under-
arm use. The thermometer is fast, easy to read 
and comes with a plastic storage case. Ther-
mometer has high and low temperature alarms 
and resets at the touch of a button. Available 
in white and operates on one button-cell bat-
tery (LR41), included. Gift boxed. #AD-529

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $4.99 $4.75 $4.49 $4.29 $4.09

asi/31570

HEALTHCARE NECESSITIES
wellness programs | hospitals | colleges

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Hot 
Seller

Optional 
magnetic back

1” x 3”
1-1/2” x 3”

2” x 3”

 A  Full-Color Digitally Printed Name Badge 

Our full-color name badges are printed on 
1/16” plastic with a matte fi nish using digital 
UV printing. Price includes your choice of 
a standard nickel-plated pin back or swivel 
bulldog clip (please specify). Setup is 
$50. Badges are individually polybagged. 
Options: For magnetic attachment, add 
$1.50 each; for double post military clutch 
attachment, add $0.50 each.  #AD-1352/
AD-1354/AD-1356

 10 25 50 100 250 
1”x3” $8.25 $7.49 $6.35 $5.19 $4.39 
1-1/2”x3” $8.45 $7.69 $6.55 $5.39 $4.59 
2”x3” $10.65 $7.89 $6.75 $5.59 $4.79 

 B  6-Piece Manicure Set With Scissors

Our six-piece stainless-steel manicure sets 
have all the essential items you need. Sets 
include a nail fi le, tweezers, nail clipper, 
cuticle pusher, knife with bottle opener and 
manicure scissors all conveniently stored in 
a zippered black leatherette carrying case. 
Price includes your one-color imprint on the 
case. Gift boxed. #AD-231

 25 50 100 250 500
 $7.75 $6.95 $6.45 $6.25 $6.05

 C   Deluxe Rotating Lint Brush 

Gets lint and hair o�  your clothes with 
directional fabric that picks up lint when 
passed in one direction and dumps the lint 
when the brush stroke is reversed to self-
clean. Head and fabric direction changes 
with the click of a button to work with both 
your right and left hands. Made of durable 
black ABS plastic with red directional fabric. 
Gift boxed. #AD-548

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $3.75 $3.59 $3.39 $3.25 $2.95

 D  7-Piece Shoeshine Kit

This seven-piece shoe shine kit contains two
1/2-oz. shoe polish tins (one black, one 
brown), two 8” x 8” cotton polishing cloths, 
two wooden-handled brushes and a metal 
shoe horn packaged in an elegant oval mesh 
tin that features your logo or promotional 
message printed on the lid. These stylish 
kits make great hospitality gifts. Shoe polish 
is non-toxic ASTM safe. For AdVantage 
Digital Color imprint, add $1.25 each, plus an 
additional setup of $50. Gift boxed. #AD-199

 25 50 100 250 500
 $12.49 $11.39 $10.59 $10.49 $10.15

asi/31570
PERSONAL NECESSITIES
incentives | conferences | travel | gifts

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Packaged in 
an elegant 
aluminum tin

 A 

 C 

 D 

 B 

Standard pin back

Hot 
Seller

Know your numbers!

Breathe out & 
measure BAC

 A   Keyring Alcohol Breath Tester 
      With Flashlight

Blow into the top of our easy-to-use Alcohol 
Breath Tester and within seconds, colored 
LED lights indicate your BAC. Also features 
keyring with bright-red LED fl ashlight and 
auto shuto� . Requires two AAA batteries (not 
included). CAUTION: This alcohol tester gives 
BAC for reference only; manufacturer does 
not take any legal responsibility for accuracy. 
#AD-525

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $11.75 $10.89 $10.25 $9.89 $9.75

 C  Personal Safety Alarm With COB Flashlight

Our convenient, low-cost personal safety 
alarm keychain provides personal protec-
tion with its loud 120-db emergency siren to 
scare o�  assailants and bring immediate help. 
Features split keyring with detachable clip for 
attachment to purse, backpack or school bag. 
Pull pendant-shaped unit from its keychain to 
sound the alarm. Settings include a super-
bright 100-lumen COB fl ashlight with 3 func-
tions available at the press of a button: high 
beam/low beam/fl ashing beam. Operates on 
2 button cells, included (CR2032). Gift boxed. 
#AD-4120

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500  
 $3.89 $3.75 $3.49 $3.35 $3.25

 B  Wrist Blood Pressure Monitor

The LCD display with pressure rating indica-
tor shows blood pressure & pulse rate with 
automatic irregular heartbeat detection and 
WHO Hypertension Indicator. The monitor is 
portable with one-touch operation and adjust-
able wrist cu� . #AD-537 

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $33.95 $31.75 $30.29 $29.75 $29.25

 D   Electronic Personal Thermometer

This digital thermometer accurately reads 
temperatures (90°F-108°F) for oral or under-
arm use. The thermometer is fast, easy to read 
and comes with a plastic storage case. Ther-
mometer has high and low temperature alarms 
and resets at the touch of a button. Available 
in white and operates on one button-cell bat-
tery (LR41), included. Gift boxed. #AD-529

 50 100 250 500 1,000 
 $4.99 $4.75 $4.49 $4.29 $4.09

asi/31570

HEALTHCARE NECESSITIES
wellness programs | hospitals | colleges

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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MINI WASTE BINS 
Mix and match lid, body, and base colors.  Create almost any combination!  Add a pad printed single or multi-color logo on 1 or 2 sides. 
 

Ordering is simple. How to order:   
 

 Step 1 — Select lid color. 7 standard colors in stock: black, white, grey, silver metallic, brown, almond, and beige.  
 

 Step 2 — Select body color. Black in stock. Any Pantone color available — minimum order 1000 pc.  
 

 Step 3 — Select  base color. Black, white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue (ribbed edge).  Black, white (smooth edge).  

    

7 standard lid colors in stock: Black, white, grey, 
silver metallic, brown, almond, and beige.  

9 standard base colors in stock: Black, white, red, orange,     
yellow, green, blue (ribbed edge).  Black, white (smooth 
edge).  

asi/98361   -   SAGE#: 51668   -   Contact us for a quote   -   Tel. 508.320.9082   -   www.wrapr-grabr.com   -   info@wrapr-grabr.com 

Black in stock. Any Pantone color 
available — min order 1000 pc.  

Fits in your 
cup holder!

asi/98361

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
auto expos | car washes | trade show giveaways | grand openings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Wrap’R-Grab’R Auto Mini 
Waste Bin

This convenient product includes a grommet-style fl exible top and removable 
bottom. Body is black; top and bottom are available in multiple colors. Includes 
a 1-color logo on 1 side.  Makes a great giveaway. Made in USA, lifetime guaran-
tee. A durable, practical, useful product that can be used every day. Size: 2.75” 

x 2.75” x 6” #WG-AUTO

100
11.99

Made in the USA

Available in several colors 

Measures 5” W x 4.5” H

asi/84514

HEALTH
health and wellness campaigns | hospitals | schools

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

SafeSpot First-Aid Kit

Offer this SafeSpot fi rst-aid kit as a way of attracting more clients to 
your brand! Inside a semi-transparent mesh bag comes a guidebook, 
2 Purell antibacterial wipes, 1 triple antibiotic ointment (0.5g),4 fl ex-
fi t bandages (3/4” x 3”), 5 junior bandages (3/8” x 1.5”), 5 butterfl y 
bandages, 2 alcohol prep pads and 3 BZK antiseptic wipes. #F25

 50 250 500 1,000
 3.65 3.45 3.35 3.20
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MINI WASTE BINS 
Mix and match lid, body, and base colors.  Create almost any combination!  Add a pad printed single or multi-color logo on 1 or 2 sides. 
 

Ordering is simple. How to order:   
 

 Step 1 — Select lid color. 7 standard colors in stock: black, white, grey, silver metallic, brown, almond, and beige.  
 

 Step 2 — Select body color. Black in stock. Any Pantone color available — minimum order 1000 pc.  
 

 Step 3 — Select  base color. Black, white, red, orange, yellow, green, blue (ribbed edge).  Black, white (smooth edge).  

    

7 standard lid colors in stock: Black, white, grey, 
silver metallic, brown, almond, and beige.  

9 standard base colors in stock: Black, white, red, orange,     
yellow, green, blue (ribbed edge).  Black, white (smooth 
edge).  

asi/98361   -   SAGE#: 51668   -   Contact us for a quote   -   Tel. 508.320.9082   -   www.wrapr-grabr.com   -   info@wrapr-grabr.com 

Black in stock. Any Pantone color 
available — min order 1000 pc.  

Fits in your 
cup holder!

asi/98361

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS
auto expos | car washes | trade show giveaways | grand openings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Wrap’R-Grab’R Auto Mini 
Waste Bin

This convenient product includes a grommet-style fl exible top and removable 
bottom. Body is black; top and bottom are available in multiple colors. Includes 
a 1-color logo on 1 side.  Makes a great giveaway. Made in USA, lifetime guaran-
tee. A durable, practical, useful product that can be used every day. Size: 2.75” 

x 2.75” x 6” #WG-AUTO

100
11.99

Made in the USA

Available in several colors 

Measures 5” W x 4.5” H

asi/84514

HEALTH
health and wellness campaigns | hospitals | schools

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

SafeSpot First-Aid Kit

Offer this SafeSpot fi rst-aid kit as a way of attracting more clients to 
your brand! Inside a semi-transparent mesh bag comes a guidebook, 
2 Purell antibacterial wipes, 1 triple antibiotic ointment (0.5g),4 fl ex-
fi t bandages (3/4” x 3”), 5 junior bandages (3/8” x 1.5”), 5 butterfl y 
bandages, 2 alcohol prep pads and 3 BZK antiseptic wipes. #F25

 50 250 500 1,000
 3.65 3.45 3.35 3.20
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A B

D
C

Includes convenient 
carabiner! 

 | C. 1.8-oz. Sunscreen With Carabiner 

This SPF 30 sunscreen is formulated to com-
ply with the strict new FDA requirements for 
broad-spectrum UVA and UVB protection. This 
product includes a carabiner and a spot color 
or 4-color process imprint on a white label. 
#SSC-1800

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.45 2.27 2.15 2.05 1.99

 | D. 1-oz. Sunscreen With Carabiner 

Block out harmful sun rays with this travel-
sized bottle of SPF 30 sunscreen. This 
tropical-scented sunblock will leave you 
feeling non-greasy and ready to enjoy the 
outdoors! Great for golfi ng, picnics or a day at 
the beach. #SSC-500

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.85 1.70 1.65 1.60 1.50

 | A. Lip Balm Sunscreen Duo 

Protect your skin and lips from the sun’s harsh 
rays with one convenient product. With SPF 
15 lip balm on one end and SPF 30 sunscreen 
on the other, this handy item fi ts right in your 
pocket, bag or on your keychain! Perfectly 
portable. #LB-500

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.97 0.94 0.90 0.88 0.86

 | B.  Card Hand Sanitizer Spray 

With its clever card shape and spray design, 
this citrus-scented hand sanitizer helps pre-
vent the transmission of germs while in public. 
Full-color decal imprint. Available in frost blue, 
frost red, frost clear or black. #SAN-200 

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.02 0.99

asi/90859

GET SUNNY
health fairs | beach events | parties

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

Perfect promo for 
doctor’s offi ces! 

| C. Golf Ball/Rain Poncho With Hook/Clip

Play through the rain with this poncho, which 
attaches to your bag or belt. (Imprint area: 
1-3/8” diameter) #8042PC

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.10 3.00 2.80 2.70 2.60

| D. Deluxe Vinyl Pouch With Rain Poncho

This emergency poncho is perfect for com-
muters, EMTs or anyone caught in a storm. 
(Imprint area: 4” x 2-1/2”) #1275

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.90 1.80 1.75 1.70 1.65

| A. Promo Beads Square Hot/Cold Pack 

Enjoy soothing relief from aches and pains 
with this square hot/cold pack! Equipped with 
beads that mold around the injured area, this 
pack is microwavable, freezer-safe and FDA-
approved. #CP3000

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.25 1.07 1.03 0.99 0.95

| B. Express First-Aid Kit 

Customize this fi rst-aid kit with your company 
logo to create a helpful, handy gift. This 4 3/4” 
x 3 1/4” zipper tote includes four standard 
bandages, one non-aspirin, two antiseptic 
wipes and a fi rst-aid guide. #ZT-911

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.30 2.20 1.99 1.95 1.89

asi/90859

FUN & PRACTICAL
healthcare | physical therapy | sporting events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Includes convenient 
carabiner! 

 | C. 1.8-oz. Sunscreen With Carabiner 

This SPF 30 sunscreen is formulated to com-
ply with the strict new FDA requirements for 
broad-spectrum UVA and UVB protection. This 
product includes a carabiner and a spot color 
or 4-color process imprint on a white label. 
#SSC-1800

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.45 2.27 2.15 2.05 1.99

 | D. 1-oz. Sunscreen With Carabiner 

Block out harmful sun rays with this travel-
sized bottle of SPF 30 sunscreen. This 
tropical-scented sunblock will leave you 
feeling non-greasy and ready to enjoy the 
outdoors! Great for golfi ng, picnics or a day at 
the beach. #SSC-500

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.85 1.70 1.65 1.60 1.50

 | A. Lip Balm Sunscreen Duo 

Protect your skin and lips from the sun’s harsh 
rays with one convenient product. With SPF 
15 lip balm on one end and SPF 30 sunscreen 
on the other, this handy item fi ts right in your 
pocket, bag or on your keychain! Perfectly 
portable. #LB-500

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.97 0.94 0.90 0.88 0.86

 | B.  Card Hand Sanitizer Spray 

With its clever card shape and spray design, 
this citrus-scented hand sanitizer helps pre-
vent the transmission of germs while in public. 
Full-color decal imprint. Available in frost blue, 
frost red, frost clear or black. #SAN-200 

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.15 1.10 1.05 1.02 0.99

asi/90859

GET SUNNY
health fairs | beach events | parties

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

Perfect promo for 
doctor’s offi ces! 

| C. Golf Ball/Rain Poncho With Hook/Clip

Play through the rain with this poncho, which 
attaches to your bag or belt. (Imprint area: 
1-3/8” diameter) #8042PC

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.10 3.00 2.80 2.70 2.60

| D. Deluxe Vinyl Pouch With Rain Poncho

This emergency poncho is perfect for com-
muters, EMTs or anyone caught in a storm. 
(Imprint area: 4” x 2-1/2”) #1275

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.90 1.80 1.75 1.70 1.65

| A. Promo Beads Square Hot/Cold Pack 

Enjoy soothing relief from aches and pains 
with this square hot/cold pack! Equipped with 
beads that mold around the injured area, this 
pack is microwavable, freezer-safe and FDA-
approved. #CP3000

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.25 1.07 1.03 0.99 0.95

| B. Express First-Aid Kit 

Customize this fi rst-aid kit with your company 
logo to create a helpful, handy gift. This 4 3/4” 
x 3 1/4” zipper tote includes four standard 
bandages, one non-aspirin, two antiseptic 
wipes and a fi rst-aid guide. #ZT-911

 150 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.30 2.20 1.99 1.95 1.89

asi/90859

FUN & PRACTICAL
healthcare | physical therapy | sporting events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Includes pocket 
sleeve with clip

Alarm sounds 
for 60 seconds 
when done

Great for 
kitchen, offi ce 
or lab

 A  Chef’s Perfection Thermometer Grilling    
      Fork With Backlit LCD Display

Set fork to the type of meat being cooked and 
it evaluates when your meat choice is perfectly 
done to your taste. #AD-2380

 25 50 100 250 500
 $13.25 $12.59 $11.95 $11.69 $11.29

 B  Analog Meat Thermometer With Pocket   
     Sleeve and Clip

Temperature readings for fi sh, meat and poultry 
are easy with an analog dial that shows results 
in Fahrenheit and Celsius. NSF stainless-steel 
construction. #AD-1006

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $6.35 $5.45 $5.29 $5.15 $4.75

 C  Brushed Stainless-Steel Magnetic Digital  
      Kitchen Timer

Count up or down with this kitchen timer. Hang it 
on the wall or refrigerator, or deploy the built-in 
easel stand for counter use. #AD-1012

 25 50 100 250 500
 $7.25 $6.60 $6.50 $6.39 $5.99 

 D  Stainless-Steel Portable Digital Scale

Scale measures in metrics (up to 3,000 grams) 
and English (up to 6.1 lbs.). Convert between 
pounds and grams with a single button. Ideal for 
health-conscious consumers! #AD-505

 25 50 100 250 500
$ 23.89 $21.49 $20.39 $20.05 $19.75

asi/31570

KITCHEN ESSENTIALS
hotels | restaurants | parties | wellness events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller

 A  Brass & Rosewood Pocket Knife With 
      Locking Blade

Knife is made of stainless steel with solid 
laser-etched rosewood handle and brass trim. 
Locking blade is 2-3/8” long. #AD-402 

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $8.39 $8.25 $8.10 $7.69 $7.45

 C  5-Function Stainless-Steel Golf Multi-Tool

Our 5-function stainless-steel golf multi-tool 
features a retractable divot fi xer, knife blade, 
cleat wrench, removable ball marker and 
fl ip-out nylon brush to keep the grooves on 
your clubs clean. Comes with small split-ring. 
Individually gift boxed. #AD-2031

 5 50 100 250 500
 $5.85 $5.09 $4.49 $4.45 $4.35

 B  6-Function Pocket Knife

This versatile Swiss Army-type pocket knife 
with stainless-steel blades has six functions: 
knife blade, nail fi le, scissors, tweezers, tooth-
pick and keyring. Additional colors available. 
#AD-206

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 $2.95 $2.85 $2.69 $2.55 $2.39

 D  Mini Lock-Blade Pocket Knife

This mini pocket knife features a 1.75-inch 
partially serrated stainless-steel blade with a 
safety locking mechanism to keep the blade 
in place while being used and securely closed 
when not. The knife measures 4.25” when un-
folded and a compact 2.5” when the blade is 
folded into the ABS plastic handle. #AD-2022

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $2.29 $2.15 $1.99 $1.79 $1.59

asi/31570

ESSENTIAL KNIVES
security | utilities | construction | golf

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Includes pocket 
sleeve with clip

Alarm sounds 
for 60 seconds 
when done

Great for 
kitchen, offi ce 
or lab

 A  Chef’s Perfection Thermometer Grilling    
      Fork With Backlit LCD Display

Set fork to the type of meat being cooked and 
it evaluates when your meat choice is perfectly 
done to your taste. #AD-2380

 25 50 100 250 500
 $13.25 $12.59 $11.95 $11.69 $11.29

 B  Analog Meat Thermometer With Pocket   
     Sleeve and Clip

Temperature readings for fi sh, meat and poultry 
are easy with an analog dial that shows results 
in Fahrenheit and Celsius. NSF stainless-steel 
construction. #AD-1006

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $6.35 $5.45 $5.29 $5.15 $4.75

 C  Brushed Stainless-Steel Magnetic Digital  
      Kitchen Timer

Count up or down with this kitchen timer. Hang it 
on the wall or refrigerator, or deploy the built-in 
easel stand for counter use. #AD-1012

 25 50 100 250 500
 $7.25 $6.60 $6.50 $6.39 $5.99 

 D  Stainless-Steel Portable Digital Scale

Scale measures in metrics (up to 3,000 grams) 
and English (up to 6.1 lbs.). Convert between 
pounds and grams with a single button. Ideal for 
health-conscious consumers! #AD-505

 25 50 100 250 500
$ 23.89 $21.49 $20.39 $20.05 $19.75

asi/31570

KITCHEN ESSENTIALS
hotels | restaurants | parties | wellness events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 A 

 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller

 A  Brass & Rosewood Pocket Knife With 
      Locking Blade

Knife is made of stainless steel with solid 
laser-etched rosewood handle and brass trim. 
Locking blade is 2-3/8” long. #AD-402 

100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $8.39 $8.25 $8.10 $7.69 $7.45

 C  5-Function Stainless-Steel Golf Multi-Tool

Our 5-function stainless-steel golf multi-tool 
features a retractable divot fi xer, knife blade, 
cleat wrench, removable ball marker and 
fl ip-out nylon brush to keep the grooves on 
your clubs clean. Comes with small split-ring. 
Individually gift boxed. #AD-2031

5 50 100 250 500
 $5.85 $5.09 $4.49 $4.45 $4.35

 B  6-Function Pocket Knife

This versatile Swiss Army-type pocket knife 
with stainless-steel blades has six functions: 
knife blade, nail fi le, scissors, tweezers, tooth-
pick and keyring. Additional colors available. 
#AD-206

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500 
 $2.95 $2.85 $2.69 $2.55 $2.39

 D  Mini Lock-Blade Pocket Knife

This mini pocket knife features a 1.75-inch 
partially serrated stainless-steel blade with a 
safety locking mechanism to keep the blade 
in place while being used and securely closed 
when not. The knife measures 4.25” when un-
folded and a compact 2.5” when the blade is 
folded into the ABS plastic handle. #AD-2022

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 $2.29 $2.15 $1.99 $1.79 $1.59

asi/31570

ESSENTIAL KNIVES
security | utilities | construction | golf

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi/92387

CLEAN & FRESH
healthcare | trade shows | pharmacies | fundraisers

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Tube Winder

The Tube Winder cleans out and winds up metal, plastic or 
laminated tubes – just attach to the bottom of a tube and roll 

toward the cap.

 250 500 100 500 10,000
 1.09 0.88 0.81 0.79 0.77

Will be seen and used every day!

asi/95838

REUSABLE STRAWS
restaurants | picnics | parties | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Hot 
Seller
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asi/92387

CLEAN & FRESH
healthcare | trade shows | pharmacies | fundraisers

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Tube Winder

The Tube Winder cleans out and winds up metal, plastic or 
laminated tubes – just attach to the bottom of a tube and roll 

toward the cap.

 250 500 100 500 10,000
 1.09 0.88 0.81 0.79 0.77

Will be seen and used every day!

asi/95838

REUSABLE STRAWS
restaurants | picnics | parties | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Hot 
Seller
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asi 45100asi 45100

A

B

D

C

| A. Extended Base Ear Phones
Get high-quality sound from your 
iPod, cellphone or other MP3 
device with these ear phones. 
Includes 3 colors of soft silicone 
interchangeable ear bud covers 
and a carrying case. Lightweight 
headphone with universal audio 
adaptor. #SP4035 

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.95 1.85 1.80 1.75 1.70

| B. Lightweight Deluxe Stereo 
   Headphone With Silver Trim

Headband provides a snug, 
comfortable fi t and will never fall off. 
Plugs into all audio devices that use 
the universal industry standard audio 
plug. #SP4041

 100  250  500  1,000  2,500
 2.70 2.60 2.50 2.40 2.30

| C. Lightweight Stereo Headphone
   With Comfort Headband

Headband provides   a snug, 
comfortable fi t and will never f all off. 
Plugs into all audio devices that use 
the universal industry standard audio 
plug. #SP4040

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.40  2.30  2.20  2.10 2.00

| D. Stereo Audio Headphones
Lightweight earbud headphones with 
universal audio plug can be used with 
all devices that have a standard audio 
plug. #SP4025

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.75 1.55 1.45 1.35 1.25

asi/45100

TOOLS FOR LIVING
music venues | conferences | parties | colleges

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi 45100

| C. Auto Tire Pressure Gauge
   in Fashionable Colors

Auto tire gauge measures pressure up to 
50 psi and features a lustrous barrel with 
chrome-coated head. #SP952

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.45 1.40 1.35 1.30

| D. Electronic Digital Stopwatch 
   With Chronometer

Features a digital electronic stopwatch with 
lap time calibrated to count in increments of 
1/100 of a second. #SP910

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.30 3.20 3.10 3.00 2.90

| A. USB Car Charger
This 100% safe compact charger has dual 
ports for independent charging of two devices 
simultaneously. #SP800

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.70 2.70 2.60 2.50 2.40

| B. Power Bank Charger 
Reliable 2200 mAh capacity for a long charge. 
USB-to-micro USB charging cable included. 
#SP810

 100 250 500 1,000
 7.10 6.60 6.10 5.60

asi/45100

USB CHARGERS
conferences | auto | sports teams | corporate

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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asi 45100

A
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D

C

| A. Extended Base Ear Phones
Get high-quality sound from your 
iPod, cellphone or other MP3 
device with these ear phones. 
Includes 3 colors of soft silicone 
interchangeable ear bud covers 
and a carrying case. Lightweight 
headphone with universal audio 
adaptor. #SP4035 

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.95 1.85 1.80 1.75 1.70

| B. Lightweight Deluxe Stereo 
   Headphone With Silver Trim

Headband provides a snug, 
comfortable fi t and will never fall off. 
Plugs into all audio devices that use 
the universal industry standard audio 
plug. #SP4041

 100  250  500  1,000  2,500
 2.70 2.60 2.50 2.40 2.30

| C. Lightweight Stereo Headphone
   With Comfort Headband

Headband provides   a snug, 
comfortable fi t and will never f all off. 
Plugs into all audio devices that use 
the universal industry standard audio 
plug. #SP4040

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.40  2.30  2.20  2.10 2.00

| D. Stereo Audio Headphones
Lightweight earbud headphones with 
universal audio plug can be used with 
all devices that have a standard audio 
plug. #SP4025

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.75 1.55 1.45 1.35 1.25

asi/45100

TOOLS FOR LIVING
music venues | conferences | parties | colleges

Hot 
Seller

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi 45100

| C. Auto Tire Pressure Gauge
   in Fashionable Colors

Auto tire gauge measures pressure up to 
50 psi and features a lustrous barrel with 
chrome-coated head. #SP952

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 1.45 1.40 1.35 1.30

| D. Electronic Digital Stopwatch 
   With Chronometer

Features a digital electronic stopwatch with 
lap time calibrated to count in increments of 
1/100 of a second. #SP910

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.30 3.20 3.10 3.00 2.90

| A. USB Car Charger
This 100% safe compact charger has dual 
ports for independent charging of two devices 
simultaneously. #SP800

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 2.70 2.70 2.60 2.50 2.40

| B. Power Bank Charger 
Reliable 2200 mAh capacity for a long charge. 
USB-to-micro USB charging cable included. 
#SP810

 100 250 500 1,000
 7.10 6.60 6.10 5.60

asi/45100

USB CHARGERS
conferences | auto | sports teams | corporate

Hot 
Seller

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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 A  Mini 3-Watt LED Safety Flashlight With 
     COB Sidelight

 This amazing ultra-bright 3-watt LED fl ashlight 
emits over 150 lumens of white light using a 
single AA battery (not included). Compact 
design is under 4” in size and sturdily 
constructed of solid aircraft aluminum. Each 
features a focusing LED beam which spreads 
from spotlight to fl oodlight. There is also an  
80-lumen COB light mounted in the handle. 
Each fl ashlight has 4 modes of operation: high 
beam (100%), low beam (50%), fl ashing strobe 
and COB sidelight. Strobe mode appears as a 
fl ashing red safety light when fl ashlight is fully 
extended. #AD-9399

 50 100 250 500 1,000
  $7.49 $6.89 $6.75 $6.59 $6.35

 B  Aluminum Pocket LED Flashlight & 
     COB Floodlight

 This super-bright 1-watt LED fl ashlight and 
3-watt COB fl oodlight is a must-have light for 
all applications. It’s compact and stores neatly 
in any purse or glovebox. Impact- and weather-
resistant. #AD-9396

 25 50 100 250 500
 $ 8.25 $7.95 $7.45 $7.25 $7.09

 C  Pocket COB & Red Safety Light

Weatherproof super-bright COB LED safety 
fl ashlight provides broad-area fl ood-lighting 
of over 300 lumens to illuminate dark paths, 
facilitate reading and help fi nd lost items. The 
safety light provides 100 lumens of fl ashing red 
light. Operates on 3 AA cells (not included). 
#AD-9395

 25 50 100 250 500
 $8.05 $7.19 $6.55 $6.45 $6.35

 D  Liquid-Filled Glitter Night Light

This miniature glitter night light showers 
your wall with dancing light. When it heats up, 
the metallic silver glitter moves continuously in 
the blue fl uid, creating moving light patterns. 
Each features a replaceable 4-watt light bulb. 
Metallic silver fi nish with blue fl uid and silver 
glitter. UL-rated with standard AC wall plug. 
Gift boxed. #AD-1077 NOTE: Can be ordered 
with custom-designed glitter and choice of fl uid 
and case color for 2,000 piece minimum order.

 50 100 250 500 1,000
$9.09 $8.39 $8.25 $8.09 $7.75

asi/31570

ILLUMINATING LIGHTS
camping | health fairs | road safety | outdoors

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

100-lumen 
COB output

 A 

 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller

Flashing 
LED 
safety 
beacon

 A  Wine Bottle-Shaped Corkscrew and Bottle Cap Opener 

Our Wine Bottle-Shaped corkscrew and bottle cap opener 
is a unique, pocket-sized (measures just 4 1/2” long x 1” 
diameter) bar tool that everyone will want for their home 
and business. Its miniature wine bottle shape with custom 
vinyl label allows you to showcase your brand or logo in 
full color. Each contains a powerful rare-earth magnet 
that allows you to attach it to any steel surface for quick 
accessibility, and it’s  individually packed in a clear PVC gift 
box for display. #AD-6622

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $4.99 $4.45 $4.35 $4.29 $3.99

 B  Stainless-Steel Wine Bottle Thermometer

The temperature at which wine is served can have a 
dramatic impact on its taste. Our stainless-steel wine 
thermometer makes sure the serving temperature for 
your wine will be correct. It clips around any standard-size 
750cc wine bottle and displays the temperature on the 
easy-to-read illuminated scale. Use the guide printed on 
the thermometer to check champagne, sparkling wine, 
sweet white wine, apéritifs, rosé, Chianti, dry white wine, 
very dry sherry, medium sherry, burgundy, cream sherry, 
claret and port. Thermometer scale range is 38° to 74° F. 
Price includes your one-color, one-location printed logo. 
Gift boxed. #AD-1522

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $6.19 $5.55 $5.35 $5.19 $4.75

 C  Dual Wine Bottle Tote 

Our single and dual wine bottle totes are made from 
protective neoprene (wet suit material), and hold one or 
two 750ml 1L bottles of wine or champagne. The protective 
cushioning material keeps the bottles from “clinking” 
together and insulates them for hours. Ideal for transporting 
your favorite bottles of wine to dinner parties or picnics. 
Stain resistant and machine washable, these totes feature 
soft-grip comfort handles and each includes your 1-color 
imprint. Individually poly-bagged.
#AD-715 (single-bottle size)

 25 50 100 250 500
 $8.95 $8.19 $7.15 $6.95 $6.75 

#AD-716

 25 50 100 250 500
 $12.49 $11.55 $10.39 $9.95 $9.49

 D  3-Piece “Wine Bottle” Gift Set With 
     Magnetic Closure 

This 3-piece gift set includes a solid stainless-steel 
corkscrew with foil cutter & bottle opener, chrome-
plated drip-stopper collar and stainless-steel wine 
pour spout. All accessories are conveniently packaged 
in a small ABS plastic wine bottle with a die-cut 
EVA rubber interior and magnetic closure. Price includes 
your custom four-color UV-printed wine bottle 
label affi xed to the side. Bottle is a high-gloss black 
fi nish with red seal topper. Each set is individually 
gift boxed. #AD-1521

 25 50 100 250 500
 $11.85 $10.80 $10.00 $9.89 $9.70

asi/31570

BEER & WINE PICNIC
vineyards | farmers markets | caterers | hotels

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Wine bottles 
can be opened 
in seconds 
without mess
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 A  Mini 3-Watt LED Safety Flashlight With 
     COB Sidelight

 This amazing ultra-bright 3-watt LED fl ashlight 
emits over 150 lumens of white light using a 
single AA battery (not included). Compact 
design is under 4” in size and sturdily 
constructed of solid aircraft aluminum. Each 
features a focusing LED beam which spreads 
from spotlight to fl oodlight. There is also an  
80-lumen COB light mounted in the handle. 
Each fl ashlight has 4 modes of operation: high 
beam (100%), low beam (50%), fl ashing strobe 
and COB sidelight. Strobe mode appears as a 
fl ashing red safety light when fl ashlight is fully 
extended. #AD-9399

 50 100 250 500 1,000
  $7.49 $6.89 $6.75 $6.59 $6.35

 B  Aluminum Pocket LED Flashlight & 
     COB Floodlight

 This super-bright 1-watt LED fl ashlight and 
3-watt COB fl oodlight is a must-have light for 
all applications. It’s compact and stores neatly 
in any purse or glovebox. Impact- and weather-
resistant. #AD-9396

 25 50 100 250 500
 $ 8.25 $7.95 $7.45 $7.25 $7.09

 C  Pocket COB & Red Safety Light

Weatherproof super-bright COB LED safety 
fl ashlight provides broad-area fl ood-lighting 
of over 300 lumens to illuminate dark paths, 
facilitate reading and help fi nd lost items. The 
safety light provides 100 lumens of fl ashing red 
light. Operates on 3 AA cells (not included). 
#AD-9395

 25 50 100 250 500
 $8.05 $7.19 $6.55 $6.45 $6.35

 D  Liquid-Filled Glitter Night Light

This miniature glitter night light showers 
your wall with dancing light. When it heats up, 
the metallic silver glitter moves continuously in 
the blue fl uid, creating moving light patterns. 
Each features a replaceable 4-watt light bulb. 
Metallic silver fi nish with blue fl uid and silver 
glitter. UL-rated with standard AC wall plug. 
Gift boxed. #AD-1077 NOTE: Can be ordered 
with custom-designed glitter and choice of fl uid 
and case color for 2,000 piece minimum order.

 50 100 250 500 1,000
$9.09 $8.39 $8.25 $8.09 $7.75

asi/31570

ILLUMINATING LIGHTS
camping | health fairs | road safety | outdoors

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

100-lumen 
COB output

 A 

 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller

Flashing 
LED 
safety 
beacon

 A  Wine Bottle-Shaped Corkscrew and Bottle Cap Opener 

Our Wine Bottle-Shaped corkscrew and bottle cap opener 
is a unique, pocket-sized (measures just 4 1/2” long x 1” 
diameter) bar tool that everyone will want for their home 
and business. Its miniature wine bottle shape with custom 
vinyl label allows you to showcase your brand or logo in 
full color. Each contains a powerful rare-earth magnet 
that allows you to attach it to any steel surface for quick 
accessibility, and it’s  individually packed in a clear PVC gift 
box for display. #AD-6622

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $4.99 $4.45 $4.35 $4.29 $3.99

 B  Stainless-Steel Wine Bottle Thermometer

The temperature at which wine is served can have a 
dramatic impact on its taste. Our stainless-steel wine 
thermometer makes sure the serving temperature for 
your wine will be correct. It clips around any standard-size 
750cc wine bottle and displays the temperature on the 
easy-to-read illuminated scale. Use the guide printed on 
the thermometer to check champagne, sparkling wine, 
sweet white wine, apéritifs, rosé, Chianti, dry white wine, 
very dry sherry, medium sherry, burgundy, cream sherry, 
claret and port. Thermometer scale range is 38° to 74° F. 
Price includes your one-color, one-location printed logo. 
Gift boxed. #AD-1522

 50 100 250 500 1,000
 $6.19 $5.55 $5.35 $5.19 $4.75

 C  Dual Wine Bottle Tote 

Our single and dual wine bottle totes are made from 
protective neoprene (wet suit material), and hold one or 
two 750ml 1L bottles of wine or champagne. The protective 
cushioning material keeps the bottles from “clinking” 
together and insulates them for hours. Ideal for transporting 
your favorite bottles of wine to dinner parties or picnics. 
Stain resistant and machine washable, these totes feature 
soft-grip comfort handles and each includes your 1-color 
imprint. Individually poly-bagged.
#AD-715 (single-bottle size)

 25 50 100 250 500
 $8.95 $8.19 $7.15 $6.95 $6.75 

#AD-716

 25 50 100 250 500
 $12.49 $11.55 $10.39 $9.95 $9.49

 D  3-Piece “Wine Bottle” Gift Set With 
     Magnetic Closure 

This 3-piece gift set includes a solid stainless-steel 
corkscrew with foil cutter & bottle opener, chrome-
plated drip-stopper collar and stainless-steel wine 
pour spout. All accessories are conveniently packaged 
in a small ABS plastic wine bottle with a die-cut 
EVA rubber interior and magnetic closure. Price includes 
your custom four-color UV-printed wine bottle 
label affi xed to the side. Bottle is a high-gloss black 
fi nish with red seal topper. Each set is individually 
gift boxed. #AD-1521

 25 50 100 250 500
 $11.85 $10.80 $10.00 $9.89 $9.70

asi/31570

BEER & WINE PICNIC
vineyards | farmers markets | caterers | hotels

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Wine bottles 
can be opened 
in seconds 
without mess

 A 

 D 

 B 

 C 

Hot 
Seller
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asi/61820

spectrum 2020  | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover00

WHITE BUTTERMINT 
The perfect bite-sized treat of buttery richness for your 

special event or unique promotion – great for all types of 
businesses. Pricing shown is per piece. 1-color imprint has a 

2 case minimum order quantity, 2- or 3-color imprint has a 5 
case minimum. Minimum order quantity is 2 cases.

 2,000 3,000 5,000
 0.09 0.09 0.07

BUTTERY BITES
banks  auto  hotels  corporations | | |

®

BEST
SELLER

ank You
 Real Estate

YOUR WEBSITE HERE

YOUR MESSAGEHERE !

YYYOUR ME
OUR ME
OUR ME

YYYOUR ME
YYY

YOUR

LOGO

HERE

ank You

888-888-8888

HIGH COUNTRY AUTO

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Tailgate in style!

asi/35745

PROMO HOLDERS
sports | fundraisers | markets | gyms

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Foam Beverage Holder

Low-density scuba foam holder for 12-oz. cans keeps drinks 
cold and your hands dry. Made in the USA. Screen charge – 
$50 per color. Multicolor; 250 piece minimum required. Ad-

ditional run color $0.30 each if applicable. #EFSK

 100 250 500 1,000
 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49

Setup – per color: $50

Great for fundraisers

104
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WHITE BUTTERMINT 
The perfect bite-sized treat of buttery richness for your 

special event or unique promotion – great for all types of 
businesses. Pricing shown is per piece. 1-color imprint has a 

2 case minimum order quantity, 2- or 3-color imprint has a 5 
case minimum. Minimum order quantity is 2 cases.
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Tailgate in style!

asi/35745

PROMO HOLDERS
sports | fundraisers | markets | gyms

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Foam Beverage Holder

Low-density scuba foam holder for 12-oz. cans keeps drinks 
cold and your hands dry. Made in the USA. Screen charge – 
$50 per color. Multicolor; 250 piece minimum required. Ad-

ditional run color $0.30 each if applicable. #EFSK

 100 250 500 1,000
 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49

Setup – per color: $50

Great for fundraisers
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 D 

 B 

 C 

4 color combinations

10 color choices

Available in 10 color choices

Includes nylon 
sheath case

Auto opens & 
closes at the press 
of a button

Includes nylon case

Auto 
open

Folds upward 
for easy entry 
into vehicle

 A  43” Arc Auto Open “Upside Down”   
      Inverted Umbrella

This innovative, upside-down 43” arc umbrella 
entertains as it turns inside-out when auto-opened at 
the press of a button. Practical design makes it easier 
to open and close during a downpour, preventing 
water from drenching your arm and shoulder while 
you enter or exit your car. The rain-soaked side of the 
umbrella closes inward and water is trapped inside the 
umbrella top until set down to drain and dry. This eight-
panel umbrella is quality-constructed of soft pongee 
fabric and polypropylene ribs, making it windproof 
and virtually indestructible. Each umbrella closes to 
a compact size of 30” with a velcro close strap for 
secure storage. Price includes a one-color, one-location 
imprint on the top, and additional imprint colors or logo 
locations can be added to additional panels on the top 
and inside panel. Individually gift-boxed. #AD-2804

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $21.75 $20.15 $18.99 $18.79 $18.49

 B  38” Automatic-Opening Nylon Umbrella 
     With Nylon Cover

38” arc umbrella features a molded fi nger-grip handle 
and push-button auto-open feature. Available in 10 
popular color options. #AD-281
 50 100 250 500 1,000 

 $8.19 $7.49 $7.39 $7.29 $6.89

 C  58” Wind-Resistant Golf Umbrella With    
     Fiberglass Shaft and Ribs

Our Wind-Resistant Golf Umbrella is designed to 
withstand gale-force winds (60 mph+) and to not 
blow inside out regardless of wind speed. This 
umbrella is built to last and has 8 panels constructed 
of 190T-denier nylon, a thick, reinforced fi berglass 
shaft, nylon ribs, high-density polycarbonate joints and 
rubberized black handle. #AD-282

 36 72 144 288 504   
 $23.50 $22.40 $21.60 $21.35 $20.80

 D  43” Auto-Open and Auto-Close Mini Umbrella 
      With Nylon Cover

This unique 43” umbrella features auto-open and auto-
close functions. #AD-289 

 48 144 288 504 1,008  
 $15.19 $14.29 $13.99 $13.79 $13.29

asi/31570

UMBRELLAS
country clubs | college sports | luxury auto

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

 A  Smartphone Amplifi ed Stereo Speaker 
       for Bike, Stroller & Beach 

These water-resistant nylon amplifi ed stereo 
speakers attach to your bike handlebars or 
frame with Velcro-like straps and allow for 
a safer biking experience by eliminating the 
use of earbuds. The water-resistant zippered 
storage compartment has a removable 
eyeglass case and a pouch to hold your 
smartphone, radio or MP3 device utilizing 
its 3.5mm connecting plug or the lightning 
plug adapter for iPhone 5-11Pro Max. Easy-
to-use controls on the face of the speakers 
let you turn the unit on and off and adjust 
the volume. These units were designed for 
biking, attaching to a stroller, or for use at the 
beach or pool. Available in black with gray 
zipper. Operates on four AAA batteries (not 
included). Gift boxed. #AD-1560

 25 50 100 250 500 
$18.99 $18.99 $18.99 $18.99 $18.99

 B  Flashing EL Bike Storage Pack 

Our lightweight bicycle seat pack straps 
securely under your seat with loop straps 
(both seat and post straps) and a zippered 
storage compartment. Most importantly, the 
bright-red EL (electroluminescent) safety 
lighting on the pack ensures others can see 
you in both the day and night; it can be set 
to either fl ash or illuminate continuously. 
#AD-734

 50 100 250 500 1,000
$ 18.69 $17.69 $17.39 $17.09 $16.49

 C  Retractable 42” Cable Lock

Our Retractable Cable Lock features a 3-digit 
combination lock perfect for theft deterrence 
on your bike, skis or other personal property. 
Combination can be reset. Convenient 
self-storing retractable cable measures 42” 
when fully extended. Constructed of durable, 
plastic-coated steel. #AD-277

 25 50 100 250 500
 $7.25 $6.45 $5.89 $5.75 $5.59

 D  Chrome-Plated Bicycle Tire Gauge

Our chrome-plated bicycle tire gauge 
measures pressure from 20-120 psi and has 
a recessed defl ater pin. This gauge can be 
used for most bicycles as well as automobiles, 
trucks, trailers and motorcycles. Convenient 5 
3/4” size and pocket clip make it easy to carry. 
#AD-184

 50 100 250 500 1,000
$ 5.85 $4.95 $4.35 $4.29 $4.25

asi/31570

BIKING ESSENTIALS
bike tours | sporting goods stores | safety

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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4 color combinations

10 color choices

Available in 10 color choices

Includes nylon 
sheath case

Auto opens & 
closes at the press 
of a button

Includes nylon case

Auto 
open

Folds upward 
for easy entry 
into vehicle

 A  43” Arc Auto Open “Upside Down”   
      Inverted Umbrella

This innovative, upside-down 43” arc umbrella 
entertains as it turns inside-out when auto-opened at 
the press of a button. Practical design makes it easier 
to open and close during a downpour, preventing 
water from drenching your arm and shoulder while 
you enter or exit your car. The rain-soaked side of the 
umbrella closes inward and water is trapped inside the 
umbrella top until set down to drain and dry. This eight-
panel umbrella is quality-constructed of soft pongee 
fabric and polypropylene ribs, making it windproof 
and virtually indestructible. Each umbrella closes to 
a compact size of 30” with a velcro close strap for 
secure storage. Price includes a one-color, one-location 
imprint on the top, and additional imprint colors or logo 
locations can be added to additional panels on the top 
and inside panel. Individually gift-boxed. #AD-2804

 25 50 100 250 500  
 $21.75 $20.15 $18.99 $18.79 $18.49

 B  38” Automatic-Opening Nylon Umbrella 
     With Nylon Cover

38” arc umbrella features a molded fi nger-grip handle 
and push-button auto-open feature. Available in 10 
popular color options. #AD-281
 50 100 250 500 1,000 

 $8.19 $7.49 $7.39 $7.29 $6.89

 C  58” Wind-Resistant Golf Umbrella With    
     Fiberglass Shaft and Ribs

Our Wind-Resistant Golf Umbrella is designed to 
withstand gale-force winds (60 mph+) and to not 
blow inside out regardless of wind speed. This 
umbrella is built to last and has 8 panels constructed 
of 190T-denier nylon, a thick, reinforced fi berglass 
shaft, nylon ribs, high-density polycarbonate joints and 
rubberized black handle. #AD-282

 36 72 144 288 504   
 $23.50 $22.40 $21.60 $21.35 $20.80

 D  43” Auto-Open and Auto-Close Mini Umbrella 
      With Nylon Cover

This unique 43” umbrella features auto-open and auto-
close functions. #AD-289 

 48 144 288 504 1,008  
 $15.19 $14.29 $13.99 $13.79 $13.29

asi/31570
UMBRELLAS
country clubs | college sports | luxury auto

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Hot 
Seller

 A  Smartphone Amplifi ed Stereo Speaker 
       for Bike, Stroller & Beach 

These water-resistant nylon amplifi ed stereo 
speakers attach to your bike handlebars or 
frame with Velcro-like straps and allow for 
a safer biking experience by eliminating the 
use of earbuds. The water-resistant zippered 
storage compartment has a removable 
eyeglass case and a pouch to hold your 
smartphone, radio or MP3 device utilizing 
its 3.5mm connecting plug or the lightning 
plug adapter for iPhone 5-11Pro Max. Easy-
to-use controls on the face of the speakers 
let you turn the unit on and o�  and adjust 
the volume. These units were designed for 
biking, attaching to a stroller, or for use at the 
beach or pool. Available in black with gray 
zipper. Operates on four AAA batteries (not 
included). Gift boxed. #AD-1560

 25 50 100 250 500 
$18.99 $18.99 $18.99 $18.99 $18.99

 B  Flashing EL Bike Storage Pack 

Our lightweight bicycle seat pack straps 
securely under your seat with loop straps 
(both seat and post straps) and a zippered 
storage compartment. Most importantly, the 
bright-red EL (electroluminescent) safety 
lighting on the pack ensures others can see 
you in both the day and night; it can be set 
to either fl ash or illuminate continuously. 
#AD-734

 50 100 250 500 1,000
$ 18.69 $17.69 $17.39 $17.09 $16.49

 C  Retractable 42” Cable Lock

Our Retractable Cable Lock features a 3-digit 
combination lock perfect for theft deterrence 
on your bike, skis or other personal property. 
Combination can be reset. Convenient 
self-storing retractable cable measures 42” 
when fully extended. Constructed of durable, 
plastic-coated steel. #AD-277

 25 50 100 250 500
 $7.25 $6.45 $5.89 $5.75 $5.59

 D  Chrome-Plated Bicycle Tire Gauge

Our chrome-plated bicycle tire gauge 
measures pressure from 20-120 psi and has 
a recessed defl ater pin. This gauge can be 
used for most bicycles as well as automobiles, 
trucks, trailers and motorcycles. Convenient 5 
3/4” size and pocket clip make it easy to carry. 
#AD-184

 50 100 250 500 1,000
$ 5.85 $4.95 $4.35 $4.29 $4.25

asi/31570

BIKING ESSENTIALS
bike tours | sporting goods stores | safety

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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Promotional 
Writing Instruments 

01 03 18 15 74 60 61 71 25 72 73 

LARGE SELECTION OF COLORS 

79 09 75 26 27 12 22 64 77 05 04 

Promote With Style!

Flow Pure F2P-MATT-cs Price Table 
200  2.32 
500 2.07 
1,000  1.97 
2,500 1.87 
6,000  1.77 

- Twist-action 
- Made with non-toxic, highly resistant ABS plastic 
- The barrel is matte finish 
- Jumbo refill, blue ink 
- Up to 8,200 feet of writing 
- No setup charge 
- Price includes multicolor printing on the clip 10,000 1.67 

 asi/68326 
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asi/50873

TAKE NOTE
schools | libraries | nature centers | parks

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Trekker Field Journal
Made of recycled chipboard or textured paper, this beautiful 

journal features round corners and square back binding on the 
left side. Includes 56 perforated pages. Available with Ruled, 

Graph and Euro Dot sheets at no extra cost. Size: 5” x 8”

 100 250 500 1,000
 4.53 3.68 3.12 2.73

USA 

MADE
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The Original Solo Cup!
More Styles, More Colors, More Service for Your Money.

AVAILABLE 
IN CLEAR, 

RED, WHITE 
OR BLUE!

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.84 0.54 0.45 0.41 0.39

Setup charge: $74/1 Side OR $86/2 Sides

Made and printed 
in the USA 

Stylish and comfortable! 

asi/93762

CUSTOM SUBLIMATED HEADBANDS
apparel | fashion | gifts | made in the USA

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Cooling Fabric Headbands
As seen on major professional sports team players and their fans! Get full-color 

sublimated custom headbands for your own teams and fans with low minimums and 
quick turnaround! Patented cooling fabric Bani Bands Headbands made by Victory 
KoreDry cools instantly when wet, keeping them comfortable under team helmets 

and keeping fans in the stands dry during any activity where you need to keep sweat 
off your head. One-time setup fee ($50 per design). 
Production turnaround time: 1 to 2 weeks #SB45AS

 25  50  100  250  500
 18 .00 15.30  14.40  13.50  12.60

Victory Koredry
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The Original Solo Cup!
More Styles, More Colors, More Service for Your Money.

AVAILABLE 
IN CLEAR, 
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OR BLUE!
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 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.84 0.54 0.45 0.41 0.39

Setup charge: $74/1 Side OR $86/2 Sides

Made and printed 
in the USA 

Stylish and comfortable! 

asi/93762

CUSTOM SUBLIMATED HEADBANDS
apparel | fashion | gifts | made in the USA

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Cooling Fabric Headbands
As seen on major professional sports team players and their fans! Get full-color 

sublimated custom headbands for your own teams and fans with low minimums and 
quick turnaround! Patented cooling fabric Bani Bands Headbands made by Victory 
KoreDry cools instantly when wet, keeping them comfortable under team helmets 

and keeping fans in the stands dry during any activity where you need to keep sweat 
off your head. One-time setup fee ($50 per design). 
Production turnaround time: 1 to 2 weeks #SB45AS

 25  50  100  250  500
 18 .00 15.30  14.40  13.50  12.60

Victory Koredry
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Colored Barrel & Chrome Parts With Stylus Tip

Details Price Table
Quantity

100

200

500

1,000

2,500

1.14

1.12

1.02

0.98

0.92

Unit PriceItem Number : PN45

Imprint Process : Laser Markings 
Imprint Location : Barrel 
Imprint Size : 2" W x .197" H 
Colors : BL GR R GY BK 

Setup charge : $25 

asi / 68326

asi/68326

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Printed in the USA 

asi/93762

DRY OFF WITH YOUR BRAND 
swimming | outdoors | pool events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Custom Sublimated Towels 
These beautiful full-color sublimation towels are made from a 

patented two-sided fabric with soft polyester microfi ber on one 
side and 100% cotton terry on the other. They’re ideal for the 
beach, pools, picnics, camping or any outdoor activity! Size: 

30” x 50”. Production time: 2-5 days #SUBTWL

 1 25 50 100 250
 37.00 36.00 35.00 34.00 33.00

Victory Koredry
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Quantity
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200
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0.92

Unit PriceItem Number : PN45

Imprint Process : Laser Markings 
Imprint Location : Barrel 
Imprint Size : 2" W x .197" H 
Colors : BL GR R GY BK 

Setup charge : $25 

asi / 68326
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Printed in the USA 

asi/93762

DRY OFF WITH YOUR BRAND 
swimming | outdoors | pool events

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Custom Sublimated Towels 
These beautiful full-color sublimation towels are made from a 

patented two-sided fabric with soft polyester microfi ber on one 
side and 100% cotton terry on the other. They’re ideal for the 
beach, pools, picnics, camping or any outdoor activity! Size: 

30” x 50”. Production time: 2-5 days #SUBTWL

 1 25 50 100 250
 37.00 36.00 35.00 34.00 33.00

Victory Koredry
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Variety of plastic 
base color options

asi/50164 

PHONE GRIP
colleges | universities | tech 

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

SlingGrip/LoveHandle 
Cellphone Strap Finger Elastic Grip

Attach this handle to any smartphone or case with the high-grade 
3M adhesive (removable with no residue). Patented and 100% made 

in the USA. Full-color dye-sublimation. #SG-01

 250 500 1,000
 3.29 3.15 2.99

#SGT-01C

 250 500 1,000
 4.29 4.15 3.99

Hot 
Seller Fully 

customizable!

Charges phones & 
tablets

asi/68185

STAY CONNECTED
outdoor events | travel | safety 

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

PackLite Max 2-in-1 Phone Charger Lantern 
As seen on Shark Tank! The perfect all-purpose solar device to light up your camp, stock 
your emergency kit or charge your phone. Great gift for outdoor adventurers, business 

travelers and tech enthusiasts! Sustainable and practical. More sizes and colors available.
Mini solar lanterns start at $19.99/unit. #LUM-PLMXC

 50 150 500 1,000
 49.99 41.99 29.99 24.99

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

LuminAID
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Variety of plastic 
base color options
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PHONE GRIP
colleges | universities | tech 
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SlingGrip/LoveHandle 
Cellphone Strap Finger Elastic Grip

Attach this handle to any smartphone or case with the high-grade 
3M adhesive (removable with no residue). Patented and 100% made 

in the USA. Full-color dye-sublimation. #SG-01

 250 500 1,000
 3.29 3.15 2.99

#SGT-01C

 250 500 1,000
 4.29 4.15 3.99

Hot 
Seller Fully 

customizable!

Charges phones & 
tablets

asi/68185

STAY CONNECTED
outdoor events | travel | safety 

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

PackLite Max 2-in-1 Phone Charger Lantern 
As seen on Shark Tank! The perfect all-purpose solar device to light up your camp, stock 
your emergency kit or charge your phone. Great gift for outdoor adventurers, business 

travelers and tech enthusiasts! Sustainable and practical. More sizes and colors available.
Mini solar lanterns start at $19.99/unit. #LUM-PLMXC

 50 150 500 1,000
 49.99 41.99 29.99 24.99

WARNING: CHOKING HAZARD – Small parts. Not for children under 3 years.

LuminAID
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A

B

Built-in microphone

| A. Silicone Airpod 
  Carry Case

More people will know about your 
brand with this fantastic carry 
case. Can fi t Apple AirPods and 
other premium earbuds. Available 
in many colors. #BT-AIRPOD-S

 250 500 1,000 2,500
 3.65 3.62 3.50 2.75

Setup charge: $50

PROP 65 WARNING:  
WARNING - Cancer & Reproductive 
Harm - www.P54Warnings.ca.gov

| B. Ultimate Wireless BT 
   Earpods With Wireless 
   Charging Case

Features a high-quality BLUETRUM 
sound chip that allows you to listen 
to music for 2 hours. When you 
open the case, it automatically 
syncs with your phone – one sync 
and you’re done! #BT-EARPOD-
CHG4

 100 250 500 1,000
 30.65 29.37 28.87 28.40

Setup charge: $50

PROP 65 WARNING:  
WARNING - Cancer & Reproductive 
Harm - www.P54Warnings.ca.gov

asi/42989

COOL CASES 
schools | tech events | stores

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

| C. Political Campaign Labels 

Stand out and promote your campaign or 
cause with custom labels. From simple, one-
color labels to durable decals, bumper stickers, 
business cards, postcards, static cling labels 
and more, we can do it all! 

| D. Printed Tape 

Custom printed tape adds value and enhances 
your brand with every shipment. Choose 
from 3 different options to create the perfect 
tape to complement your products: premium 
poly tape, reinforced Kraft sealing tape or 
standard poly tape. Differentiate yourself from 
competitors! 

| A. Repositionable Labels 

Like a virtual magnet, repositionable labels 
can be applied and reapplied many times 
without leaving a residue. They come in a 
variety of sizes and even work on cold and 
wet materials. A great promotional tool 
for schools and businesses! 

| B.  Domed Decals

Domed decals give you and your customers 
the ability to highlight a product or brand with 
a 3D look! Durable with an ultra-clear, UV- and 
scratch-resistant fi nish, these domed decals 
are built to last with high-track adhesive 
suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 

asi/49890

PUT YOUR BRAND ANYWHERE
shipping | rallies | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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| C. Political Campaign Labels 

Stand out and promote your campaign or 
cause with custom labels. From simple, one-
color labels to durable decals, bumper stickers, 
business cards, postcards, static cling labels 
and more, we can do it all! 

| D. Printed Tape 

Custom printed tape adds value and enhances 
your brand with every shipment. Choose 
from 3 different options to create the perfect 
tape to complement your products: premium 
poly tape, reinforced Kraft sealing tape or 
standard poly tape. Differentiate yourself from 
competitors! 

| A. Repositionable Labels 

Like a virtual magnet, repositionable labels 
can be applied and reapplied many times 
without leaving a residue. They come in a 
variety of sizes and even work on cold and 
wet materials. A great promotional tool 
for schools and businesses! 

| B.  Domed Decals

Domed decals give you and your customers 
the ability to highlight a product or brand with 
a 3D look! Durable with an ultra-clear, UV- and 
scratch-resistant fi nish, these domed decals 
are built to last with high-track adhesive 
suitable for indoor or outdoor use. 

asi/49890

PUT YOUR BRAND ANYWHERE
shipping | rallies | grand openings
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Every time you charge your battery to the 
max, it dies a little. Charge-Check stops 
charging just below 100%, extending the 
battery lifespan. Longer-lasting batteries 
help save money by improving the cost of 
operating a phone over its lifetime. When  
batteries last longer, fewer end up in land-
fi ll sites, which helps the environment!

Extend your battery’s lifespan

The environmental choice 
that shows you care!

E X C L U S I V E 
N E W  P R O D U C T !

CHARGE-TEK

Compatible with iOS, Android 
and other Lithium-ion devices

FREE Cable Included • Front or Back Imprint
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ASI Product Code: 91184

Quantity 50 250 500 1,000
List Price 22.75 21.88 20.95 18.98
Price includes 1-color imprint

Battery Life Extender and Overcharge Protection

ASI Product Code: 91184

asi/44541

Additional customization 
options available

asi/43019

MAKE AN IMPRESSION
any occasion | office | client gifts | grand openings

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Personalized Greeting Cards
Choose from a variety of standard verses, inks and fonts, all at no charge. 
Add up to three lines of personalization and choose a blank envelope of 

your choice (plain white, white with gold, red, or silver foil lining). Envelope 
included in the price. Additional options include custom sayings, company 

logos & digital signatures, printed return address, and peel & seal envelopes. 
Minimum order: 25 #B1605

 25 50 100 250 500
 2.50 2.30 1.90 1.60 1.40
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Every time you charge your battery to the 
max, it dies a little. Charge-Check stops 
charging just below 100%, extending the 
battery lifespan. Longer-lasting batteries 
help save money by improving the cost of 
operating a phone over its lifetime. When  
batteries last longer, fewer end up in land-
fi ll sites, which helps the environment!
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any occasion | office | client gifts | grand openings
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Personalized Greeting Cards
Choose from a variety of standard verses, inks and fonts, all at no charge. 
Add up to three lines of personalization and choose a blank envelope of 

your choice (plain white, white with gold, red, or silver foil lining). Envelope 
included in the price. Additional options include custom sayings, company 

logos & digital signatures, printed return address, and peel & seal envelopes. 
Minimum order: 25 #B1605

 25 50 100 250 500
 2.50 2.30 1.90 1.60 1.40
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Made in the USA!

asi/55445

COFFEE SLEEVE
coffee houses | morning events | eco-friendly gatherings

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

Slippy
Show the world you care, and give them something to talk about! This 
reusable coffee sleeve protects your hands from hot and cold bever-
ages. Made with yarn composed of 100% plastic bottles. 1 Slippy = 

1 bottle kept out of the ocean! Logo is knit, not screen printed.

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 2.50 1.99 1.85 1.75 1.69

JOMAR POKER CHIP LINE

Offi cial size 
and weight

asi/63500

POKER CHIP PROMOTIONS
business cards | golf ball markers | drink tokens | casinos

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

Premium Direct-Print Poker Chips
Perfect for poker chips, golf ball markers, drink tokens, business cards or any 

advertising piece to grab attention! These eye-catching poker chips feature an 
eight-stripe design and an exclusive 4-color imprint. Put your logo on one side 

and a message on the other. Second side imprint: $0.15. #PCL55DPA

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.57 0.55
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Slippy
Show the world you care, and give them something to talk about! This 
reusable coffee sleeve protects your hands from hot and cold bever-
ages. Made with yarn composed of 100% plastic bottles. 1 Slippy = 

1 bottle kept out of the ocean! Logo is knit, not screen printed.

 250 500 1,000 2,500 5,000
 2.50 1.99 1.85 1.75 1.69
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and weight
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Premium Direct-Print Poker Chips
Perfect for poker chips, golf ball markers, drink tokens, business cards or any 

advertising piece to grab attention! These eye-catching poker chips feature an 
eight-stripe design and an exclusive 4-color imprint. Put your logo on one side 

and a message on the other. Second side imprint: $0.15. #PCL55DPA

 100 250 500 1,000 2,500
 0.70 0.65 0.60 0.57 0.55
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- H Y D R AT E  I N  S T Y L E  -

Elemental Stainless-Steel Tumbler
Make an elegant statement with this chic stainless-steel tumbler 

with ceramic lid. Engrave a corporate logo or a custom name. 

Available colors are:
white, black, white marble, teak wood, silver and gold.

16oz

16oz

12oz

12oz

tumbler colors

quantity (units) solid color 12oz
price per unit

solid color 16oz
price per unit

texture print 12oz
price per unit

texture print 16oz
price per unit

24 24.00 25.00 25.00 26.00

72 22.50 23.50 23.50 24.50

144 21.00 22.00 22.00 23.00

480 20.50 21.50 21.50 22.50

960 20.00 21.00 21.00 22.00

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi/51846
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- H Y D R AT E  I N  S T Y L E  -

24
24.00

72
23.00

144
22.50

480
22.00

960
21.50

Elemental Stainless-Steel Water Bottle

Make an elegant statement with this chic stainless-steel water bottle.
Engrave a corporate logo or a custom name. Our bamboo caps can be engraved for an 
additional fee. Available colors are: black, graphite, white, navy, teal, mint, forest green, 

lavender, blush pink, red, silver and gold.

bottle colors

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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A perfect gift for 
history buffs! 

Apollo 11 Coin Set
This set of four customized Kennedy half-dollar coins 
comes in a beautiful wood box and memorializes the 

courageous individuals behind Apollo 11, the 1969 
spacefl ight that took humans to the moon for the fi rst 
time. This product is ideal for museums, retail stores 

and historical/commemorative events. 

1
39.95

asi/69588

COLLECTIBLE COINS
award parties | trade shows | commemorative events

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover124
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PRICE INDEX

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

 $.01 - $.99 

Antibacterial  
Products............. 21, 56, 94
Arm Bands .......................89
Bags ............................54, 55
Bathroom  
Accessories......................98
Beauty Aids .....................69
Beverage Holders/
Sleeves .............................105
Beverages, Water ...20, 62
Business Cards ...............47
Calendars .........................47
Candy ...............................104
Cleaners ........................... 30
Containers .......................... 11
Cups ..............................11, 110
Envelopes .........................34
Fans .................................... 44
Figurines ...................54, 55
Gold Accessories ..........121
Hand  
Sanitizers ........... 94, 56, 21
Heating Pads/ 
Ice Packs ...........................95
Keychains ........................ 64
Knives ................................ 64
Lip Balm .....................21, 94
Magnets .................... 29, 47
Memo Holders ........ 29, 47
Memo Pads ..................... 46
Microfiber Cloths ......... 30
Mobile Accessories .......18
Office Supplies ............. 46
Palms/PDA  
Accessories.......................18
Paper Specialties  ........ 44
Pens .......18, 32, 86, 87, 112
Phone Accessories ........18
Photo Cubes .................. 46
Poker Chips .....................121
Self-Stick Notepads.... 46
Spa Products ..................69
Special Packaging ........34
Stylus Pens ..18, 32, 87, 112
Sunscreen ........................ 94
Suntan Lotion ................ 94
Tape Measu≠≠≠re ......... 64
Tools ................................... 64
Toys, Signs & Displays ..54
Wristbands ......................89

 $1 - $4.99 

Adaptors ..........................101
Alarms .................................91
Antibacterial  
Products............. 15, 94, 56
Arm Bands .......................89

Auto  
Accessories..... 34, 66, 101
Backpacks ....................... 80
Badge Holders ........77, 82
Badges ...................... 50, 90
Bags ....................34, 53, 80
Balls .....................................23
Bandages .........................93
Bandanas ..........................24
Banks ................................. 80
Bar Accessories ......80, 81
Baseballs ...........................65
Basketballs ........................51
Bathroom  
Accessories......................98
Battery Rechargers.....101
Belt Loop ..........................27
Beverage Holders/
Sleeves .............................120
Beverages ........................62
Birthday Cards .............. 119
Bottle Openers .......12, 80
Boxes ..................................34
Bracelets .......................... 50
Buttons ............................. 50
Calculator ........................60
Calendars .................. 15, 47
Camping Equipment ....81
Carabiners ...19, 28, 87, 93
Card Sleeves ....................31
Cases ...................................13
Charts .................................88
Cheering  
Accessories...............50, 51
Cleaners ........................... 30
Clips ................................... 50
Computer Accessories ....  
......................13,15, 31, 38, 87 
Containers .......................... 11
Corkscrews ..............48,103
Counter Mats ..................25
Cups ...................................... 11
Decals.................................25
Desk Accessories ...........15
Desk Pads.........................25
Drinking Glasses .... 23, 26
Earbuds .................. 100, 116
Fans ......................................13
First-Aid Kits ...........93, 95
Flash Drives .....................38
Flashlights .........................91
Flasks .................................27
Flatware .............................81
Flowers ..............................33
Foam Novelties ...............51
Footballs ............................51
Frames ................................15
Fresheners ........................17
Games .................................51
Glow Products .............. 50

Goggles .............................65
Greeting Cards .............. 119
Hand Sanitizers ......56, 94
Handles............................. 114
Headbands ......................74
Headphones ......... 100, 116
Heating Pads ..................95
Holders ............................. 114
Ice Packs ...........................95
Instruments .....................85
Jewelry ..............................23
Journals, Notebooks ..109
Keychains .................26, 27,  
........38, 60, 64, 92, 95, 97
Knives ...................12, 64, 97
Lanyards ...............76,77,83
Lawn & Garden  
Accessories  ....................33
LED Products .23, 48, 50
Light-Up  
Novelties ...................23, 50
Lights ...........19, 23, 48, 50
Lint Removers ...............90
Lip Balm ...............21, 71, 94
Magnets ......................29,47
Medical Supplies ............91
Memo Holders ..........29,47
Microfiber Cloths ......... 30
Mobile Accessories 13, 17, 
.............. 31, 87, 100, 114, 116
Mouse Pads ......................15
Mugs ...................................45
Musical Specialties .......85
Name Tags ......................90
Necklaces .........................23
Night Lights.....................48
Openers ..........................103
Organizers .......................70
Packaging Boxes...........34
Palms/PDA  
Accessories........13, 87, 114
Party Favors ....................65
Pens ....................32, 33, 86,  
..............................87, 108, 112
Performance Apparel ......  
................................ 22, 74, 75
Phone Accessories .13, 17, 
....................  87, 100, 114, 116
Picture Frames ................15
Ponchos, Rainwear ......68
Postcards ......................... 30
Pouches.............................82
Promotions ......................70
Rainwear ...........................95
Ropes, Toys .....................65
Rulers .................................88
Scissors .............................97
Shears ................................97
Signs & Displays ............72
Socks ..................................75

Sports Equipment .......101
Sports Memorabilia .....65
Stands ............................... 114
Steins ..................................45
Stopwatches ..................101
Straws ................................99
Stylus Pens .......32, 87, 112
Sunscreen ........................ 94
Tape Measures ...... 60, 64
Thermometers ...............91, 
.....................................96, 103
Tire Gauges ............66, 101
Tools ................................... 64
Toothpicks .......................97
Towelettes ........................93
Toys ........23, 32, 51, 72, 85
Travel Amenities .............31
Travel Mugs......................26
USBs ............................ 13, 38
Wallets ...............................82
Water ..................................62
Webcam Covers .............31
Wine Accessories ....... 80,  
...................................... 81, 103
Wristbands .............. 22, 89
Yo-Yos ................................85

 $5 - $9.99 

Adaptors ............39, 42,101
Auto Accessories ...19, 66
Badges  ............................90
Bags ........................ 103, 108
Banks ...................................61
Bar Accessories .............27
Barometers ......................79
Battery Rechargers.....39,  
...................................... 42, 101
Beauty Aids ....................90
Bottle Openers .............90
Business Card Cases/
Holders ..............................78
Candy ..................................14
Charts .................................88
Clock Radio ......................61
Clocks.......................... 61, 79
Cocktail Mixers &  
Shakers ..............................27
Computer Accessories ..38
Counter Mats ..................25
Cups ....................................70
Decals.................................25
Desk Pads.........................25
Drinking Glasses ............57
Flash Drives .....................38
Flashlights .......... 12, 19, 67,  
...................................... 91, 102
Flasks .................................26
Frames ...............................25
Hygrometers ...................79
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Ice Scrapers .....................66
Kaleidoscopes ................84
Keychains ..................38, 91
Knives .........................90, 97
Lanterns ............................67
Laser Pointers .................12
LED Products ... 12, 19, 102
Lights .................. 19, 48, 66
Liquid Motion  
Products..........................102
Locks ................................ 107
Magnets ............................96
Manicure Tools ..............90
Mats.....................................25
Mobile Accessories ......39
Mugs ...........................45, 70
Musical Specialties .......85
Name Tags  .....................90
Night Lights...........48, 102
Party Favors .............41, 65
Penlights ............................19
Pens .............................12, 60
Performance Apparel ...75
Phone Accessories ......39,  
........................................61, 80
Picture Frames ...............25
Power Banks .......... 42, 101
Rulers .................................88
Socks ..................................75
Speakers ............................61
Steins ..........................45, 70
Straws ................................99
Testers .................................91
Thermometers ............. 60,  
.....................................96, 103
Timers ................................96
Tire Gauges ........... 66, 107
Toys .......................41, 65, 85
Travel Cups/Mugs ...27, 57
Umbrellas .......................106
USBs ...................................38
Wallets ...............................70
Wine Accessories .......103
Wireless QI Charger ....39
Yo-Yos ................................85

 $10 - $24.99 

Adaptors ..............13,42, 118
Auto Accessories ....13, 19,  
.................................26,52, 92

Baggage Tags .................31
Badges ..............................90
Bags ....................................70
Banks ...................................61
Barbecue  
Accessories.......48, 67, 96
Battery Rechargers......13,  
.......................................42, 118
Bicycle Accessories ... 107
Binoculars ........................84
Bluetooth ..........................43
Bottles........26, 27, 84, 123
Candy ..................................31
Clocks,  
Clock Radio ............. 61, 79
Coasters ............................78
Compasses ...............67, 78
Computer  
Accessories......................26
Cookware .........................67
Counter Mats ..................25
Crushers ............................67
Cups ....................................70
Desk Pads.........................25
Drinking Glasses ....57, 122
Earbuds .............................39
Electronic Devices ....... 118
Flashlights .......... 16, 66, 91
Forks ...................................48
Golf Accessories ...........84
Hardware ..........................67
Headbands .......................111
Headphones ............39, 43
Ice Picks ............................67
Insect Repellents & 
Exterminators ..................31
Kaleidoscopes ................84
Keychains ..........................91
Kitchen Tools ..................48
Kits........................................31
Knives ................................ 49
Laser Pointers .................12
LED Products ..... 12,19, 43
Lights ................. 16, 79, 107
Magnetic Signs ..............52
Mats.....................................25
Microfiber Cloths ...........31
Miniatures .........................85
Mobile Accessories .. 13, 43
Mugs ...................................70
Name Tags ......................90

Palms/PDA  
Accessories.......................13
Phone Accessories ...13, 43
Picture Frames ...............78
Power Banks ...................42
Replicas .............................85
Scales .................................96
Scrapers ............................67
Shoe Shine Kits .............90
Signs & Displays .....52, 72
Spatulas/Spreaders .....48
Speakers ......................... 107
Steins ..................................70
Stress Relievers...............61
Sunglasses ........................31
Tape Measures ................16
Testers .................................91
Thermometers ............. 60,  
.......................................79, 96
Tire Gauges .....................66
Tongs ..................................48
Tools ............................49, 67
Toys .............................. 61, 85
Trash Cans ........................92
Travel Cups/Mugs........26,  
.......................................57, 122
Tumblers ......................... 122
Umbrellas .......................106
Wallets ...............................70
Water Bottles .................26
Wireless  
Headphones ............39, 43
Wireless Speakers ........43

 $25 and up 

Adaptors ............ 13, 42, 115
Airplanes ...........................85
Auto Accessories ..49, 52
Awnings ...........................40
Banners ......................72, 73
Bar Accessories ..............81
Battery  
Rechargers........ 13, 42, 115
Beach Towels ................. 113
Bottle Openers ...............81
Camping Equipment ...67
Candy ..................................14
Canopies ..........................40
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Drinking Glasses .......... 122
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................................ 52, 72, 73
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Sports Towels ................ 113
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Telescopes .......................84
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Tokens .............................. 124
Tool Kits .....................16, 49
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Trade Show Displays ...63
Travel Cups/Mugs....... 122
Tumblers ......................... 122
USBs ...................................42
Wine Accessories ..........81
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Bumper Stickers ............117
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Jackets....................... 36, 37
Labels .................................117
Performance  
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Su� lementBOOK
GiftThe 

Corporate & Promotional Gifts for 2019-20

Open this section to discover an impressive 

selection of products from our 2019-2020 Gift 

Book® catalog. These executive and corporate 

gifts are elegant, upscale items that will appeal 

to the most sophisticated recipients. 
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QUANTITY 1  100 300 500 1 ,001
A.  2-in-1 Garment Du� el Bag
#131 (striped strap sold sep.) 375.01 360.01 345.01 330.01 318.76

B.  Wanderlust Leather Turnlock Carpet Bag
#049  308.34 296.01 283.67 271.34 262.09

C.  Sonoma Leather Utility Tech Pouch
 #112S  58.33 56.00 53.67 51.33 49.58

D.  Sonoma Flat Utility Pouch
#8998S  36.67 35.20 33.73 32.27 31.17

E.  Sonoma Tech Utility Roll
#2118S  41.67 40.00 38.33 36.67 35.42

asi/45335

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

E

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY 1  100 250 500 750
A.  Calais™ Matte Metallic Midnight Blue Ballpoint Pen  
#AT0112-18  30.83 29.52 28.21 27.68 18.75

B.  Calais™ Matte Metallic Crimson Roller Ball Pen
#AT0115-19 35.21 33.68 32.15 31.53 21.88

C.  Calais™ Matte Black Rollerball Pen
#AT0115-14 35.21  33.68  32.15  31.53  21.88

D.  Coventry Chrome Ballpoint Pen 
#AT0662-7 22.08 21.21 20.68 20.33 15.92

E.   Coventry Black Lacquer/Chrome Ballpoint Pen
#AT0662-6 22.08 21.21 20.68 20.33 15.92

F.  Coventry Blue Lacquer/Chrome Ballpoint Pen
#AT0662-9 22.08 21.21 20.68 20.33 15.92

asi/47520

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

E

F
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QUANTITY 1  5  10 50 101
A.  18’ Custom Dancer
 #TDC-DS18 511.00 477.34 447.50 421.18 397.78

QUANTITY 1  5  10 50 100
B.  Display Umbrella
#DS-UMB 247.00 232.29 219.39 197.45 179.50

QUANTITY 1  50 100 400  1 ,000
C.  Digital Printed Bin Cover 39.00 33.89 32.42 29.83 28.68

QUANTITY 1  5  10 50 100 250
D.  Promotion Pillow 30.00 28.92  27.66 26.51 25.45 24.47

QUANTITY 1  5  50 100 250
E.  Promo Roll-Up Banner
 #BAN-PR-80 120.00 112.04  89.63 81.48 74.69

asi/53455

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

E

asi/67557

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

QUANTITY  25 100 250 500
A.  Colorburst Backpack
#S230  31.63 31.14 30.42 29.29

QUANTITY 50 250 500 1 ,000
B.  Basic Full-Color Fanny Pack
#FP02  11.39 10.51 10.10 9.90

QUANTITY 25 100 250 500
C.  Full-Color All-Purpose Apron 
& Oven BBQ Mitt #S405 16.54 15.92 15.36 14.83

QUANTITY 25 100 500 1 ,000
D.  Fleece Winter Scarf
#CL08  9.83 9.44 9.08 8.74

QUANTITY 250 500 1 ,000 2 ,500
E.  Seamless Socks
#SB360  10.03 8.24 6.79 5.95

A

D

C

B

E
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A.  18’ Custom Dancer
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A.  Colorburst Backpack
#S230  31.63 31.14 30.42 29.29

QUANTITY 50 250 500 1 ,000
B.  Basic Full-Color Fanny Pack
#FP02  11.39 10.51 10.10 9.90

QUANTITY 25 100 250 500
C.  Full-Color All-Purpose Apron 
& Oven BBQ Mitt #S405 16.54 15.92 15.36 14.83

QUANTITY 25 100 500 1 ,000
D.  Fleece Winter Scarf
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QUANTITY 24 100 250 500

A.  Promenade Picnic Basket
 #203-20  51.24 50.21 41.01 38.43

QUANTITY 16  50 100 200
B.  Adventure Wine Tote 
#505-05-140 114.94 112.64 91.99 86.21

asi/78065

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

QUANTITY  100 250 500 1 ,000
A.  Cast Snowfl ake Ornament
#ONM-0011  4.50 4.00 3.70 3.50

B.  Glitter Spinning Ornament 
#ONM-0010  6.40 5.40 5.10 4.90

C.  Cast Oval Ornament
#ONM-0012   6.00 5.50 5.30 4.90

D.  Glitter Wreath Ornament
#ONM-005  5.18 4.68 4.38 4.20
Optional Red Envelope  0.48 0.38 0.32 0.30

QUANTITY  300 500 1 ,000 2 ,500
E.  Aluminum Snowfl ake Ornament
 #ONM-0014  2.54 2.24 2.04 1.84

asi/35850

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

DC

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover
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QUANTITY  100 250 500 1 ,000
A.  Cast Snowfl ake Ornament
#ONM-0011  4.50 4.00 3.70 3.50

B.  Glitter Spinning Ornament 
#ONM-0010  6.40 5.40 5.10 4.90

C.  Cast Oval Ornament
#ONM-0012   6.00 5.50 5.30 4.90

D.  Glitter Wreath Ornament
#ONM-005  5.18 4.68 4.38 4.20
Optional Red Envelope  0.48 0.38 0.32 0.30

QUANTITY  300 500 1 ,000 2 ,500
E.  Aluminum Snowfl ake Ornament
 #ONM-0014  2.54 2.24 2.04 1.84
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QUANTITY 50 100 250 500 1 ,000  
A.  Professional Corkscrew With Wood-Accented Handle in Gift Box
 #TL31BX  11.75 11.55 11.05 10.35 9.95  

QUANTITY 25 50 100 250 500
B.  Cordless Electric Wine Corkscrew Opener 4-in-1 Gift Box Set
#TL33GS  29.65 29.15 28.15 27.25 26.50

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500 1 ,000
C.  Metal Wine Bottle Opener Corkscrew and Stopper Box Set
#TL35  6.95 6.75 6.25 6.05 5.85  

QUANTITY 25 50 100 250
D.  Deluxe 7-Pen Wooden Keepsake Gift Box With Hinged Glass Lid
 #UA28  54.45 52.65 51.65 50.65

QUANTITY 100 250 500 1 ,000 2 ,500
E.  Metal Pen and Mechanical Pencil Matching Set in Gift Box
#GS40  5.55 5.35 5.05 4.85 4.75

asi/78150

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

E

QUANTITY  100 250 500 1 ,000
A.  Car Mount Phone Holder — Telescopic Arm, Swivel 360° Angle
#PH61  9.45 9.28 8.99 8.58  

B.  Bluetooth Wireless In-Ear Stereo Sports Earbuds Headphones
#PH66P  11.50 11.25 10.95 9.95

C.  Magnetic Car Mount Stick-On Dashboard Smartphone Holder
#PH60   5.20 4.75 4.65 4.50   

D.  Fast Speed Charge Qi-Enabled Wireless Charging Pad — Round
 #PH58  9.25 9.05 8.55 8.45  

asi/78150

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020136
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B.  Cordless Electric Wine Corkscrew Opener 4-in-1 Gift Box Set
#TL33GS  29.65 29.15 28.15 27.25 26.50

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500 1 ,000
C.  Metal Wine Bottle Opener Corkscrew and Stopper Box Set
#TL35  6.95 6.75 6.25 6.05 5.85  

QUANTITY 25 50 100 250
D.  Deluxe 7-Pen Wooden Keepsake Gift Box With Hinged Glass Lid
 #UA28  54.45 52.65 51.65 50.65

QUANTITY 100 250 500 1 ,000 2 ,500
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A.  Car Mount Phone Holder — Telescopic Arm, Swivel 360° Angle
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#PH66P  11.50 11.25 10.95 9.95
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D.  Fast Speed Charge Qi-Enabled Wireless Charging Pad — Round
 #PH58  9.25 9.05 8.55 8.45  
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QUANTITY  25 100 200
A.  Deluxe Collection BBQ Set 
#DCQWH2  10.99 10.49 9.99

QUANTITY  100 300 500
B.  Arctic Scoop 
#DCKWS   7.49 7.29 6.99

QUANTITY  100 200 300
C.  Avocado Slicer/Pitter 
#DCKAS   5.49 5.19 4.99

QUANTITY  25 50 100
D.  Jumbo Steak Knife Set 
#DKWKS   16.49 16.29 15.99

QUANTITY  75 150 300
E.  Grill Brush/Scraper
#DQGB    4.99 4.79 4.49

asi/50052

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

DC

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

E

A.  Charcuterie & Wine Gift Basket 
#312300    99.00
Without wine #12300   89.00 

B.  Fruit & Snack Gift Tower 
#22600    79.00

C.  HoneyGold Spiral Sliced Ham
#213    80.00

D.  Filet Mignon Steaks
#60020    60.00

E.  Dark Chocolate Sea Salt Caramels
#3198    18.00

asi/60717

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D EC

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020138
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PHONE HOLDER

HOT NEW ITEM 
FOR 2019!

asi/55630

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

CREATE YOUR
OWN COLLECTIBLE

QUANTITY  12  48 96 288
A.  Bamboo Cheese Server Set
#ZIP1066  26.90 22.90 21.90 19.90

QUANTITY 12  48 96 252
B.  Duo Appetizer & Cheese Set
#ZIP1369  32.99 30.99 29.99 28.99

QUANTITY 12  96 288 576
C.  Moda Striped Cutting Board
#ZIP1417  17.90 14.90 13.90 12.90

QUANTITY 12  96 288 576
D.  Designer Cutting Board
#ZIP1421  12.90 9.90 9.40 8.90

QUANTITY 12  48 96 288 
E .  Pizza Rocker
 #ZIP1556 23.90 19.99 18.99 17.99

asi/99030

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

DC

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

E
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QUANTITY   1   5
A.  Leakproof 64-oz. Bison Growler 45.00  46.00
   Blank  Imprinted

B.  Leakproof 32-oz. Bison Bottle  30.00  35.00
   Blank  Imprinted

C.  Leakproof 22-oz. Bison Tumbler  20.00  27.00
   Blank  Imprinted

D.  Leakproof 32-oz. Bison Tumbler  30.00  35.00
   Blank  Imprinted

E.  Leakproof 12-oz. Bison Tumbler  18.00  26.00
   Blank  Imprinted

asi/40588

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D
C

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

E

A.   9025 Men’s Striped Sideline Jacket  
 45.00

B.   9057 Men’s Seaport Quarter-Zip 
 40.50

C.   9068 Adult Seaport 1/4-Zip Hoodie 
 54.00

D.   5087 Women’s Adventure Jacket  
 41.00

E.   5057 Women’s Seaport Quarter-Zip 
 40.50 

asi/44620

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

CB

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover
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QUANTITY   24
A.  Classic Leather Wallet   45.00

B.  Buck Bifold    45.00

C.  Leather Card Case   30.00

D.  Wing Fold Card Case   50.00

asi/64772

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY   24
A.  Leather Cord Wrap  27.00

B.  Leather Cord Holder (5 pack)
   20.00 

C.  Leather Mouse Pad  28.00

D.  MacBook Go Case 13”  65.00

E.  Hook Fob  25.00

asi/64772

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
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QUANTITY 16  32 96 192 384
A.  Mammoth Chillski Can/Bottle Holder 
#MS12KZ    21.65 17.98 17.48 16.98 16.48

B.  Mammoth Rover 20-oz. Tumbler 
#MS20ROV   21.65 17.98 17.48 16.98 16.48

C.  Mammoth Rover 30-oz. Tumbler 
#MS30ROV   23.31 19.98 19.48 18.98 18.48

asi/40608

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY  100 250 500 1 ,000
A.  Custom Milk & Dark Combo Bar 3 oz.
#2003 (Mold fee $100) 13.25 12.25 11.40 10.95

B.  Deluxe 1-Pk Trio Card
#7335  7.45 7.05 6.60 6.10

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500
C.  Custom Chocolate Advent Calendar
#3999 (Mold fee for 3x5 bar $100) 26.80 24.75 23.15 21.65

QUANTITY 40 80 200 500
D.  Custom 2-lb. Combo Bars
#2032 (Mold fee $100) 46.35 44.45 42.75 40.45

QUANTITY 20 50 100 250
E.  24-Cookie Gift Box
#4024 (Mold fee $100) 55.10 52.00 50.50 45.40

asi/44897

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

DC

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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QUANTITY 16  32 96 192 384
A.  Mammoth Chillski Can/Bottle Holder 
#MS12KZ    21.65 17.98 17.48 16.98 16.48

B.  Mammoth Rover 20-oz. Tumbler 
#MS20ROV   21.65 17.98 17.48 16.98 16.48

C.  Mammoth Rover 30-oz. Tumbler 
#MS30ROV   23.31 19.98 19.48 18.98 18.48

asi/40608

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY  100 250 500 1 ,000
A.  Custom Milk & Dark Combo Bar 3 oz.
#2003 (Mold fee $100) 13.25 12.25 11.40 10.95

B.  Deluxe 1-Pk Trio Card
#7335  7.45 7.05 6.60 6.10

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500
C.  Custom Chocolate Advent Calendar
#3999 (Mold fee for 3x5 bar $100) 26.80 24.75 23.15 21.65

QUANTITY 40 80 200 500
D.  Custom 2-lb. Combo Bars
#2032 (Mold fee $100) 46.35 44.45 42.75 40.45

QUANTITY 20 50 100 250
E.  24-Cookie Gift Box
#4024 (Mold fee $100) 55.10 52.00 50.50 45.40

asi/44897

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

DC

B
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QUANTITY  50 100 300 1 ,000
A.  Moleskine® Volant Ruled Large Journal 13.53 11.60 9.35 8.99
#40067 (Black), #41067 (Slate Grey), #42067 (White), #43067 (Navy Blue), #44067 
(Geranium Red), #45067 (Powder Blue), #46067 (Sunfl ower Yellow), #49067 (Forget 
Me Not Blue), #49068 (Pine Green), #49069 (Lemon Yellow), #49070 (Scarlet Red) 
5”L x 8.25”H x 0.25”W
  
QUANTITY 25 50 100 300
B.  Moleskine® Hard Cover 
Ruled X-Large Notebook  37.60 32.25 25.99 24.99
#40500 (Black), #41500 (Slate Grey), #42500 (Navy Blue), #43500 (White) 
7.5”L x 9.75”H x 0.5”W

C.  Moleskine® Hard Cover Ruled 
Large Professional Notebook 34.59 29.67 23.91 22.99
#40706 (Black), #49066 (Pearl Grey) 5”L x 8.25”H x 0.625”W

QUANTITY 12  25 50 100
D.  Moleskine® Hard Cover Ruled 
Large Expanded Notebook  45.12 38.70 31.18 29.99
#100195-001 (Black) 5”L x 8.25”H x 0.8125”W

asi/56070

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

DC

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500 1 ,000
EOS Lip Balm 3.85 3.74 3.40 3.30 3.24

asi/80489

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

TREAT
YOURSELF

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020148
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QUANTITY  50 100 300 1 ,000
A.  Moleskine® Volant Ruled Large Journal 13.53 11.60 9.35 8.99
#40067 (Black), #41067 (Slate Grey), #42067 (White), #43067 (Navy Blue), #44067 
(Geranium Red), #45067 (Powder Blue), #46067 (Sunfl ower Yellow), #49067 (Forget 
Me Not Blue), #49068 (Pine Green), #49069 (Lemon Yellow), #49070 (Scarlet Red) 
5”L x 8.25”H x 0.25”W
  
QUANTITY 25 50 100 300
B.  Moleskine® Hard Cover 
Ruled X-Large Notebook  37.60 32.25 25.99 24.99
#40500 (Black), #41500 (Slate Grey), #42500 (Navy Blue), #43500 (White) 
7.5”L x 9.75”H x 0.5”W

C.  Moleskine® Hard Cover Ruled 
Large Professional Notebook 34.59 29.67 23.91 22.99
#40706 (Black), #49066 (Pearl Grey) 5”L x 8.25”H x 0.625”W

QUANTITY 12  25 50 100
D.  Moleskine® Hard Cover Ruled 
Large Expanded Notebook  45.12 38.70 31.18 29.99
#100195-001 (Black) 5”L x 8.25”H x 0.8125”W

asi/56070

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A
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B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500 1 ,000
EOS Lip Balm 3.85 3.74 3.40 3.30 3.24

asi/80489

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

TREAT
YOURSELF
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QUANTITY 24 100 250 500
A.  4-Piece Wine Opener Set With Wine Holder Case 
 #KG0017 16.75 16.55 16.35 16.15

B.  5-Piece Wine Opener Set 
 #KG0018 12.00 11.75 11.50 11.25

QUANTITY 20 60 120 260
C.  Gray 15.6” Laptop Backpack 
#KB9010  18.50 17.75 17.05 16.55

QUANTITY 25 50 100 250
D.  15.6” Laptop Backpack
#KB9015  25.25 24.50 23.95 23.25

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500
E.  Executive Metal Ballpoint Pen & Pencil Set
 #KM20016PAR 9.75 9.35 8.95 8.65

asi/65216

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D
C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

E

asi/77715

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

ULTRASONIC QUILTED JACKET   CGM714 / $84.00

■  Thermal fabric provides an extra layer of warm comfort   
■  Full-zip with reverse coil zipper with callaway Chevron on pull  
■  Zipper placket with fold over zipper garage  ■ Front open pockets 

1/4-ZIP WATER  
REPELLENT PULLOVER     CGM540 / CGW545 / $72.00

■  Repel fabric resists wind and water to protect you against inclement weather   
■  UV Repel technology keeps skin safe from the sun's harmful rays, UPF 50  
■  Stretch reflective tape with overlock stitching across shoulders and back yoke

OTTOMAN 1/4-ZIP  
PULLOVER    CGM715 / CGW704 / $74.00

■  Thermal fabric provides an extra layer of warm comfort   
■  UV Repel technology keeps skin safe from the sun's 
 harmful rays, UPF 50  ■  Mock neck with contrast binding  
■ Front open pockets  ■ 2.5 inch self fabric cuff

LONG SLEEVE CORE 
PERFORMANCE POLO                
CGM670 / $44.00                               

■  Transfers moisture away from the body  
 with Opti-Dri technology  ■ Rib knit collar
■  3-button placket with Callaway embossed
 buttons

FULL-ZIP   
FLEECE VEST     CGM415 / $70.00

■  Thermal fabric provides an extra layer of
 warm comfort  ■ Right chest pocket with   
 Callaway logo zipper pull  ■ Side pockets
■ Adjustable drawstring toggles 

CALLAWAY 2019 FEATURED STYLES
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QUANTITY 24 100 250 500
A.  4-Piece Wine Opener Set With Wine Holder Case 
 #KG0017 16.75 16.55 16.35 16.15

B.  5-Piece Wine Opener Set 
 #KG0018 12.00 11.75 11.50 11.25

QUANTITY 20 60 120 260
C.  Gray 15.6” Laptop Backpack 
#KB9010  18.50 17.75 17.05 16.55

QUANTITY 25 50 100 250
D.  15.6” Laptop Backpack
#KB9015  25.25 24.50 23.95 23.25

QUANTITY 50 100 250 500
E.  Executive Metal Ballpoint Pen & Pencil Set
 #KM20016PAR 9.75 9.35 8.95 8.65

asi/65216

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A
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B
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ULTRASONIC QUILTED JACKET   CGM714 / $84.00

■  Thermal fabric provides an extra layer of warm comfort   
■  Full-zip with reverse coil zipper with callaway Chevron on pull  
■  Zipper placket with fold over zipper garage  ■ Front open pockets 

1/4-ZIP WATER  
REPELLENT PULLOVER     CGM540 / CGW545 / $72.00

■  Repel fabric resists wind and water to protect you against inclement weather   
■  UV Repel technology keeps skin safe from the sun's harmful rays, UPF 50  
■  Stretch reflective tape with overlock stitching across shoulders and back yoke

OTTOMAN 1/4-ZIP  
PULLOVER    CGM715 / CGW704 / $74.00

■  Thermal fabric provides an extra layer of warm comfort   
■  UV Repel technology keeps skin safe from the sun's 
 harmful rays, UPF 50  ■  Mock neck with contrast binding  
■ Front open pockets  ■ 2.5 inch self fabric cuff

LONG SLEEVE CORE 
PERFORMANCE POLO                
CGM670 / $44.00                               

■  Transfers moisture away from the body  
 with Opti-Dri technology  ■ Rib knit collar
■  3-button placket with Callaway embossed
 buttons

FULL-ZIP   
FLEECE VEST     CGM415 / $70.00

■  Thermal fabric provides an extra layer of
 warm comfort  ■ Right chest pocket with   
 Callaway logo zipper pull  ■ Side pockets
■ Adjustable drawstring toggles 

CALLAWAY 2019 FEATURED STYLES
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QUANTITY    1
A.  Aura Digital Photo Frame    293.25

B.  Muggo – Smart Heated Travel Mug    114.75

C.  Packit® Celebration Dot Freezable Wine Bag  20.15

D.  Ecovessel Wine Bundle     64.80

asi/48767

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
A

DC

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY    12
Glass Ornaments   6.85

Laser engraved. Setup charge: $40.00
Personalization: Add $4.00 per piece

asi/91320

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020152
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QUANTITY    1
A.  Aura Digital Photo Frame    293.25

B.  Muggo – Smart Heated Travel Mug    114.75

C.  Packit® Celebration Dot Freezable Wine Bag  20.15

D.  Ecovessel Wine Bundle     64.80

asi/48767

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
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QUANTITY    12
Glass Ornaments   6.85

Laser engraved. Setup charge: $40.00
Personalization: Add $4.00 per piece

asi/91320

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
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Scan for more 
information.

QUANTITY 10 25 50 100
A.  RAVPower 6700mAh Power Bank With Dual USB Wall Charger
 #RP-PB125  42.88 37.88 32.31 30.34

B.  Amazon Echo Dot 3rd Gen
#AZECHO3 59.81 51.00 48.16 46.03

C.  Mega Power Bank & Pullman Wall Charger Gift Set
#SET03_LA 42.52 36.14 27.20 25.80

D.  Richmond 10,000mAh Power Bank and Wireless Charger 2-in-1
#PWB181_LA 48.34 39.58 34.12 26.28

E.  LaSalle Bluetooth Earbuds + Power Bank Combo
#EP40  29.52 24.96 19.47 18.88

asi/90154

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D
C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

E

asi/48125

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020

QUANTITY 8    50   200   400
A.  Bonded Leather 4” x 6” Memo Holder
 #A3609  33.00 32.70 32.35 31.70

QUANTITY 16  50 200 400
B.  Classic Leather 4” x 6” Picture Frame 
#A3017  35.00 34.65 34.30 33.60

QUANTITY 6 25 100 200
C.  Top-Grain Black Deluxe Letter-Size Zip-Around Portfolio
 #E1002  137.00 136.00 134.50 132.00

QUANTITY 2  10 50 100
D.  Wood & Leather Side-Rail Desk Pad
 #P8401  176.00 174.50 172.50 169.00

QUANTITY 10 25 100 200
E.  Burgundy Eclipse Clock
#C1007  97.00 96.50 95.50 93.50

A

D

C

B

E
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Scan for more 
information.

QUANTITY 10 25 50 100
A.  RAVPower 6700mAh Power Bank With Dual USB Wall Charger
 #RP-PB125  42.88 37.88 32.31 30.34

B.  Amazon Echo Dot 3rd Gen
#AZECHO3 59.81 51.00 48.16 46.03

C.  Mega Power Bank & Pullman Wall Charger Gift Set
#SET03_LA 42.52 36.14 27.20 25.80

D.  Richmond 10,000mAh Power Bank and Wireless Charger 2-in-1
#PWB181_LA 48.34 39.58 34.12 26.28

E.  LaSalle Bluetooth Earbuds + Power Bank Combo
#EP40  29.52 24.96 19.47 18.88

asi/90154
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QUANTITY 8    50   200   400
A.  Bonded Leather 4” x 6” Memo Holder
 #A3609  33.00 32.70 32.35 31.70

QUANTITY 16  50 200 400
B.  Classic Leather 4” x 6” Picture Frame 
#A3017  35.00 34.65 34.30 33.60

QUANTITY 6 25 100 200
C.  Top-Grain Black Deluxe Letter-Size Zip-Around Portfolio
 #E1002  137.00 136.00 134.50 132.00

QUANTITY 2  10 50 100
D.  Wood & Leather Side-Rail Desk Pad
 #P8401  176.00 174.50 172.50 169.00

QUANTITY 10 25 100 200
E.  Burgundy Eclipse Clock
#C1007  97.00 96.50 95.50 93.50
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QUANTITY 25 300 1,000 3,000
A.  24-oz. Stainless-Steel Water Bottle 
  31.25 27.72 26.63 QUR

B.  12-oz. Stainless-Steel Tumbler 
  19.80 19.10 18.40 QUR

C.  20-oz. Stainless Tervis With Lid 
#1250129  22.92 22.08 21.25 QUR

D.  30-oz. Stainless Tervis With Lid 
#1250345 31.25 27.72 26.63 QUR

asi/90914

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

QUANTITY    1
A.  Tile Mate With Replaceable Battery 
#EC-13001   24.99

B.  Tile Slim
#EC-04001   30.00

C.   Tile Pro With Replacement Battery – Black
#EC-15001   34.99

asi/67617

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020156
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QUANTITY 25 300 1,000 3,000
A.  24-oz. Stainless-Steel Water Bottle 
  31.25 27.72 26.63 QUR

B.  12-oz. Stainless-Steel Tumbler 
  19.80 19.10 18.40 QUR

C.  20-oz. Stainless Tervis With Lid 
#1250129  22.92 22.08 21.25 QUR

D.  30-oz. Stainless Tervis With Lid 
#1250345 31.25 27.72 26.63 QUR

asi/90914

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
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QUANTITY    1
A.  Tile Mate With Replaceable Battery 
#EC-13001   24.99

B.  Tile Slim
#EC-04001   30.00

C.   Tile Pro With Replacement Battery – Black
#EC-15001   34.99

asi/67617

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
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QUANTITY 12  50 100 200 300 500
California Coastal Wines 49.25 46.90 43.10 38.60 32.90 31.90

California Reserve Wines 58.25 54.90 50.95 46.50 44.25 41.95

All Other Wine Brands 38.10 35.25 31.35 26.60 24.10 23.90

Mini Wine & Champagne 
“Favor” Bottles 14.95 14.50 14.00 13.50 13.00 12.75

asi/44366

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi/44366THE GIFT BOOK

California Reserve Wines

Choose any of our California reserve wines or champagnes. Price includes wine, 
etching and one color fill. Small additional fee may apply for each color addition.

All Other Wine Brands

We’re happy to help you select the perfect wine or champagne to suit your needs.  
Prices below reflect etching and one color fill; they do not include wine or any 
other costs.  Wine costs vary with selected brand. $1 per bottle label removal.

Mini Wine & Champagne “Favor” Bottles

Available in California Champagne, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, 
Chardonnay, and various non-alcoholic sparkling juices. Price includes wine, 
etch and one color fill.

12 50 100 200 300 500
     14.95    14.50      14.00    13.50   13.00        12.75

Gift Fulfillment Services

We offer a host of additional products & services including custom gift 
packaging and various drop shipment options. Leave the logistics to us! We 
make your corporate gifting fast, easy, and efficient.  

High Volume Orders

Larger volume orders may be eligible for special pricing depending on 
order logistics.

W O N D E R F U L  WINES

California Coastal Wines
Choose any of our California coastal wines or champagnes. Price includes wine, 
etching and one color fill. Small additional fee may apply for each color addition.

THE GIFT BOOK

12 50          100 200 300   500
      49.25          46.90          43.10            38.60         32.90           31.90

12 50          100          200 300   500
  58.25     54.90  50.95   46.50   44.25      41.95

12 50          100          200 300   500
  38.10     35.25  31.35   26.60   24.10      23.90

asi/44366THE GIFT BOOKTHE GIFT BOOK

QUANTITY 24 48 96 144
A.  AA Mini Maglite® With 
Smooth Barrel 
#M2ASM  $20.00 $19.00 $18.50 $18.00

QUANTITY 24 48
B.  Be Bottle™  
#BB10  $34.50 $33.00

QUANTITY 48 96 288
C.  Electric Candle Lighter 
#9310  $18.00 $17.50 $16.50

QUANTITY 24 48 96 144
D.  Leathermen® Rev® 
 #LM50   $50.00 $48.50 $47.50 $46.00

QUANTITY 30 100
E.  Luci® Color Essence
#1024    $31.00 $30.00

asi/46170

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

D

C

B

| Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover | spectrum 2020
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QUANTITY 12  50 100 200 300 500
California Coastal Wines 49.25 46.90 43.10 38.60 32.90 31.90

California Reserve Wines 58.25 54.90 50.95 46.50 44.25 41.95

All Other Wine Brands 38.10 35.25 31.35 26.60 24.10 23.90

Mini Wine & Champagne 
“Favor” Bottles 14.95 14.50 14.00 13.50 13.00 12.75

asi/44366

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

spectrum 2020 | Prices subject to change, verify with your distributor  | To order see front cover

asi/44366THE GIFT BOOK

California Reserve Wines

Choose any of our California reserve wines or champagnes. Price includes wine, 
etching and one color fill. Small additional fee may apply for each color addition.

All Other Wine Brands

We’re happy to help you select the perfect wine or champagne to suit your needs.  
Prices below reflect etching and one color fill; they do not include wine or any 
other costs.  Wine costs vary with selected brand. $1 per bottle label removal.

Mini Wine & Champagne “Favor” Bottles

Available in California Champagne, Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot, 
Chardonnay, and various non-alcoholic sparkling juices. Price includes wine, 
etch and one color fill.

12 50 100 200 300 500
     14.95    14.50      14.00    13.50   13.00        12.75

Gift Fulfillment Services

We offer a host of additional products & services including custom gift 
packaging and various drop shipment options. Leave the logistics to us! We 
make your corporate gifting fast, easy, and efficient.  

High Volume Orders

Larger volume orders may be eligible for special pricing depending on 
order logistics.

W O N D E R F U L  WINES

California Coastal Wines
Choose any of our California coastal wines or champagnes. Price includes wine, 
etching and one color fill. Small additional fee may apply for each color addition.

THE GIFT BOOK

12 50          100 200 300   500
      49.25          46.90          43.10            38.60         32.90           31.90

12 50          100          200 300   500
  58.25     54.90  50.95   46.50   44.25      41.95

12 50          100          200 300   500
  38.10     35.25  31.35   26.60   24.10      23.90

asi/44366THE GIFT BOOKTHE GIFT BOOK

QUANTITY 24 48 96 144
A.  AA Mini Maglite® With 
Smooth Barrel 
#M2ASM  $20.00 $19.00 $18.50 $18.00

QUANTITY 24 48
B.  Be Bottle™  
#BB10  $34.50 $33.00

QUANTITY 48 96 288
C.  Electric Candle Lighter 
#9310  $18.00 $17.50 $16.50

QUANTITY 24 48 96 144
D.  Leathermen® Rev® 
 #LM50   $50.00 $48.50 $47.50 $46.00

QUANTITY 30 100
E.  Luci® Color Essence
#1024    $31.00 $30.00

asi/46170

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT
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SIZE: 1.5” X 1.5”

TUMI PAX: RESPONSIBLE DOWN STANDARD LOGO FOR STRIKE-OFF

2.19.16

COLORS:

GREY

WHITE (LT WT PLASTISOL PRINT GRAPHIC)

QUANTITY 1
A.  Tumi Pax Pu� er 195.00
#F5-1001 (Men’s), #F5-4620 (Women’s)
  

QUANTITY 1
B.  Tumi Pax Vest 145.00
#F6-7125 (Men’s ), #F6-8121 (Women’s )
  

asi/92316

THE GIFT BOOK 
SUPPLEMENT

A

B
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2 0 2 0

For a look at the most popular products in the 

industry, see pages 3 - 10 for the Hot Sellers.

jsproad.com
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